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CHAPTER

I.

THE HISTORY OF THE COLLECTION,

T

HERE has been from the

first

an element

of romance in the history of the col-

and art objects of
arranged in Hertford House.
Each of the persons concerned in the gathering together of these treasures was a man of
picturesque personality and of unusual tastes;
and each of them was enabled, by the posses-

all

lection of pictures

kinds which

sion of

is

immense

wealth, to gratify these tastes

of

its

contents and in the expression which

the final

chapter in the romance came the

bequeathal of the collection in

shown to the owner by the Government
when he first outlined to them the
conditions on which the bequest was to be
made. The story throughout is full of inofficials

discrimination, but with a lavishness of outlay

to be gratified.

The

was

in

many
was

the

and

happy ending

its

is

one with which

the people of this country have everv reason

respects without precedent.

formation of a gallery
which has scarcely a rival in the importance
result

entirety to

ation

terest,

that

its

the British nation, despite the small consider-

Their collecting was done
on an almost spectacular scale, with admirable

to the utmost.

it

As

affords of a particular cesthetic intention.

It

would

say exactly
lection

^n

be, perhaps, a little difficult

when

were

laid,

to

the foundations of the col-

but certainlv the

first

steps
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to

make

it

what

is

it

to-day were taken by

Francis Cliarles, the third Marquis of Hert-

This remarkable personage,

ford.

who

is

generally considered to have been the original
of the Marquis of Steyne, portrayed by Thac-

among

keray in Vanity Fail-, had,

the other

good and bad, which made him one
of the most prominent men of his time, an
qualities,

To

undeniable capacity for connoisseurship.
the array of

works of

art

which came

to

him

by inheritance he made many additions, in the
selection of which he showed sound judgment
and an excellent appreciation of artistic essentials.
When he died, in 1842, he left to his
son a collection which was already important,
and, within its limits, notably representative.
To this son must be given the fullest credit
for having carried on magnificently what had

become

On

a family tradition.

his succession

abandoned the
career as a diplomatist and politician to which
previoLislv he had seemed to be inclined
he
had held the post of Attache at the Embassies
to

the

title

and

estates

he

—

of Paris and Constantinople, and had

sat in

—

Parliament as member for Antrim
and he
established himself in Paris, where he enjoyed

ample opportunities of satisfying his
for acquiring the best examples of

passion

achievement.
Systematic collecting
became, indeed, the one occupation of his life.
He never married, he lived simply, and he

artistic

was free to devote the greater part of his
enormous income to gathering together, from
all quarters, works of art which seemed to
him to be worthy of places in his treasure
house. The rooms which he occupied in the

Rue

Laffitte for a long period, and Bagatelle,
mansion on the outskirts of Paris which
he ultimately chose as his home, were tilled
with priceless things, and this collection he

the

continued for nearly thirtv years to enlarge,
until it became unique in, its comprehensiveness and all-round quality.

One

of his chief characteristics as an art

patron was his

catholicitv.
That he had
marked preferences is evident to every visitor
but these preferences,
to Hertford House
;

though they

led

'him

to give particular atten-

tion to certain sections of his gallery, did not

prevent his

purchasing the masterpieces of
Moreover, he did not limit

other schools.

himself to anyone form of

The

collection

is

artistic expression.

rich in pictures by the greatest

masters whose names

are

recorded

in

the

history of art, but

it is

even richer in examples

of exquisite craftsmanship and in numberless

which show how many ways there
He was
quite prepared to take anything that was of
memorable excellence, and, as considerations
objects

are of manifesting the artist's spirit.

of cost entered practically not at

view of existence, he was able
ever he

desired

of the

all

into his

to secure

what-

masterpieces which

came on the market during his later life.
In his manner of collecting he differed from
the ordinary rich

men who

the idea that art patronage

duty.

He

did not

are possessed of
is

a sort of social

put himself blindly into

the hands of a professional adviser and accept,
as a matter of course, the things

that

were

him. He had his own wellcultivated opinions, based partly upon very
correct instiiicts and partly upon careful study
of the best examples, and these opinions guided
him, as can be seen now, so well that he made
surprisingly few mistakes.
There was a singular absence of ostentation in his method,
none of that dramatic competition which is so
gratifying and exciting to the average man.
He did not appear in the sale rooms to fight
his own battles and to enjoy on the spot his
frequent triumphs.
His life was one of seclusion, almost of isolation; he made few friends
and disliked contact with the world. So his
buying was done by the aid of trusted agents,
who worked for him under his direction and
submitted to him privately for his approval
the treasures he coveted.
Chief among his agents was Richard Wallace, his most intimate friend, and, according
to accepted tradition, his near kinsman. What
was exactly the degree of relationship between
the Marquis and his friend has been much
discussed
people who are curious on this
subject will find it is dealt with at some length
in the Dictionary of National Biography
but as the matter has only a remote bearing
on the history of the Hertford House Collection, there is no necessity to go into it again.
Wallace, who was known in his boyhood as
Richard Jackson, was born in London on
July 26, 1818, and was educated entirely under
the supervision of Maria, Marchioness of
Hertford, the mother of the fourth Marquis.

recommended

to

—

—

He spent most of his early life in Paris, where
he soon became a prominent figure in society
and art circles; and, while he was still a young
man, he made a reputation on his own account

>
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For many years,
however, and especially after he had parted
with his own collection in iSS-, he was closely
associated with the Marquis and exercised an
unquestionable influence upon the formation
of the marvellous gathering that is now to
be seen at Hertford House. As " Monsieur
Ivichard" he was a personage well known to
dealers and connoisseurs, and an active buver
wherever ereat works of art were offered for
as a discriminating collector.

sale.

When,

in 1870, the Marquis (jf Hertford
was found thai he had bequeathed to
Richard Walkice the \\ hole of his collections,
his houses in London and l^aris, and estates
in Ireland which br(night him an income of

died,

it

X5o,ooo a vear. This recognition ot the long
intimacy between the t^^o men \\as no doubt
induced panh' b\ personal alfection. but parth'
also by the feeling that there was no (jne who
could value so highlv the treasures which had
been to the Marquis the absorbing interest of
his

life.

It

has been suggested, too, that the

spirit of patriotism

which the Marquis pos-

sessed, in spite of his long residence abroad,
led

him

to leave his acquisitions to a

his

own

nationality, and not. as

man

manv

of

people

France are said \o have hoped, to the
Louvre. Whatever ma\ have been his intention, the Fnglish nation ceriainh' (jwes him
in

a

debt of gratiuide, for he started that train of

circumstances which has ended in a result of
national importance.
Immediatel\- after the death of the Marquis
arose the \\orst troubles ol ihe hranco-Gei'man
war, and the heir to this \ast gathering ut

works

exquisite

exposed

to

came the

the

(jf art
saw his possessions
most alarming risks.
First

siege of Paris, with the dangers of

the bottibardment, and then followed the terrors of the Cottimune,

ticism and

y

ith its reckless

fana-

Wallace
felt that his inheritance was unsafe in such
surroundings, and that ^vhat had taken years
to build up ran the risk of being destroyed in
a moment of popular passion.
So, despite
his liking for the country in which he had
spent so much of his life, a liking well proved
by his almost boundless liberality during the
siege,

its

orgies of destruction.

he transferred his collection for greater
from Paris to London. The bulk of

security

was

from 1872 to 1875,
to the Bethnal Green Museum, where it \vas
a source of endless enjoyment to a host of art
it

lent for three years,

Some

lovers.

of

was stored

it

in

the

Pan-

technicon and met there with disaster in the
great fire which reduced that buildineto ruins.
Wallace property to the value of Jfi5o,ooo,

and more, is believed to have perished then,
and with it much besides that had been temporarily deposited bv other collectors.
Meanwhile alterations in Hertford House
had been in progress so as to prepare a proper
setting for the things which were to find their
permanent h(jme there.
These alterations
were completed in 1873, and then Richard
Wallace and his wife
four years before, he
had married the daughter of Bernard Castelnau, a French officer
established themselves
in what has ever since been regarded as one
of the great palaces of art.
His activitv as a
collector continued, and he made many additions to the Collection during the next few
\ears.
Artistic matters, indeed, continued to
occupy him to the end of his life, though he
plaved some part in politics and sat for a
while in l^arliantent as member for an Irish
constituency.
Not long after his return to
I^ngland a baronetcy was conferred upon him.
The death of his son,\vhich occurred about
the middle of the seventies, left him without
an heir wIkj could naturally succeed him, and
he began to consider seriously what was to be
Like most sinthe destination of his gallery.
cere collectors, he felt a strong repugnance to

—

—

leaving his valued possessions to be dispersed
at

death, and

his

he desired

to

so arrange

which

had been
brought together with so much care and taste
should remain permanently in association.
matters

With

that

the

things

made some sugGovernment that he should
whole of his Collection to the

this object in view, he

gestions

to

the

bequeath the
nation,

if

the responsible officials

were willing

unreasonable conditions
\\hich he wished to impose.
The chief of these conditions was that
Hertford House should be an essential part of
his bequest so that the collection should he
retained in the surroundings he had devised
The stipulation was a legitimate one
for it.
enough and his reasons for making it are
He had been at great pains
quite intelligible.
to convert the house into a place wdiich would
to agree to certain not

set

off"

his pictures

manner; he

felt

and

art objects in a suitable

the appropriateness of main-

taining the connection of the gallery with the

Hertford family; and he knew the value of
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most
achievement

presenting the
artistic

their beauties

exquisite
in

such

a

examples

ot

fashion that

would be improved by judicious
That a nran of his aesthetic

juxtapositions.

temperament and long association with
all

his

art in

forms, should have objected to consigning

possessions to

the

museum,

cases of a

titude due to her for her

ample fulfilment of
She was not bound in
any way, and if she had chosen to disperse
the Collection, or to hand it over to the national
his original intention.

museums

where thev would be mere items in a huge
and more or less incoherent gathering Irom
all parts of the w(jrld, is not in anv wav surprising he was an enthusiast, and he wished
to inspire a measure of his enthusiasm in the
people for whose beneht his bequest was to be
made.
But his suggestions were treated bv the
Government officials with the same foolish
want (jf tact that is, and alwavs has been,
shown to art lovers who seek to do great
things tor the nation.
No c(.)ncessions were
made to his natural prejudices, no attempt to
meet him with a right appreciation of his
generositv or to clear awav the small diffiHis
culties which his conditions created.
offer was pi'acticalh' refused, or at least it was
referred back to him lor amendment, on the
ground that Hertford House was leasehold

to

and therefore unsuitable for acceptance as a
public gallerv.
Apparentlv no negotiations
were o|iened with the ground landloi'd foi' the
acquisition of the properi\' oi' lor the conclusion of a practical arrangement with regard
to it.
Sir Richard Wallace was told that his
terms were not acceptable and that he had

from Lady

:

That he should, on receiving such

a

rebuH,

have refused to discuss the matter further, and
should haveabruptlv ended hiscorrespondence
with the lormalitv- ridden Treasury officials
who showed themselves to be so ridiculously
incapable of taking advantage of a great oppor-

may

be accounted natural enough; dry

officialism of this sort could not

an

art lover

who had

a

fail

to irritate

complete understand-

ing of the inestimable value of the Collection

which he intended the nation

people through their repreand his offer had been practically
declined with scanty thanks. That it should
have been renewed by Lady Wallace in almost
the

British

sentatives,

identical terms, save that the condition as to

House \vas withan eloquent proof of public spirit
as great as his and of complete sympathy with
his artistic enthusiasm.
She shares with him
the retention of Hertford

drawn,

in

is

the credit

an act

for

generosity

of

of the great benefactors to

owe

nation,

so

whom

we, as a

much.

There are others besides who have played
worthy of admiration in the recent history of the Wallace Collection.
How the
opportunity has arisen for them to intervene
parts

can be
runs,

best

" to

by

explained

^\'allace's will.

the

British

brief quotation

a
''

I

Nation

bequeath,"

my

it

pictures,

porcelain, bronzes, artistic furniture, armour,

miniatures, snuff-boxes, and works of art,
which are placed on the ground floor and first
floors and in the galleries at Hertford House,
on the express condition that the Governnient

to possess.

But

a central part of
a special

London, and build thereon

museum

to contain the said collec-

which shall always be kept together
unmixed Avith other objects of art, and shall
be stvled 'The Wallace Collection;' but this
bequest shall not include personal and modern

tion,

jewellery, trinkets and

modern

eflecis,

nor ordinary

furniture or chattels, but shall include

XIV. balustrade at Hertford House,
which my executors shall replace by an ordinary
modern balustrade, and the said Louis XIV.
the Louis

new museum
And I

the desire to achieve his purpose remained,

balustrade shall he used in the

and though, when he died

he willed
the whole of his possessions to his wife abso-

to be erected for the said Collection.

and ^yithout any dictation to her as to
the manner in which she should deal with
them, it is by no means unlikely that he had
expressed wishes on the subject which Lady
Wallace would be ready to carry out.
Not the less, however, is a debt of gra-

as to

lutely,

for

which it would be difficult to Hnd a parallel,
and her name is for ever enrolled among those

for the time being shall agree to give a site in

better revise his suggestions.

tunity,

country of her birth, she

the

in

would have been open to no reproach. Sir
Richard had made his offer fairly and frankly

in 1890,

hereby declare that, if any doubt shall arise
whether any object shall form part of

the Collection or not, the question shall be

determined by

my

Executors, and their deci-

sion shall be flnal."

"I
made

further declare that the said bequest
subject

to

the

express condition

is

that

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
Her Majesty's Government for the time being
nominate Mr. John Murray Scott to be

shall

one of the trustees of the said Collection for
the nation, and also, during the time the said
Collection shall remain at Hertford House
(which shall not exceed a period of four years
from the date of my decease), it shall be at the
risk and peril of Her Majesty's Government,

purpose as galleries for the display of pictures
by the eighteenth-century French artists. What
has been done elsewhere has been more in
the nature of modifications in the distribution

shall also defray the cost of superintendence and preservation of the said Col-

in the rooms than of reconrooms themselves. The breakfast room and the billiard room have been
hung with the modern French and English
pictures and the Oriental Armoury with seventeenth century Dutch pictures, the dining

lection."

room

who

Several questions immediately arose under
this will.

Many of

the advisers of the Govern-

ment were strongly in favour of securing
Hertford House as the permanent home of
the

accordance with the oriwish of Sir Richard Wallace, and there

Collection, in

ginal

were various reasons which made this arrangement desirable. But it could not be brought
about without the consent of the residuary
legatee, Mr. Murray Scott, to whom the lease
of Hertford House was left.
With great
generosity, however, he decided to accept for
the lease a sum considerably below its market
value and to bind himself and his heirs to
agree to the purchase of the house as a fulfil-

ment of the stipulations in the will. The
ground landlord also, Lord Porlman, met the
Government half-way, and sold to them the
freehold at a price which was far smaller than
could have been reasonably expected.
By
these concessions the cost of acquiring what

was certainly the place most fitted by its associations, and by the character of the accommodation it provided, for the permanent display of the Collection was brought within
exceedingly reasonable limits, and so much
time was saved that it was possible to throw
the gallery open to the public not more than
three years after the death of Lady Wallace.
The interval between the acquisition of
Hertford House by the Government and the
public opening on June 22, 1900, was devoted
to the carrying out of a fairly extensive scheme
of alterations and structural rearrangements
of the interior of the building and to the
necessary disposal of the Collection so as to

of the objects

struction of the

is occupied with cases of miniatures,
and the smoking room has become the sculpture gallery.
Otherwise the character of the
house has been but little interfered with. It
retains much of the atmosphere characteristic
of the home of a man of taste, and it has taken
on less than might have been expected of the

museum

aspect.

was the idea of

It

shows well how correct

Richard Wallace, that the
retention of his Collection in Hertford House
would be an artistic advantage and would
help to make more convincing the lessons
which this Collection is so well calculated to
teach.

Sir

Certainly the display,

as

a

whole,

possesses a peculiar and persuasive significance and a personal meaning that cannot by

any possibility be misunderstood.

The

value of the addition

made

to the art

treasures of the nation by the Wallace Bequest
is

so obvious that there

the matter at

length.

is little

A

need

to discuss

particular train of

circumstances, however, enhances the importance of the gift. For many years the manage-

ment of

the National Gallery has unaccount-

ably neglected

its

opportunities of acquiring

examples of certain schools which decidedly
ought to have received attention long ago.
The historical completeness of the collection
in Trafalgar Square has been, in consequence,
seriously impaired
and as this neglect had
continued until the process of filling up the
gaps had become too expensive
on account
;

—

of the rise in value of the pictures required
for the National Gallery to undertake,

people had abandoned

all

—

most

hope of seeing these

deficiencies supplied.

From

this

unfortunate position the nation

visitors to

has been saved by the generosity of Sir Richard

Among the more important
the gallery.
changes were the conversion of the range of
stabling at the back of the house into rooms
to hold the immense series of arms and armour,
and the adaptation of the bedrooms and dres-

The makers of the HertHouse Collection had, as it happened, a
pronounced preference for some of the schools

allow

sing

it

to be properly

rooms on the

tirst

viewed by

floor to their present

and Lady Wallace.
ford

which had been long and persistently ignored
by the National Gallery authorities and there;

fore the acceptance of the bequest has had the
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welcome

effect

of strengthening the historical
our possession in exactly

series of paintings in

where improvement had been
Such a
piece of good fortune was undeniably more
the direction

previously most urgently needed.

than the nation deserved after the indifference
displayed towards the expressed intentions of
Sir Richard Wallace by the Treasury officials,

an indifference the less excusable because the
rare importance of the gallery \\hich he was

was universally acknowledged.

offering
It is

especiallv by

its

representation of the

eighteenth ccnturv French masters that the
Hertford House collection claims a place of
such marked significance among those which,
in

This

the very school

is

i)f this course of inaction was that in
1897 ^liere was not so much inadequacy in the
recognition of this school as an implied denial

had a right to attention at all. There
Trafalgar Square nothing by Watteau,

that

il

was

in

the

supreme leader of the French eighteenth

century painters, nothing by most of his accomplished contemporaries and only minor
examples were to be found of Lancrel, Greuze,
;

and one or two other men of less repute.
there was of French art belonged to an
earlier date, the dignified but lormal work of
Claude, and the Poussins, who were but the
pioneers of a school developed along very
different lines by their successors.
That there should have been in the formation of the Wallace Collection little concession made to the formerly prevailing fashion
for the productions of these earlier French
masters is a point of some interest. It shows
that the Marquises of Hertford and their
advisers were not disposed to he guided in
making their purchases by the opinion of
people about them, and that they had independence enough to follow strictly their own

What

predilections in art matters.

charm

They appreciated

and the technical excellence of the

work

at a

time

when

other

connoisseurs would give it but little attention,
and they bought examples of it in considerable

The consequence is that there are
Hertford House twenty-two pictures

numbers.

now

at

a

mark

passable

centurv

is

are a few pictures by seven-

century painters

events to

of other periods

—

sufficient

the historical sequence

at

all

— and

representation of the nineteenth

men

is

given.

The

series begins with

continues with Watteau and his associates,
and with theirimmediate successors, Prud'hon,

result

eighteenth century

teenth

artists

which has been con-

National Gallery,
the one, indeed, which has alwavs been treated
as if no artist of even moderate capacity had
The
existed in France during that period.

the

amount of sound

In addition, a reasonable

work bv French
included. There

Frani;ois Clouet, Claude, and the Poussins;

neglected at the

sistentlv

—

art.

country, illustrate the history of

this

by Pater, eleven by Lancret, nine by Fragonard, and nine by Watteau, and some by Nattier, and Madame Le Brun
over a hundred
altogether.
Such a series is almost without a
rival elsewhere; and its acquisition has removed suddenly and dramatically from the
British national collection the reproach which
formerly could be only too justly laid upon it.

by Boucher, twenty-one by Greuze, fourteen

Horace Vernet,
Decamps, L. L. Robert, Papety, and Ary
Schelier; and is brought up to modern times
bv such painters as Gt'rome, Corot, .lules Dupre, Troyon, Diaz, Rousseau, Rosa Bonheur,
Isabey, and Meissonier.
Some gaps can be
Boillv, Delaroche, Delacroix,

found in this otherwise admirable suirimary of
French art. For instance there is nothing by
Millet, Daubigny, or Jacque but on the whole
the succession of developments which affected
the progress of art in France from the later
years of the sixteenth century almost to the
end of the nineteenth is convincingly set
;

forth.

Although the works of other schools which
House do not so

are to be seen at Hertford

plainly

supply

serious

deficiencies

in

our

national collections, they supplement in an

eminently satisfactorv manner what we already
possess.
The English pictures are of memorable quality
and if they are comparatively
few in number, many ofthemaremostassuredly
acquisitions of real importance.
The examples
of Revnolds and Gainsborough are worthy to
be counted among the most consummate
achievements of these famous painters and
the canvases by Romney, Hoppner, and Law;

;

rence, are of sufficient distinction.

Men

of a

—

have also places in the gallery,
Bonington, ClarksonStanfield, David Roberts,
Copley Fielding, Sir Edwin Landseer, Sidney

later date

Cooper, Wilkie, Westall, Downman, Hilton,
and others and four small works by Turner
must be noted. That there are many surprising omissions which diminish the completeness of the British group, can be admitted, but
;
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what has been

includeei has been selected with

the soundest judgment.

The Dutch

pictures

dition to the large

works by David Teyounger, Philippe de Champaigne,
Gonzales Coques, Jacob Jordaens, Jan Fyt,
Peter Neefs, Snyders, and moderns like Baron
Leys, Eugene Verboeckhoven and Louis Gallait and there are certain unascribed paintings
of the same school, which belong to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The German group, limited though it is,
these there are acceptable
nicrs, the

make

series

a

of

wonderful ad-

works of

this

school which have been acquired bv the nation
Eleven canvases by Rembrandt,
in years past.
eleven by Cuvp, five by

Hobbema,

eight by

Mieris, six by P. Wouwerman, five by
Metsu, and others of characteristic merit bv
Ferdinand Bol, Jan Both, Backhuysen, Berchem, Brouwer,E.deWitte, Hondecoeter, Van
Huysum, P. de Hooghe, Karel du Jardin,
Nicolas Maes, Van Ostade, Paul Potter, Ruysdael, Jan Steen, Terborch, A. Van de Velde,
Wynants, and many more artists of high
repute, are gathered in this section of the collection
and there is the superb Laughing
shows to perfection the
Cavalier which
amazing mastery of the incomparable P"rans
Hals.
Hardly anyone of acknowledged eminence is absent from the list indeed if we had
not available for study the comprehensive
gathering of works of the Dutch school which
is to be seen in Trafalgar Square, we might
fairly have been contented with what the
Wallace Bequest has given us, so tvpical are
these examples and so unexceptionable in
quality throughout.
What there is of the Spanish school is
Onlv a few of the
not less persuasive.
chief masters have been chosen, but there
are such men as Velasquez, Murillo, and
Alonzo Cano. Eight pictures are ascribed to
Velasquez, and though the authenticitv of
some of these is not wholly beyond question,

W.

;

;

;

shows

in a fairly explanatory manner certain
phases of the art of that country, but it does
not attempt anything in the nature of an his-

developments which
have taken place there during the lapse of
centuries.
Evidently the earnest but rather
pedantically formal work of the earlier Gertorical illustration of the

man

painters,

who,

it

must be confessed, seem

have been habitually more concerned with
the statement of obvious facts than with the
to

art, had little attraction for
makers of the Wallace Collection.
Nor do thev appear to have inclined particularly towards the angularities of the Italian
Primitives and under the circumstances this

graces of pictorial
the

;

may

be accounted fortunate, because Italian

art, especially in its

earlier stages, has

been

assiduously collected in the National Gallery,
a duplicate gathering at Hertford House
would have been more or less superfluous.
But what there is there is not unworthy of its

and

The twenty

surroundings.
nio Canale

pictures by Anto-

— better known as Canaletto — the

again, four do not

the paintings by
Andrea del Sarto, Bronzino, Carlo
Dolci, Domenichino, Guido Reni, Sassoferrato, Salvator Rosa, and a few more, though
they merely suggest the richness and variety of

entirelv satisfv the

most critical experts, but
remaining nine would appear to have

the great Italian school with

the

divisions, are by their high quality well fitted

three at least

Of

show him

absolutelv

the thirteen Murillos

indisputable claims to acceptance.

at his best.

Thev mark

the highest level of his accomplishment and

do ample

who,

he
lacked the marvellous and impressive vigour
justice to a skilful painter

of Velasquez,

fell

but

little

below him

in

of style and facility of craftsmanship.

if

grace

The

one canvas bv Alonzo Cano, the contemporary

nine examples of Guardi,
Titian,

to take their place

among

its

many

which we
group they

the things

esteem as national treasures. As a
can be regarded as only an incident in a general

throw some
which were observed
in the formation of the gallery, upon that
catholicity of taste and love of beauty which

collection, but nevertheless they
light

upon

the principles

of Velasquez,

guided the Marquises of Hertford

it

purchases.

is a particular acquisition, because
adds to our national possessions a picture by
a man of much note, of whose achievement we
have had hitherto no example.

By the most famousofthe Flemish painters,
Peter Paul Rubens, there are eleven pictures

and sketches; and by the greatest of his pupils,
Van Dyck, five of superlative merit. Besides

sub-

in their

This, indeed, can be said of the whole colsections and

lection in all

its

that nothing

was admitted

all its details,

into

it

—

which was

not aesthetically admirable and properly representative of the particular phase of artistic
accomplishment to which it belonged. In the

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
art objects,

quite as

much

as in the pictures,

apparent the same consistent desire to
satisfy a strongly personal hut highly cultured
preference.
The personal nature of this prethere

is

ference

is

seen in the dominance of the French

Hertford House; it\yas only natural
entered so fully into the spirit of
the nation with which they were associated for
many years, should be fully responsive to the
school
that

at

men who

spell exercised

culture

tion with

is

clear that the

men

responsible for

marvellous gathering were qualified in the highest degree for the great undertaking to which they devoted their lives. To
this

more by the discreworks of other
That they had great opsome-

more than opportunity was needed

for

the formation of a gallery on such a scale and

GALLERY XXL

them of any serious mistakes is practithe methods of selection
which they followed were too contemplative
and deliberate to allow of the commission of
many errors, and their taste was too well trained
Even the most captious
to lead them astray.
of experts could scarcely deny that Hertford
House, as it is to-day, is an extraordinary monument to the genius of a small group of connoisseurs who raised the collector's hobby to the

tion.

amassing

selected examples of this

portunities can be readily admitted, but

thing

cally

inference

The

country.

which they

than French origin.

convict

Nor would the command

art of the

the unfailing discrimina-

tion they exercised in acquiring

with such pre-eminent claims to considera-

wealth have ensured results so remarkable.
Chances might have been missed, money might
have been misapplied, by collectors endowed
with less taste and discernment; but here the

by the

shown by

school, and perhaps even

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

of almost unlimited

is

impossible

level of a

high

;

art.

W^,:u

\V.

A. M„„.-eil

j"

DELAROCHE.

P.

THE SAVIOUR OX THU STEPS OF THE TEMPLE.

CHAPTER

11.

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.

THE

first

pictures in

the Wallace

Collection must necessarily he given
to those

by French

artists.

The reasons whv

they are so exceptionally interesting to all
art lovers in this country have been already
stated, and the circumstances which have

made

the acquisition of

them

so opportune

have been explained.
But, apart from the
they supply a missing chapter in
the history of art as it is recorded in Trafalgar Square, thev are intrinsicallv deserving
of all possible attention.
Hertford House is
the only place in England where the commanding strength of the French school receives
adequate acknowledgment, where three centuries of admirable achievement can be studied in a series of works of uniformly high
quality; and it is practically the one place
in the world where complete justice is done
to certain phases of this achievement.
It
is not merely that many masters have been
fact that

drawn upon
sentation

it is

the collection historic-

the astonishingly full repre-

of the greatest
it

moreover, that
excellence

make

to

ally adequate;

that gives to

as

Of

place in any detailed considera-

tion of the

its
is
it

of these

painters

rare value; a representation,
as satisfying in its technical
is

impressive in

numbers.

it

the earliest type of

acquired

its

French art, before
and assumed

distinctive features

its own independent position, there are three
specimens. They belong to the school of
Jean and Fran9ois Clouet, the father and son
who founded a new style by freely adapting

the

Flemish

tradition

and

started

in

the

century a movement which was
destined to have important results during the
sixteenth

vears

that

immediately

Clouets, with their
tators,

originated

manv
a

type

succeeded.

The

followers and imiof art

that

was

genuinely French and that bore a kind of
national stamp.
The three examples of their
method which are to be seen at Hertford
House are probably not originals. The Poi'trait of Francis I. is catalogued as of the
school of Jean Clouet, the Portrait of the
Earl of Hertford as in the style of Francois
Clouet, and the Queen Mary Stuart (" Le
Deuil Blanc"' as after Francois Clouet; it
is a copy of a picture in the possession of the
King, and there are repetitions of it in other
collections.
Though these pictures do not
with any certainty illustrate the actual handiwork of the Clouets themselves, they are undoubtedly of the right period, and so are educationally valuable.
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The

most famous of the seventeenth
Claude Lorrain, Nicolas
Poussin, and Gaspard Dughet, better known

century

Plinir,

masters,

W. A. Mmisell

ff Co.

H.

RIGAUD.

—

as

in works of
Neither of the two pictures
of more than moderate size, but

Gaspard Poussin, are seen
note.

sufficient

by Claude

is

PORTRAIT OK CARDINAL FLEURY.

which always distinguish

they both have in a high degree that elegance

of effect

of classic arrangement and that quiet beauty

performances.

The one

called

An

his best

Italian

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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Landscape,

is

a

view

in

the

neighbourhood

of Tivoli, a district often visited and

painted bv the

artist,

and as an example of

.1.

F.

his

DE TROY.

Hertford for £1470, at the sale of the
Saltmarshe Gallery in 1846.
The other
picture, A Coast Scene with Classic Buildof

I

much

—

bestpowers it has always beengreatly esteemed.
It had passed through several important collections before it was acquired by the Marquis

THE

STAr.

ings,

at bay.

which

is

also

known

as

Mediterranean, was not added
tion

till

1857.

It

is

a

A Port

in

the

to the collec-

worthy companion

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.

A.

WATTEAU.

A.

—

the returx from thr chase.

WATTEAU. —

THE Musrc I'ARtv.

37
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A.

to the

Ilaliaii

beautiful in

glowing

its

Landscape,
record of

colour.

A

and

warm

realistic

WATTEAU. —

oillks ami

ms

family.

especiallv

nature

it

sunlight and

which

facts

rendering of

needs of

is

is

not,

but,

as

an idealisation in

are ingeniously adapted

a well

to

the

planned pictorial scheme,

it

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.

A.

is

perfectly judicious

WATTEAU.

—

41

HARLEQUIN AND COLUMBINE.

and admirably thought

out.

Nicolas Poussin's Dance of the Seasons

is

one of those classic arrangements in which

he excelled

:

severe in line, restrained in move-

ment, and ordered with a kind of stately for-
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mality that
Its

is

derivation

evident, hut

it

by no means inappropriate.
from the Italian masters is
has cliaracteristics whicli prove

A.

The

WATTEAU.

—

studied reserve of the picture, a reserve

expressed

in

colour,

composition, and

draughtsmanship, does not destroy

its

poetic

the individuality of the artist's intention and
his right to be considered as something more
than a copyist of the work of another school.

a lady at her toilet.

quality and does not interfere with

completeness.

The single example

Poussin, The Falls o/ Tivoli,

is

its

logical

of Gaspard

a landscape

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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of

excellence,

special

and

feature of other collections

before

Pholo IV.

it

.1.

passed, in

Hansen

was
for

a

i85o, from that of

Sf Co.

,1.

Ashburnham

famous

many

li.

into the possession of the

vears

quis of Hertford.

Lord

century

PATICIi.

—

French

Mar-

Althout^^h this seventeenth
art

is

only touched upon

in

DANCE.

iirii

the Wallace Collection, and although a great

can safely be said that the four works chosen

many men who

to

during

this

lived

and worked

in

France

period are entirely passed over,

it

mark

the

the

Clouets

transition
to

from the severity

ot

the brilliant artifices of the

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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Watteau group, would be within

their par-

ticular limits very difficult to surpass.
It

is

when we

turn

to

eighteenth

the

J.

B.

PATER.

a very remarkable school of craftsmen,

were

—

who

sympathy and yet a good deal
more than mere imitators of one another, is
all

in

century canvases that the amazing richness of
becomes apparent. Such
an eloquent demonstration of the capacities of
the French section

BLIND man's buff.

extraordinarily

convincing.

the art of the country had
into

touch with the

life

It

come

shows

that

coriipletely

of the people

for

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
whom

it was produced, that it had ceased to
be a kind of importation from abroad, and

that

it

had become

at

last

a

growth flourishing naturally and easily in the
social atmosphere from which it derived its

spontarieous

J.

Claude and the Poussins

B.

vitality.

—

PATER.

were forgotten
even the labours of their immediate successors, the correct and conscientious Flemish
painter, Philippe de Champaigne, who had
;

47

The

lovers of classic tradition like

FETE CHAMPETRE.

settled

in

France, the dignified

Nicolas de

and HyacintheRigaud, the painter
of Kings and courtiers, had no power to
check the progress of the new movement.
Largilliere,

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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And vet
ford

as can he seen

House

abilities,

these

and

far

by their works

at

Hert-

men were artists of no mean
from unwonhv of the appre-

,1.

The

li.

PATEIl

ciation that they enjoyed.

waned

That

evidence of the change that had

iiii;

their influence

so quickly and so decisively

pleasure-loving people, threw the

and the
rebound from the restrictions of an artistic
creed which could not satisfy a gay and

into an orgy of pictorial frivolity.

spirit

classic severities

ot

F'rance

had worn

.

taste

itself out,

the best

the

SWIM

for

a'Sthetic

is

come over

This

frivolity,

to the subject

new school

however, was confined only

matter of the eighteenth century

PICTURES OF THE FRENC H SC H
pictures, technicallv they are quite as serious,

butes of the pictorial

and quite

excellence

as competent,

as the chief of the

paintings -which were produced bv the precedini? masters.

Indeed one of the best

J.

B.

atiri-

PATER.

—

of their profession.

They drew

work

49

of this period

is its

everything that

can be considered essential to tine craftsmanship.
Even
the purist, who would contend that the
in

CONVKIISATION GALANTE.

painters often chose motives of a trivial or
even unworthy kind, could scarcely plead
that they did not know thoroughly the practical side

OL.

well

and with delightful elegance, their brushwork
was marvellously facile and full of meaning,
and their management of colour was extremely
sensitive.

The

all-round capacity of the

men

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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school is hevond possibility of quesnot often has there existed a group of

of this
tion

;

artists

so admirably

qualified

and able one

g^'-

^^^^^Ma

^^

^
^IHIHrP^

>^ 4|G^^^P

H
IH^B
and

all to

keep consistently to a high level of

attainment.

By

its

decorative quality, especially, the

"^^V^^^H I^IH^hH

i^H
^T^C^Bj

i^^^EiH^I
."M^K
v-^^^^^2

^^^^H |HH^H

9H
^^1

'IPIIImI^^^I

!

^^^

1
N.

work
the

LANCRET.

—

of this group takes a particular place in

record

of the

^H^^^^H

i^H

^^^^^^^''

Mr--

^B

world's accomplishment.

j;»^'^

-

„>^^h^I^^HE

conversation oalante.

There

is

hardly any other instance of a whole

school devoting

itself so persistently to the

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
assertion

number

of a certain set of ideas, or of a
of artists atrreeini; to advocate in such

J.

M.

NATTIER.

—

a

definite

dcsiL!;n.

really

the

claims

pictorial

of

These men sought with wonderful

portrait of the comtesse

unanimity to create and maintain a tvpe of
art which, while it was nominally occupied
with incidents from the life about them, was

manner

53

di: hii.i

ii

concerned

almost

decorative abstractions.

same convention

with
chose the

exclusivelv

Thev

— a fascinating

all

one,

it

must

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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—

and they adhered to it scrube admitted
pulously and apparently with complete sincerity.
Their skilful management of this
convention can he frankly admired, they never
allowed it to become mechanical or commonplace. Artificial it might be, but in this it

J.

M.

NATTIER.

—

merely proves the responsiveness of the
surroundings.

the b\th (poiitrait of

artists

to their

But

it

is

certainly

fortunate

painters should have been

chroniclers

that

these

more than simple

of passing events.

If

reflected

they had

only the

artificiality

of the social

atmosphere which prevailed at the moment;
and from the same atmosphere it derived its
sparkle, gaiety, and elegant luxury.
The
fantastic extravagance of taste which appears
in all the pictures painted under this influence

M'le

de clebmont).

torian or the

archaeologist, but

they would

probably have taken but a minor position
among workers in art. It is their wonderful
decorative sense that has since gained for
them the approval of all people of discrimina-

No

confined themselves to portraiture of what

tion.

they saw, they might have provided something
which would be of interest now to the his-

eighteenth

one

who

studies intelligently the

century French art at Hertford
House can fail to be impressed by the super-

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
with which the most superficial
motives have been used to convey

lative ability

are, these pictures are

and

ment

trivial

valuable artistic lessons.

Artificial

J.

M.

as

NATTIER.

they

—

show

in

the

models of

55

fine achieve-

highest kind of technicality, and

perfectly

what can be done by great

portbait of a ladv in blue.

craftsmen who realize how much attention
should be given to the laws of design.
The chief master of this school, Antoine

Watteau, is represented by nine canvases, two
of which, Les Amusements champetres and
The Return from the Chase, are canvases of

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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size.
These two are perhaps the
most important works by him in the Collection, not only on account of their scale, but

also because they illustrate,

considerable

.1.

M.

NATTIER.

—

more

fully than

any of the others, his ingenuity in arranging
the details of his composition and his masterly

>rARiE leczenska, qiiiex of F[!,\Nni;.

control over rehnemenis of colour combina-

Their romanticism is natural and unforced, free from any straining after efl'ects

I

tion.

not strictly legitimate or from unpoetic sug-

Another, but not less charming
phase of his art, is seen in the groups, Gilles
gestion.

|
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and

his

Family and The Music Party; and

vet another in the

Lady

[

at her Toilet, a study

of nude tlcsh, painted with remarkable subtlety

J.

M. N.VTTIEn,

—

[

and distinguished by a delicacy of colour that
cannot he too highly praised. His other picturcs are equally worthy of admiration
and

A prtiNoi! of tup: im

;

F.

F.

BOUCHER.

LE MOINE.

—

—

Tiiii

ii.vpK

oi-

europa.

SHEPHERD WATCHING A bLEEPINO SHEPHERDESS.

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.

PUto W. A.

ilamell

f

Co.

p.

BOUCHER.

— CUPID A

CAPTIVE.

59
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bo

riwto

W.

A. Uuiisell Sf Co.

^
F.

BOUCHER.

—

THE visit ok vekus to vuloan.

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.

F.

BOUCHKI!.

—

THE JUDGMIi.NI

(II

I'AIIIS.

6i
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they complete agreeably a series which

up

sums

excellent idea of the

was

of his art.

By Jean Marc

BOUCHER.

That he was worthy
ranked beside such a genius as Watteau
can hardly be said, but he was most skilful
in his use of a convention which was formally
precise rather than inspired.
Superficial he

greatly

in

favour as a portrait

and numbered among

Nattier, his junior by only a

F.

which give an
powers of an artist who

year, there are five portraits

briefly but effectively the salient qualities

—

his

sitters a

painter

host of

THE MODISTE

fashionable personages.

certainly was, with all his brilliancy and dainty

to be

elegance, and he affected, in his portraits of

women

especially, a kind of

which can hardly be

smooth

prettiness

Yet
Mademoiselle de Cler-

called convincing.

his fanciful portrait of

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
mont, The Bath,

is

not unpleasing; and his

Portrait of a Lady in Blue and Portrait of
the Comtesse de Dillieres, are very attractive,

F.BOUCHER.
capable enough, and his
cular manner, far

work

is,

from unsound.

—

JOVE, in

despite their lack of subtle characterisation.

This want of close analysis
defect in

his

art;

in

is

the

most obvious

other respects he was

the shape of diana, surprises calisto.

in its parti-

But for

63

its

artificiality there is

by

whom

some

excuse, the clients

he was chiefly employed did not
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want him

to he too true to nature;

to he flattered,

and he had

they expected

to fall in

with their

wishes.

Lancrct and Pater were

artists of

F.

another

BOUCHER.

—

THE SETTING OF THE SUN.

same master, Gillot. Besinnina as an almost slavish imitator of his
Studied under the

kind.
Their model was Watteau, and thev
followed closely the artistic creed in which he
was such a strong believer. Lancret was for
many years a close friend of Watteau and

he developed later a more personal
which, while it wasdeficient inWatteau's

friend,
style

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
poetrv and charm of colour, was distinguished

hv manv sterling qualities.
bv him in the Collection

The

— the

ten pictures

eleventh,

F.

is,

in

some

of them

all,

respects, the

A

BOTJCHER.

most accomplished

but the Fete in a Wood, the Con-

versation galante,

and especially the Girls

Bathing, with its quiet silvery colour, are of
little less importance.
The Italian Comedy

Girl in a Kitchen,

|

is

I

open

to

THF

only ascribed to him and
give an admirable

some question

idea of his skill.

I

is

65

The

—

Porti-ait of an Actress

RTSTXr. OF TITF SUN.

many of his most agreeable
though experts are not wholly

Scene, too, has
characteristics,

agreed as to the authorship of the larger of the
two canvases bearing the same title.
Pater,

who was

actually a pupil of Watteau,
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had

less

individuality than Lancret, and did

not evolve anv distinct method of his own.
He was content to imitate his master, but he

Pholu W. A. Mami-U

y

vailing fashion

C

by which he

is

F.

Among the
represented

BOUCHER.

fourteen examples
at

Hertford House

did so with discretion, and the decorative elei!;ance

of his paintings

is

not to be disputed.

In the subjects he chose he followed the pre-

— A PASTORAL.
there

are

three

which No. 458

is

Conversations galantes, of
the most successful, a Fete

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
in a

a

Park,

a

Fete galante, a Fete ehampetre,
in a Park, and others of the

Bathing Party

F.

Watteau entrancing,
approach

to his

if

BOUCHER.

there

masterly

is

—

PORTKAII OK

not even an

fidelity, there is at

same

character.

none of them there is
which makes the works of

If in

the exquisite fancy

TIIH

67

MAHQUISI; DH I'UMfADOUU.

least sufficient ol

his spirit to

right to a place beside

him

as

give Pater a

something better
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Both Pater and Lanhim, and from him they

than a simple copyist.
crct

owed much

to

.1.

as

dangerous

justitied

him

has proved

rivals.

Time

H.

FllAGONAliD.

his

reputation

—

uiii

SWING.

however,
and

against the competition of any of his contem-

was secure

Francois Boucher was also, to some extent,

has,

as the chief of the school,

that

learned so well the lessons he had to teach, that
he is said to have been bitterly jealous of them

poraries.

70
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under Watteau's influence, though he was
more directly inspired by his master Francois
Le Moine. Of Le Moine's work there are

J.

U.

FRAGONARD.

who was chiefly occuwith large mural decorations, ceilings
and paintings of a purely monumental chaBoucher, even in his easel pictures,
racter.
followed the same direction, and therefore
expected from an artist

pied

four examples in the Collection,

on

a fairly important scale.

positions of the

—

all

They

of
are

them
com-

kind that might have been

the fountain of lovf

must not be judged as if he had any realistic
As a decorator, he was amazingly
His
facile and extraordinarily accomplished.
complicated arrangements of figures nude, and
draped, display a rare skill of draughtsmanship

intention.

—
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quite

used colour with much gaiety,
and yet without allowing brilliancy to become

A [.ADY f:Anvi.\G

crudity.

111:11

.nami;

That there was any protound thought,

or even any seriousness of purpose in his
that there

was anything more than

art,

a desire to

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
present delightful frivolities in a form that
would be whollv fascinating, even his most
devoted admirer would be unable to contend.
But no one more exacilv satisfied the decorative

.1.

the Marquises of Hertford
the fact that there are as

H.
is

many

FRAGOXARD.

tainly

no one practised

twenty-two

Such a series
of his pictures in the Collection.
elsewhere,
it
is the more
and
unequalled
is

this

France, and cerform of painting

with more consummate ability.
That he was a master much admired bv

THE F\m-IIMRKD

evident from
as

taste of eighteenth-centurv

nillLD.

it shows many phases of
four panels for the decoration of a boudoir, The Visit of Venus to

interesting because
his practice.

Vulcan,

The

Cupid a Captive, Venus and Mars
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surprised by Vulcan, and The Judgment of
Paris, are ornamental paintings in his best

manner; the two huge fancies, The Rising of
the Sim and The Setting of the Sun, are
admirable examples of his designs for tapestries, and are said to have been the productions
which the painter himself regarded as his
greatest successes; and his Portrait of the
Marquise de Pompadour throws much light

upon

method

his

of combining the veracities

of portraiture with the
bilities

of decoration.

manner are seen
herd Watching

in

brilliant

irresponsi-

Other variations in his
such works as the Shep-

Louvre.
ot

consists largely of those studies

It

young

girls'

heads,

which he painted

it also includes one picture of some size.
The Votive Offering to Cupid, and a smaller
full-length figure. The Broken Mirror, and,
The sobesides, some agreeable portraits.
called character studies, Innocence, Sorrow,

but

and the like, are agreeable
examples of his art, quite typical in their mixture of pretended simplicity and actual suggestiveness, and marked by all that artificiality
of sentiment which so strongly influenced
Espieglerie,

every kind of
work at that
period. They
art

herdess, and
Shepherd Pip ing
a

painted, with an

the shape of

Diana, surprises
Calisto, and in
the pastorals
t

that

a de-

very per-

is

suasive.

The one large
picture. The

in all his other

pictures in the

Votive Offering

the do-

Cupid,

to

is

a

piece of rather

is

frank sensuous-

ness,

subtleties

brush work,

and with

these, andindeed

minant note

command

over

licacy of colour

.

gallery,

eas
of

Summer and
u u m n
In

A

admirably

are

Shepher-

dess, in the Jove,

in

so

exquisitely and produced in such profusion;

a Sleeping Shep-

to

73

theatrical arran-

an evi-

which

gement,

dent enjoyment

shows plainly

of everv thing
which appeals
to the senses

the

There are

rather than the

lent qualities in

intelligence. Yet

it,
but, as a
whole, it seems
too involved and
laboured to be

the franknesses-

capes vulgarity,

and

the sensuousness is not
degraded bv any

vicious
dency.

It

N. B. LEPICIE.

a

but

it

is

art

that

—

he has

not wanting in great

qualities.

To

Greuze, that master of charming affecas great attention has been given;
there are twenty-one works by him, and practically all of them are of definite merit.
This
series again is the most complete of any in
existence, and it surpasses even that at the
tations,

excel-

quite acceptable

sumptuous and extravagant
set before us,

artist.

example of
at his
best. There is

as an

tenis

limitations

of the

Greuze

THE READINQ LESSON.

more charm in the smaller composition. The
Broken Mirror, a very accomplished little
canvas, carefully finished and thoughtfullv
treated.
With all its elaboration it is not
wanting in repose, and its sentiment is quite
unaffected.
after

the

works.

Indeed,
excessive

its

sobriety

sweetness

Like Boucher, he

is

refreshing

of his

other

too
cloying for British taste, too persistentlv pretty
is

a

trifle

e

J.

B.

GHKU/.E.

—

J.

li.

GHEUZK.

THE LETTER-WRITER.

suKKu\

and self-conscious.
But that he was a

memorable

painter of

not to be

abili tv

is

denied

and that he

;

had great moments

is

evidenced bv Th
Broken Mirror, and
by such a

virile

record

of nature as his Portrait

of a Lady,

a

mas-

terly study of a fascin-

ating personality.

last

Fragonard is the
of the group of

eighteenth-century
Frenchmen \vho can
be studied so advanta-

geously

at

House;
the

who
as

Hertford
he is

at least

last

can

of the

men

be counted

masters of decora-

tive painting.

There

are others like Charles

Andre Van Loo and

Louis Michel Van
Loo, the former of

whom was a designer
and decorator of ability, and the latter a
fashionable portrait
painter
Jean Louis
;

.1.

B.

GREUZE.

—A

de Marne; Lepicie, a
I'.iRi.

WITH

uoviis.

J.

B. GBEU7.F..

IXNOCli.XCI'

•T.

B.

GRKUZE.

—

rriE

pupil of Charles Van Loo
Jean Francois de Troy, a
;

skilful decorator,
at first a rival

who was

of Le

Moine

and afterwards a successful
imitator of Watteau and
Claude Joseph Vernet, the
sea painter
and there is
Madame Vigee-LeBrun, the
favourite painter of the
court of Marie Antoinette
and for a while a pupil of
Greuze. All these have
;

;

places

in

the

Collection,

but the examples of their
are not numerous
and can scarcely be assigned

work

places of the greatest pro-

minence.

With Fragonard, however, the case
ferent.

A

is

quite dif-

pupil of Boucher,

he surpassed his teacher in
the quality of his painting,

and took rank beside Watteau as a masterly executant

and

a creator of poetic vi-

But for the fact that
adopted a manner of
expression Avhich had been
developed by men who were
sions.

he

senior to

him bvmany \'ears,
J.

B.

GREUZE.

—

RSPiixLERiE.

listemxg girl.
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he might fairly he called the chief of the school,
ful his

was

and so delightapplication of the tradition which his

so distinguished

rUir, \V, A. VitMcU -f Co.

his capacity

J.

B.

GREtJZE.

which had already done dutv for nearly half
a century.
When he was born, in 1732,
Watteau had been dead eleven years, so
Fragonard, unlike Lancret and Pater,
received no inspiration from him directly.

that

immediate predecessors had established. It
must be admitted, however, that he made no
new discoveries in art, and only used the ideas

—A

BACCHANTE.

which these artists believed
it was not difficult for him,
imagination and thorough

But the creed

in

was

and

still alive,

with his fertile
understanding of his craft, to infuse into it a
fresh vitality-.
This renewal of its vitality
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endured, unfortunately, for but a brief period,
and Fragonard lived, as did Greuze also, to
see his charming fantasies derided by the men

Pholo

W. A

.

Ma.isell

which amply
nard

among

y

Cn.

J.

justify the inclusion

the

there represented.

B.

GREUZE.

—

of Frago-

French artists
of them, the Cupids

best of the

Two

Sporting and Cupids Reposing, are more or

of a

new

77

school, and to suffer poverty and

neglect
;lect.

There are

in the Collection nine pictures

GIRL IN A BLUE DRESS.

less reflections

of Boucher, but most of the

others have in full measure the subtle qualities

which express the personal conviction of the
younger artist. In The Lady Carving her

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

.1.

Name,
ness

vhcrc

is a

his

(iRKUZE.

—

TIIK

decorative dignitv, a large-

of effect, that cannot he

works of

B.

found

in

the

master; and in The Sirins-, slight

VOTIVE

01 ]'i:rixg

to cupid.

it is

in

motive, there

which

is

altogether admirable.

as

is,

is

a stateliness of style

indeed, very well worth

This picture

studying as an

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
Hrm and

instance of Fragonard's thorough understand-

ing of the
torial

more important

principles of pic-

arrangement, and also as an exercise

J.

respected for

B.

—

Hardly less
charming Fountain of
Love, and the beautiful Gardens of a Roman
Villa; and the other examples of his achieveits

serious artistry.

characteristic are

on the ground

or suggestive in subject,

in

GREUZE.

scholarly brushwork.

to criticism

riii;

,

his

j

it

that
is

If

it

it is

is

open

frivolous

ccriainiv to be

nEiOKEN mirrok.

ment, The Schoolmistress, The Fair-Haired
Child, and the Study of a Young GirL cornplete agreeably this attractive series.

An

apt

comment on

his practice

is

to

be

THE WALLACE COLLECTION

i. L.

H. BELLA.NGE.

—A

grenadier.

\

i

1

1

^1
^M

^
<

*

C,

PliutosW. A. Manscll

f

Co

TROVON.

J.

R.

—

'M

cAiii.ic IN

BRASCASSAT.

—

MOii\rv wfajih-h

coat and

kid.

1

^^

"l^.^"*-
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with a brilliant and audacious phase of amorous and sentimental genre illustrative of the

found in the official catalogue of the pictures
at Hertford House
''He identified himself

—

E.

DELACPiOIX.

—

THE execution o

eighteenth century and its manners, and by
the masterly frankness of his execution, as

i

|

I-

TIIIC

DOGE MAHINO

EALIIillO.

well as by the spontaneity and passion of his
mode of conception, easily obtained pardon

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

iVi

F.

J.

B.

COROT.

ZIEM.

—

—

VENICE.

MACBETH AND THE WITCHES.

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

for

anv ovcrholdness

guiltv."

It

is

ol

fortunate

which he might be
that

so

line

a

per-

former should have been available to bring
the curtain on a school which had
The
pla\'ed its part with such distinction.
daintv Watteau tradition, dving slowly and
committed to the care of degenerate exponents,

down

.1.

M„„~,-ii

y

c.

P.

MAIULHAT.

—A

But ending,
Fragonard,
it had no period of decadence, and it kept up
to the last its brilliancy and its vivacious
spirit.
It was killed, not by the weakness of
its supporters, but tragically, by a sudden and
complete change in the public taste.

would have been
as

it

a sad spectacle.

did, with a great artist like

SCENE ox hie mle.
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ROSA liONHEUR.

—

A

w \GGON

What was the nature of this change can he
appreciated at once bv reference to the early
nineteentli centurv

There
art

is

no example,

of Jacques

moving

works

spirit

it

is

in

poetic; they

Collection.

the reaction

who was

largely

upon

a

the study of the Italian masters.

He

has been called not

The French
Corregio," and the

same school, is
represented bv four
canvases, elaborate,

title

s

u

ffi

c

i

e

n 1 1 y ex-

plains the character of
his work.
A sound
and competent painter
he certainly was, and
a tine draughtsman;
and though he avoided

hard, and precise, and
patiently learned rather

than fresh or sponta-

But even

it

inaptly "

in the

illustrations

would

born in 1758, was a contemporary of both
Fragonard and David. He adopted neither
the gaietv of the former, nor the severity of
the latter, but formed a style of his own, based

from delicate

such pedantries
fantasy to
were clcarlv not to the taste of the Marquises
of Hertford. Bv Baron Gros,his pupil, there
is one small picture, General Honaparte reviewing Troops ; an d
Robert, who studied

neous.

that

The transition is well illustrated by the
seven pictures of Pierre Paul Prud'hon, who,

the

rigid classicism;

these

wanted something

stronger emotions, and that had in
vein of sterner stuff".
stir

true, of the severe

Louis David,
in

the

AND TEAM OF HORSES.

if

of

the new fashion are
set aside, there remains plenty of work

the picturesque extra-

which

did

points

vagances of his immediate predecessors, he

sijinifi-

not

sacrifice

the

cantly to the growth of

charm

of his art in an

a sentiment

effort

to

opposed

radically

The

to the grace-

ful insincerities of the

eighteenth-century soPeople were no
ciety.
longer contented with
art that pleased the eye

and was elegantly

HOSA BONHEUK.

—

a shepherd's dog.

be pedantic.

large canvas,
Venus and Adonis, is
an excellent example
of his methods, dignified and monumental, but yet not wanting
in delicacy and human

,
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J.

L. E.

MEISbONIEK.

svmpathv; and The Sleep of Psyche\sec\v\a\\j
undemonstrative power.
auraciive in

The

its

,

|

—

9^

halting at an inn

Delaroche, Gericault, Cognict, Delacroix, Robert Fleury and Arv

who were

Schetfer,

other pictures,

The Assumption of

born during the
last \' e a r s of the

the Virgin, The
Zephyr, Maternitj'

The Vernets

Puppies, and the Por-

Collection number

all

trait of Josephine

thirty

Beaiiharnais, are small

of

have
been well selected and
do him credit as a sane
thinker and an eminently skilful crafts-

the

in

the

twenty-three

;

them are oil-paintings and the remainder

in size, but they

man.
Another artist

century.

eighteenth

are water-colours.

They cover
the
his

practically

whole ground of
practice and show

his astonishing variety

and his capacity to

ot

same period is
a capable

treat

many

kinds of

Boillv,

subjects with sterling

worker, though not a
master of the first
rank; and a little later

po

\\-

er

,

i

f

^^

i t

hou

t

much depth of inspiThere are
ration.

came Horace Vernet,

some
.1.

L. E.

JIEISSOXIEIt.

[OMTMAIT OF OOLO.NEt HiLIX .MASSUE.

of his

military
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MEliSSONlER.—

and

Till!
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dbcameron.

many

Napoleonic scenes,

studies

scapes,

— altogether

a

which

series

ihe

in

some land-

East, several Biblical compositions,

is

the

most

complete existing of his smallei- works. By
Paul Delaroche, the founder of a theatrical
school of semi-historical, semi-romantic
art,
which had many followers, there are eleven
oil-paintings and two water-colours, which are
mostlv concerned with motives from history
or from religious tradition
and by Delacroix,
the rival of Ingres, and the champion of roman;

ticism against the formalities of the classicists,

two important canvases, The ExeDoge Marino Faliero and Faust
and Mephistopheles. Of the two painters, Delathere are

cution of the

croix

is

the

more

satisfying, there

of enthusiasm in his art

found

in that of

Gericault

,

is

is

is

an amount

scarcely to be

Delaroche.

whose example undoubtedly

fluenced Delacroix in
sicism,

which

in-

crusade against clasone small oil-picture,

his

seen only in

A Cavalry

Skirmish, and in one snialler waterof David, and the
teacher of Meissonier, in a composition, /^e^ecci^
colour; Cogniet, a disciple

1..

v..

MIMSSONIEI;.

—

I'OIK III-MCLLE.

I'hotos \V. A.

J.

L.

Hansen

y

Co.

E.MEISSONIEB,

-

A MUSKETEER.

—

TIME OF LOUIS

J.

L. E.

Xlir.

MEISSONIEPi.

•!

—

L. E.

MEISSONIER.

soldiers oa.mblino.

—

A MUSKETEER.

—

TIME OF LOUIS

XIII
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and Sir Brian de Bois-Guilbert, and by
two water-colours and Robert-Fleury in a
;

picture
Yiisle,

at the Monaster]- of
water-colour drawing ol Ca)--

of Cliarlc.s ^\

and

a

dinal Rielielieu. These last two works give
an adequate suggestion of the skill of an artist

who

ranks

among the better painters
He died as recenth" as

torical genre.

J.

merits as a suave and

L. E.

of hisi8()r, at

Ary Schctfer, the
whose smooth, correct, and
careful work was formerly so much admired.
is amply represented bv his Paolo and Franthe age

ot

ninety-seven.

sentimentalist,

bought

ce.sca,

in

his G?'etchen at

for 56, 000 francs,

and

1870 for 100,000 francs; by
Fountain, bought in 1872

tlie

and bv three smaller pictures

a water-colour.

MErSSOXIER. - NAPOLEON

I

Thev show

perfectlvhis

AND HIS STAFF.

so high a market value at

and a water - colourist of decided
ability; Gudin, the marine painter to LouisPhilippe and afterwards to Napoleon; Brascassat, who treated landscapes and animal

belonging strictlv to the
nineteenth centurv is long enough. Included
in it are the military painter, Bellangc, by
whom there are eleven works mostlv in watercolour; Lami, a pupil of Gros, and Horace

with success; Schopin, a pupil of
who was trained in the
Roqueplan,
Gros;
same school and developed into a romantic
painter of unquestionable power; Isabey, best
known bvhis marine pictures; Saint-Jean, the
fruit and flower painter; Papety, an academic

and

graceful draughtsman,

his faults as a lover of rather prettv

sickl\- artectation; but,

would hardlv have

and

tvpicalas thev are, thev

the present time.

The

list

of

men

Vernet,

subjects

;

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL.
whose pictures

famous pupil of Gros and Paul Delaand the author of the well-known
Decadence des Romains, which now hanys in
the Louyre; Landelle, Merle, and MuUer, the

are agreeable in quality;
occupied himself first with religious
compositions and afterwards with military
subjects and scenes from Eastern life; Couartist,

Pils,

ture, the

who

L.

i;.

MKISS(JN'IEU.

97

roche,

—

Tllli

ROADSIDE

INi\.

and the two admirable artists,
Marilhat and Decamps, who painted the East
with such sound appreciation of its strange

surpasses any other existing gathering of his
works. Here again yery shrewd selection has

charm. By Marilhat there are four paintings
but by Decamps there are twenty-eight, a col-

and convincing.

historical painter;

lection

which, both

made the

in

number and

quality,

assertion of his mastery most definite

e
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To

names must he added those

this array of

of a few painters

who belong almost

lo

The Barbizon group

There are Meissonier, Gerome,
Heilhuth,and Rosa Bonheur; and there is the
Barbizon group, which appropriately rounds
otf the excellent record presented at Hertford
House of the developments of the French

present day.

School. The
delightful

sixteen

derable size, and

Meissoniers provide a

and

Forest of
Eon taine-

They
o

painted in his most decisive

Rousseau's
Glade in the

complish-

small

is

manner.

exquisite ac-

are all

most acceptable,

it

display of his

ment.

is

comprises one picture each by Corot,
Rousseau, and Dupre, two by Troyon, and
three by Diaz; though, as has been already
mentioned, it lacks anything by either Millet,
.lacquc, or Daubigny. Corot's Macbeth and the
Witches is memorable in quality and of consibecause

the

bleau

t

not

is

com-

less

size,

manding,

for this

a

very reason

magn ificent

his

exposition of

illustrate

m

e

s

his dramatic

effect-

h o d

t

most

was never so

perception
and of his
superb ca-

successful as

pacity

when he was

realising the

depicting, on

grandeurand

few square

dignity of na-

i

a

V e U"

He

.

inches

o

ture

i

for

The

.

canvas, an

Troyons are

amazing

not quite the

nu

mbe

r

o

that

finest

t

could have
been chosen

small details

rendered
m ic ro-

with

to

scopic coni-

him; and the
Duprd is an
early one,

pletenessand
with scrupu-

represent

lous hdelitv
to
nature.

painted

He

the artist

ca

i838,

n b

in the

six

Wallace Collect i o n

,

MEISSONIEIi.

at

various periods of his career and in most of
the phases of his effort.
Of Gerome there
are three examples,

all characteristic;

and two

of Heilbuth; and of Rosa Bonheur there are
four of moderate importance. There is, too,
a large Venice

Felix Ziem.

was

only twenty-

studied perfectly

in

when

by the impressionistic painter,

—

;

but the

three canTIIK

PRINT COLLIiCTOIt.

vases

by

Two are
Diaz arc fully worthy of him.
hgure subjects, Venus disarming Cupid,
and The Education oj a Cupid; the third,
Fountain at Constantinople, is a splendidly
painted study of colour and illumination, and
rightly has a place in a gallery where masterpieces are gathered in satisfying profusion.

CHAPTER

III.

PICTURES OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL.
^vould be futile to attempt anv comparison
between
the group of pictures which, as it
IT
were, slcetches some of the most attractive
features of the British school and the large and
comprehensive series of paintings which so
significantlv illustrates the practice of

generations of French

incomplete
the

mav

it

he as an historical

group

British

is

many

But, however

artists.

summary,

an absolutely adequate

e.xpression of the greatest capacities of certain of

They are represhow them at their

our ablest masters.

sented bv canvases which

by carefully
chosen performances which mark worthily the
finest period of each one's development and
which are distinguished, in the most ample
measure, hv qualities inherent to all works of
best and in their fullest maturity,

art of the first rank.

The most

decisive assertion of the claims

of our native school

is

made by

of Reynolds and Gainsborough

;

the pictures

other artists

of note are adequatelv represented, but from
in particular come what can with
ranked among the chief glories of
the collection.
Of Reynolds there are twelve
examples, all of them, with one exception,
belonging to the last twenty years of his life,

these

two

justice be

when

his control over subtleties of craftsman-

become

ship had

and his
most

perfectly assured

individual view of art had acquired
decisive

meaning.

To

this

its

period

can be

more masterly achievements, most of those consummate exercises

assigned the bulk of his

and expressive brushwork, of those
sumptuous arrangements of glowing colour,
and of those dignified studies of character,
which are accepted now as reasons for placing
him in the company of the few masters of
portraiture.
That the Wallace Collection
in direct

should show
his practice,

to

is

such advantage

this

especially fortunate

;

phase of

as he

was

with the chiefs of manv
schools, the need for choosing the best that he
could do was clearly imperative. This necessity has been fully recognised, and, as a result,
he holds his own easily and with distinction.
That the one earlier picture, the Nelly
O'Brien painted in 1763, is almost equal in

to be associated there

quality to the best things of his later years, can
scarcely be

grace and

denied.

It

has unquestionable

charm of manner, and

it

has, as

well, beauty both of colour

and of technical

touch of formality which
hints at personal beliefs not absolutely emancipated, and at executive devices still requiring
some refining subtleties, shows that he had
not reached his full maturity. Yet the canvas

method; but the

is

little

one to enjoy, so delightful is

of the beauty of the

famous

its

interpretation

actress

who was

the artist's sitter, and so brilliantly does

it

fore-

coming changes in his work. Revnolds was barely forty when he painted it, and
was therefore in the transitional stage between
the close and careful precision with which
he began and the easy and spontaneous power
which came to him with increased experience.
cast the

Two

of the other pictures, the portraits of

Lady Frances Seymour, Countess of Lincoln,
and Lady Elizabeth Seymour, were direct
commissions given to Reynolds by the second
Marquis of Hertford, whose fourth and fifth
daughters they depict; the others were purchased at a much later date. There are the
full length of Mrs. Carnac bought in i86r,
the Straipberry Girl which came from the
Samuel Rogers collection in i856, the group
of Mrs. Hoare and her Infant Son, from the
collection

of

Colonel

Paget

in

i85o,

the

charming Miss Bowles from the Solly Collection, also in i85o, the oval canvas, Mrs. Nesbitt
with a Dove, from the Phipps sale in iSSq, the
superb painting of Mrs. Braddyll from Lord
Charles Townshend's collection in 1854, the
St. John the Baptist in the Wilderness which
was sold at the Scobell sale in 1845, and the
a
Portrait of Mrs. Robinson i"Perdita"i
sketch, apparently, for the picture Contemalso
plation in Lord Granville's possession
collection
in
from
the
Phipps
acquisition
an
portrait
of
besides,
one
a
there
is,
and
i85q,
man. The Duke of Qiieensberry.
In the formation of this little group ot
masterpieces there would certainlv seem to

—

—

have

been a

deliberate

intention

to

bring

together pictures which illustrate the various
side of the practice of the great English painter

when he had

attained his most
Something more than
the chance occurrence on the market of these
paintings by Reynolds which passed into the
Wallace Collection, must be assumed; careful

at the

time

perfect development.

selection rather than accident accounts for the

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

lOO

fact

that he

teristic

is

represented by such charac-

examples.

He

is

hv general consent

GA.INSBO'ROUGrH.

renderings of feminine

—

sitters of different ages.

Then

regarded as especially a painter of

women and

children; so, in the group of twelve

portrait

oi-

ten are

miss iiwEmiiiLD.

half religious picture, of a type that has always

Reynolds executed many things

there is the one portrait of a man; and
the last in the group, the St. John the Baptist,

of this kind in the intervals of his portrait

an imaginative composition, half portrait.

engagements, and engravings of them were

is

been popular.

T.

GAINSBOROUGH^

R.A.

—

portrait

oi-

mrs. robinson

("

purdita

"J.

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

lo:

much

in request

mary

of his accomplishment, one at least of

these

religious

among
fancies

J.

surrounded,

it

is,

for

REYNOLDS.

P.

completeness

T!.

A.

— portrait

is decidedly by its technical
beauty of style entitled to the

merit and

its

position

occupies.

it

In a sum-

art lovers.

sake,

most appropriately placed

particular

work

;

and

if

this

not so vitally interesting as
the portraits pure and simple by which it is

of mrs. riciiard

iioari-:

is

with

Gainsborough
collection.

iiiia

is

By him

vases, both portraits

infant son

not so prominent in the
there are only two can;

but these are happily

PICTURES OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL.
of such

commanding

no need

to regret the

excellence that there

number

REYNOLDS.

P. R. A.

of his works gathered together

claims which has been shown bv the
Indeed it is onlv by
gallery.

makers of the

comparative indifference

.1.

the

to his

is

—

portrait op miss bowlfs.

fame will
from the comparison between
would scarcely be an exaggeration

the matter of merit, Gainsborough's

here, that Reynolds can be said to surpass the

suffer not at all

man who was

them.

his

contemporary and

rival

:

in

io3

It

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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to say that his large portrait of
C-'

Perdita")

is

ihe vivacious sketch hv
sitter,

Reynolds of the same
it on an

but has also qualities which put

even higher plane than the stately

J.

ters as

they are shown here

is

full

nevertheless quite appreciable.

The

length

liEYNOLUS,

P.

K. A.

in matters of

Reynolds was a robust painter with a
sumptuous manner based upon that of the

style.

oiMrs. Ca?'nac, or the delightful Mrs. Hoare
and her Infant Son. The points of difference
are subtle and difficult to define, but they are

Mrs. Robinson

not onlv infinitely superior to

—

iiu;

chief distinction between the two mas-

sTiiAwiiiiKKY oikl.

Italians in general

and the Venetians in parti-

cular.
His brushwork was strong and his
colour was rich and stately and he aimed
;

PICTURES OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL.
habitually

at

would

him

give

pictorial

arrangements which

a kind of

monumental

effect.

In his less successful efforts he was, perhaps,

J.

and,

when he

REYNOLDS,

P.R.A.

attained to his greatest heights,

the sameconsciousnesscontrolled his methods,

though he learned

to conceal

it

better.

He

a little too conscious,

depend upon
ters rather

too

103

much

inclined to

his recollections of the old

than upon his

own

mas-

individuality;

I'ORTBAIT OK NICLLY O BRIEN.

was a classicist, in fact, and a believer in the
academic tradition.
Gainsborough, on the other hand, was, for

I

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

Ob

which he

advanced

of his composition, the silvery delicacy of his

inclina-

colour, and the sensitiveness of his handling,

tion towards the formalities of the old masters,

make an almost perfect combination which is
the more convincing as it seems to be purely

period

the

at

believer in naturalism.

lived, an

He had

little

and did not seek to conform to the rales which
thcv had laid down. He trusted rather to his

own

what was most appropriate in picture painting,
and he evolved a technical svstem which was
in

manv

respects peculiar to himself.

It

is

extremelv personal atmosphere in his work
that renders it so fascinating; his style was a
natural growth, and not the outcome of careful
Yet in his
study of recognised authorities.
pictures, and in the later ones especially, he
this

is

spontaneous.

perceptions, to his instinctive feeling for

seen to be emphatically a

and none
went directly

stylist,

the less so because he habitually
to nature for his inspiration.

The

easy grace

It is

— of

should
the

fortunate that both of these portraits

Mrs. Robinson,

embody

all

ixnd

that

whole range of

is

Miss Haverjield,

—

best in his art.

In

his practice

it

which

is

difficult to find a picture

would be
more cha-

view and

racteristic in its individuality of

its

unconventionality of craftsmanship than the

Mrs. Robinson. It is so easy, so natural, and
vet at the same time so artistic, so happy in
its

revelation

sonality,
graft

of

and so

upon

the

the

sitter's

free

subject

per-

attractive

from any attempt

more than

to

could

it

legitimately bear, that
it

can fairly be taken

a type of what a
portrait should be.
Besides, it has un-

as

questionably a right
balance of
qualities

all

those

which

are

essential in a fine
piece of painting;

it is

touched with the most
subtle tenderness and

yet with decisive
meaning; it is broad
and simple in brushwork, and consummately skilful in
draughtsmanship. In
fact it is wanting in
nothing that is necessary to stamp it as a
masterpiece, and if no
other work of Gainsborough's existed to
support his reputation, this one would
suffice

to

among

place

the

him

great

painters of the world.

That the Miss
Haverjield is not
equally commanding
can be frankly admitfalls

short of

the greatness

of the

ted, but

it

Mrs. Robinson only
because the subject
J.

REYNOLDS,

P. R. A.

—

portrait of lady irances seymour.
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has not otfered the

artist quite

opportunity.

supremely interesting

It is

as striking

an

as an

illustration of another side of his practice, the

.1.

PiEYNOLDS,

P.

Pi.

A.

107

sitter in this instance being a young child who
could scarcely he rendered in the same manner
as a consciously beautiful \yoman. The painter

— portrait of Mrs.

\rsbitt with \ dovk.

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

io8

has found, however, exactly the right
deal with the quaint

little

J.

way

to

person before him,

REYNOLDS,

P.R.A.

—

i

|

and he has recorded with exquisite sympathy
all her quaintness and all her charm.
The

portrait op mrs. robinsom

(''

pkrixta.").

I

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

lO

keynote of the picture is a thoughtful simexpressed in the childlike pose, in the
quiet, and reticent colour, and the avoidance of

plicity,

("..

IIOMNEV.

nolds in painting children.
He
chose to represent his little people
influence of some passing emotion,
grief, or in some impish mood; but

—

PORTi

generally

all

In

elaboration in the details of the composition.

some

MIIS.

IIOBINSON

method is premore dramatic manner of Rey-

respects this simple

ferable to the

(•

PKRDITA

'

rough has been content

to let the child

down upon

pose

under the

naturally and to set

in jov, or

exactly what he saw. Visitors to the gallery
can judge for themselves which of the two

Gainsbo-

his canvas

PICTURES OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL.
masters was right, Miss Haverfield, and Miss
Bowles, are so placed as to invite comparison.
The British painters to be noted next are

,1.

he

was

always

an unequal

HOPPNER.

and

K. A.

Romney, Hoppner, and Lawrence, of whose
work a few sound examples are included. Of
the three, Hoppner shows to least advantage;

—

FORTH AIT OK A

LA])V.

neither of his two pictures here has he touched
his highest level.
The Portrait of George,

and its artificiality is not too
obvious but the Portrait of a Lady is onlv
moderately interesting.
It is in a measure

Prince

derived

of Wales has

a

artist

certain

in

amount of

distinction
:

from Reynolds, of

whom Hoppner

—

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
was

in

but

it

his earlier years an

avowed follower;

has neither the grace nor the tirmness

of the master's achievement.

Fholo

W. A. Mu,„cll

y

C„.

Still

J.

it

throws

DUWNMAN,

yet another portrait of Mrs. Robinson.

fortunately one of his best

some light upon Hoppner's methods, and
fore

is

entitled to

By Romney

its

there

there-

place in the gallery.
is

but a single canvas,

A.U.A.

POHTHAIT OF A CHILD.

It is

nated curiously between undeniable mastery
and unaccountable feebleness. At his worst,
Romney was a weak executant with a tendency

productions, one
of the greater successes of an artist who alter-
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towards

empty

obvious

prcttiness

ot

colour

But in the moments when he had
powers under proper control he could,
and did, attain to considerable eminence as a

and

inspiring.

superficiality of statement, a follower

his

of a convention that was neither inspired nor

.i.

women

A.

]i.

A.

and manly youths.
Robinson is quite
graceful study of a most attrac-

painter of beautiful

His half-length of Mrs.
delightful as a

DdWNMAN,

ii3

—

I'diniiAn

I

!

|

oj'

a young lahy.

person, and its charm of handling, its
elegance of arrangement, and its clear freshness of colour, make it most acceptable as an
tive

e;
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exercise in portraiture of the lighter kind.
is

not a

monumental

rough's great canvas, hut

it is,

within

its

rehned face

exc'juisitely

is

since his death, fashion has very

deserves a place

which he

among

is

side of art.
His amazing
enabled him to give an appearance of
easy accomplishment to his canvases, to
suggest, indeed, that there were no problems
of craftsmanship which he could not solve
with consummate ease; and if his work is
not too closely analysed, it will deceive even

rendered,

life,

much

held.

his pictures does he quite
suspicion that he was too easily

satishcd with superliciality and too ready to

and the wan in which a momentary expression
caught, and a half-arrested movement of the
head is suggested, is worthy of especial praise.
If Romney had always reached this level he
would have ranked as a master indeed.
Lawrence is one of those artists about
always be at
wh<.)m expert opinion will

the estimation in

none of
the

The

is

variance; he was a fashion in his

but in

escape

limits,

perfect as a study of feminine beauty.
delicate,

It

picture like Gainsbo-

and,

atlected

That he

British painters of the

Brilliant
first order mav fairly be questioned.
he was, and clever to the verii;e ot trickerv

shirk the serious
facility

the judicious critic.
tion of his

methods

But a careful examinareveals the fact that

his

and facility were not backed up by
anv really deep or exhaustive studv, that, conbrilliance

was

sciously or unconsciously, there

him

in

touch of the charlatan, and that he was content to be theatrical when he ought to have
been honest and true to nature.
a

It is true that he
cannot be fairly judged
by his large Portrait

of King George IV.
at Hertford House.
This, like allsuchcere-

monial

pictures, has

from

plainly suffered

the necessity of observ-

accepted

ing certain

In his

conventions.

Miss Siddons, and the
Portra it of Lady Blessingtoii,

is

played

and

;

habitual

his

manner

better dis-

both of

them can be taken
reasonable

of his practice in

its

The

ordinary course.

Lady

as

examples

Blessiiigton has

an ample measure of
his best characteristics.
It is

vivacious, sparkl-

ing,

and

ing

enough

facile,

charm-

in its ge-

neral result, and, both

in the

pose

o

f

t

h

and the expression of the animated

figure

face,

it

fective.

ready

is

prettily ef-

But

all

this

achievement

does not make it great
the absence of any
shrewd insight can be
T.

LAWRENCE,

P.

I>.

A.

—

portrait ok the cou.xtess of dlessknoton.

p..

1;.

P.

p.

BOXIXGTOX.

UOMNGTON.

—

iiKXRi iv.

—

A COAST scene.

and jhe

si'Amhii

amua

I
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plainly

felt

of genius

is

man
The picture

and the unconsciousness of the
too evidently lacking.

amusing rather than convincing, and marks
clearly the aesthetic degeneration which came
so quickly after the period which was graced
bv Reynolds and Gainsborough, and their
is

actual

contemporaries.

Still

to

represent

Lawrence it would have been difficult to find
anything more suitable. If it shows his weakness,

it

explains also

popularity

He knew
and no

among

his public

less

There

is

why

he attained to such

the people of his

own

time.

and he gave them no more

than they expected.
a

very complete series of the

oil

paintings and water-colour drawings of Ri-

chard Parkes Bonington, the young artist of
English birth who is so often claimed as a
member of the French School because he
received the wh(jle of his training in France
and spent most of his short lite abroad. He

London in 1828, when he was only
twenty-six years old
but during the ten
died in

;

years or so to which his career, from begin-

ning to end, was confined, he was astonishingly prolific, and he left an amount of good
work that under the circumstances is quite

There are many things by him
and private collections in England
and abroad, but hardly anywhere can he be
studied to such advantage as at Hertford
House, where eleven of his oil pictures and
twentv-four of his water-colours have been
brought together. They have been acquired
would, indeed,
it
with excellent judgment
be difficult to find a group of examples which
surprising.

in public

;

the range

of

shows more adequately
in which he was able

the

covers

better

his

practice

many

A

excel.

to

or

directions
special

secure
seems to have been made
estimation
the
for
account
what would best
in which he has always
been held by the best
to

effort

type of collectors.

As a painter of atmosphere and delicate
aerial colour he reveals

himself
such

delightfully

subjects

in

as

Bergues near DunThe Seine near
Rouen, A Coast Scene,
and A Sea Piece; and
kirk,

his

methods

in figure

composition are admirably displayed in the

and Mar-

Francis

I.

guerite

de Navarre,

Henri III. and

the

English Ambassador,
Henri IV. and the
Spanish Ambassador,
and the Shakesperean
subject, Atme Page

and Slender,
which are
there

is

all of

in oils

;

and

not less beauty

of quality or

method

charm of

in his

The

colours.

waterlarge-

ness of handling in
such a drawing as The
Doge's Palace, Venice,
very
mired;

is

K. P.

BONlXtjTON.

—

ANNE PAGE ANU SLENDER.

much
it

to be ad-

shows how
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well he

managed

the

medium and how

tho-

roughly he had mastered its technical essentials.
Many of the other drawings are equally impressive in their certainty of craftsmanship
and in those especially which deal with scenes
from history or with imaginative subjects, there
is, as well, a rare sumptuousness of colour well
arranged and happily harmonised. Bonington
was unquestionably an artist of superlative
gifts, and with an all-round understanding of
his craft such as few men have ever acquired
;

Pt.oio

W.

A.

M„„sM

j-

Co.

R, p,

BOXINGTUX.

good, but not exceptional specimens of
performance. Two of them, Woodcock
Shooting, and Grouse Shooting, were drawn
are
his

181 3 for reproduction by chromolithography, and the others, Scarborough Castle;
in

Boys

Crab-fishing,

and

Mowbray Lodge,

Ripon, Yorkshire, were executed
1816,

in 1809, and
That they do not give
hint of the extraordinary powers

respectively.

more than

a

which he developed in his later life can he
admitted, but none the less are they acceptable
additions to the gallery. To have passed him
over entirely in the formation of such a collection would have been a little inconsistent.

Copley Fielding, too, is represented by watercolours only, by five drawings which are tho-

117

That the Walpermanently
into the possession of the nation an ample
collection of his best works is the more fortunate because the great increase in the market
value of his productions which has taken
place since his death has made improbable
the purchase of any more of them for our
with so brief an experience.

lace Bequest should have brought

national collections.

By Turner
colours,

IIIK Slil.Mi

all

there are only four waterof his earlier middle period. They

NEAH nOUEX.

roughly characteristic of him at his best; and
Clarkson Stanfield by two pictures the important canvas, iJeZ/i'/cm on the Moselle, and a
small landscape, quiet and delicate, Orford on
the River Ore
and by two drawings of
Venetian subjects.
David Roberts, first a scene painter and
afterwards a Royal Academician, and a most

—

—

draughtsman of architectural motives,
makes good his claim to a place in the company of the greater British painters by the
skilful

excellence

of his Interior of St.

Lierre, in Belgium, and

Gommar,

The Chapel of FerGrenada; and there

dinand and Isabella at
are also by him four small water-colours of
much beauty. The scenic quality can always
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his method; and two by Westall, Cymon and
Iphigenia copied from a composition by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, and a pretty fancy, Venus
and Sporting Cupids. There is an academic
painting of Venus appearing to Diana and her
Nymphs by WiWi&m Hilton, a little matter-of-

be detected in his work, but it cannot be called
a defect; it is actuallv of value because it has
enabled him to render suggestively intricacies
of detail
if

which would have become tiresome

thev had been insisted upon

because, bv

its

most

into the

bit

bv

and

bit,

assistance, he has been guided
effective

manner of presenting
There is, in all his

and obvious

fact

in its treatment; there

domestic

The

an

is

the subjects he preferred.

excellent

paintings, a very convincing breadth, a large-

Boarding School, by George Morland, which

which implies, not the evasion of difficulties, but a knowledge of the
manner in which thev could best be grappled
with and overcome.
The remainder of the works which belong
to the British school make a rather oddly mixed
There are two little pictures by
collection.

can be reckoned as typical in its
it belongs to a class of
art in which he did not often display his highest
accomplishment; and there are single pictures
by W. A. Nestield, Gilbert Stuart Newton,
Andrew Morton, and Allan Ramsav. The
canvas by this last artist is a Portrait of King
George IIL, to which King he was Painter

scene.

Visit to

the

certainly

ness of statement

executive merits, though

Wilkie, Scotch Lassies J)ressiuf^, and A Spoi'tsman Ucfrcshiiii^-, w hich are good examples of

in

()rdinary;

it

is

good piece of work

a

in

a

h.

'4

riki'

H^H:.

mi
X.

|3

k^V^H
Wk &

I^B IPS

''V'^ds

m
IBm
BB^^^BI^S^^^^/^^

of

^^smhiJHH^'

^^

CLAKKSON STANJ'IKLU,

R. A.

somewhat cold and formal wav, and has a
The four tinted

pleasing delicacy of colour.
portrait drawings bv

come,

as

Downman

they represent an

become

are very wel-

artist

who

has

vogue with connoisseurs.
He was a pupil of Benjamin West, but he
would seem to have been more influenced bv
Reynolds, whose distinction of style he imit-

latterly

a

^^^^^SHb

"^

—

uiiiLsiiciN'

<ii\

tjm!

mosellk.

There is one of
and Albert Museum.
Some copies, by William Derby, of portraits
by Sir Thomas Lawrence, and Sir Godfrey
ated
his

not unsuccessfully.

works

Kneller,

in the Victoria

small

skilfully

executed,

lived into our

own times,

pictures

must also be noted.

By men who have

there are a few things which bring this rather
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summary

from the work of the
up to date. Four by
Sir Edwin Landseer, one bv Sidney Cooper,
two by Henry A. Harper, and one by William
Callow, who is still living and working,
complete the list.
The Landseers are of
reasonable importance, and show agreeably
more than one side of his practice. The
largest in scale is The Arab Tent, but the
most typical is the Looking for the Crumbs
selection

British school almost

D.

WILKIK,

R. A.

—

good piece of precise work, well
drawn and carefully painted, and showing the
fullest measure of his ability as a painter of
pastoral subjects.
Harper's two drawings.
The Jews' Wailing Place, and The Nile at
Cattle

Cairo,

is

a

arc

quality; and

technical

exercises

of agreeable

the water-colour, iT/z^tr/ng^

///e

Man's Table, one of
life by which the
gained his wide popularity. His Porof Miss Nelly Poiper (niece of Lady

that fall

those
artist

trait

from

episodes

Blessington)

is

the Rieh
in

animal

a pretty but rather superficial

study in coloured

chalks.

torical rather than

A Sl'dllTS.MAN K HIKE SI UNO.

the

nineteenth

century.

In

together of such productions

the
it is

mingling
impossible

The Marany kind of system.
of Hertford, from their long residence abroad, were probably more or less
out of touch with British art, and therefore
studied it with slight attention. The greater
to

trace

quises

chose only what happened
cular fancies.

half of

Sidney Cooper's

artistic.

wide an influence

first

belongs to that

of

Harbour, by William Callow, is by no means
unimportant.
There is, too, one example
of J. D. Harding, the teacher who had so
during the

It

smooth and inexpressive portraits
which were fashionable in the earlier years
of the Victorian era, and its interest is hisclass

masters they knew and understood, but, of
the performances of the lesser men, they
to suit their parti-

CHAPTER

IV.

PICTURES OF THE SPANISH SCHOOL.

THE

pictures of the Spanish School number

ahoi^ether only twentv-two and represent the ^vork of only three masters,

Alonso Cano, and Murillo, who
were contemporaries. Bv Velasquez there are
three canvases of which the authenticity seems
to be beyond question, three which are ascribed
to him with more or less credibility, and two
which are catalogued as copies by Alonso Cano
one only, in his earlier manner and by Murillo
nine which are undisputed, and four which are
held to be school pictures.
Herrera, and
Francisco Pacheco, the two masters of VelasVelasquez,

;

;

quez, Zurbaran, and

not to

Ribera, are

be

found in Hertford House; nor is there anything there by the more recent Spanish masters,
Goya and Fortuny. The intention in selecting the particular examples included in the
Collection has clearly been to recognise certain
painters of world-wide repute, and not to
attempt anything in the nature of an historical
summary of Spanish art.
But this limitation is a matter of comparaThe important point is
tively small account.
that the Wallace Bequest adds some desirable
examples to those that we already possess of
Velasquez and Murillo, and gives us a
picture by a man who
has been neglected by
the National

Gallery

authorities.

Of the

three authentic

can-

by Velasquez,

vases

two represent the son

One

of Philip IV.

is

theinfant Princeatthe

age of three, a quaint

personage in a
grey frock and wearing a violet scarf. He
little

stands with

a baton
his right hand,
and with his left resting on his sword, an
in

unch

i 1

d

despite
years.

k e

rig u r e

his

tender

1 i

The picture

very characteristic,
both in its truthful

is

rendering of the baby
face,

and

in its cere-

monious

dignity; and

has

the master's

it

all

exquisite distinction of method. It

came

into the

Hert-

ford Gallery in i85

3.

from the collection of
King Louis Philippe.

The other

D.

VELASQUEZ.

—

portrait

shows the Prince at
a later age, as a voung
bov mounted on a
portrait of a Spanish lady.
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black pony, in the tennis-court at Madrid, or, as
Other
it, in the riding school.

Ii525; but previously

the catalogue has

collection.

hgures are introduced in the background, an
attendant cavalier and a page, and the whole
composition is distinguished by a remarkable
It relargeness and breadth of treatment.
sembles, in its general arrangement, another
portrait of Don Baltasar Carlos, which belongs
to the Duke of Westminster; but this other

Pistrucci

canvas

more elaborate than

not only

is

the

Hertford House, but is also differently
composed and is not painted in quite the same

one

at

manner. The Wallace picture came from the
Samuel Rogers collection, which was dispersed in i856; it was bought in Spain some
ten

Rogers, who, in

previously for

years

making the purchase, acted on the advice of
There

Wilkie.

in the Collection, a third

is,

Don

portrait of

Baltasar Carlos, which was

formerly ascribed to Velasquez, but is now
considered to have been the work of his pupil

and son-in-law, Juan Bautista del Mazo.
is a close imitation of a genuine portrait

It

in

the Imperial Gallery at Vienna.

manv

In

the canvases by Velasquez himself

is

the three-

quarter length Portrait of a Spanish Lady,
concerning which Thore has expressed the
opinion that " no other painting better repre-

however,

it

In one sense,

Spain."

not representative, because he

is

181

was

2,

—

by
and by Leroux between

The remaining works by or after Velasquez
Boar Hunt, which was long sup-

include a

posed

to be a

preparatory sketch for the larger
same title, in the National
This supposition, however, is now

painting, with the

Gallery.

scouted, though there are

some points of

re-

semblance between the two versions.
But
though the landscape background is the same
and the disposition of the groups of figures is
not altogether dissimilar, it seems safer to
assume that the Hertford House Boar Hunt
is a copy with various modifications, and on
a reduced scale, of the National Gallery one,
and that it was painted by an artist who was
scarcely to be compared with Velasquez as a
master of the painter's craft. It has not the
spontaneity and freshness which would naturally be looked for in a first impression; and,
despite the fact that

some of

the earlier critics

without hesitation

it

to Velas-

quez, the scepticism of the present-day experts

would appear

to be justified.

Concerning the

Infanta Margarita Maria
there is also much doubt: and the two small
equestrian portraits of Philip IV. and The
Portrait of the

Count Duke ofOlivares,
the

are obvious copies of

life-sized pictures in the Gallery of the

verv rarely painted anvone except the great
personages \\ho were connected with the

poraries of the master, they have

Spanish Court.

of interest.

One

Bonaparte

in the

i83q and 1843.

have assigned

respects the most interesting of

sents Velasquez and

in

it

has been twice engraved,

It

Prado.

the performances of

Still, as

contem-

some measure

her everyday aspect and in her ordinary costume, but he has painted her with such perfect
good faith, that he has made her actually live

That Murillo owed something to the
example and encouragement of Velasquez is
Both artists came from
a matter of history.
Seville, and when Murillo visited Madrid in
he ^yas then about twenty-three
he
641
naturally sought the advice of his distinguished fellow townsman.
But this advice
was seemingly of a more or less general kind,
and \vas rather in the nature of hints as to

upon

the

is its

of the greater

charms

decorative simplicity,

of manner.

There

is

in

its

it

ot

the picture

severity almost

no

effort to

add

attractiveness by fanciful touches or by giving
to his sitter a

He

purposely picturesque setting.

has been content to depict the lady under

his canvas.

of the

Duke

There

is

in the possession

of Devonshire a sketch of the

known as The Ladj' in the
thought to have been c[uite
possibly a preliminary study for the Hertford
House portrait, though it is unlike it in arrangement and shape, and shows the lady in a
same person.

It is

Mantilla, and

is

far

more

elaborate

dress.

The Marquis

of

Hertford bought his picture in 1843, at the
sale of Count Aguado's gallery, and paid for
it what seems now to be the small amount of

—

1

—

pursuit

teaching.

of

his

Some

would be

of

profession
it,

than

actual

notably the suggestion

advantage to study in
not take; and when he
returned, in 1648, to Seville, he proceeded to
develop his own artistic methods without any
perceptible effort to base his style upon that of
that

it

Italy,

Murillo

his great

to his

did

contemporary.

He

never attained to

the marvellous virility of Velasquez his art was
;

tenderer, gentler, and less robust,

it

had a

deli-

cate grace that occasionally verged closelyupon

PICTURES OF THE SPANISH SCHOOL.
prettiness,

and

it

aimed

at

daintv suggestion

rather than forcible assertion of actual facts.

;/...(..

w.A

M.,.,,rii

y

/:„.

jj.

VELASnlJEZ

I'OltlKAIT OF

compositions, he sought sincerely enough for
a degree of elegance that was perhaps unneces-

Even

in the realistic studies of lowlife,

123

which

he alternated with religious and imaginative

irili

INI'ANTA

sary
as a

MAKGAIUTA MAKIA

and therefore he must be accounted
definite exception in a school which was
;

.
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inclined for the

most part towards

a

somewhat

rugged severity.
It is,

should be
his

perhaps, a

little

surprising that there

in the

realistic

Wallace Collection none of
none of those pictures

studies,

and beggar bovs which,

of peasants

like the

1
I.
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Cn

D.

VELASQUEZ.

—

don b.vltasar carlos

in infancy.

''

Kitchen pieces" of Velasquez, seem so characIn their own way both
Murillo and Velasquez were as accurate as any

ciallv

teristically Spanish.

shows how well he understood the

Dutchmen in their records of the life of
the people, and Murillo's beggar boys espe-

them, but he made the most of their picturesqueness and their quaintness, and he painted them

of the

have

'a

naturalness ot appearance that

dualities of his models.

He

indivi-

did not idealise

PICTURES OF THE SPANISH SCHOOL.
But evidently this
with undeniable power.
side of his art was not the one which appealed

D.

tive

VELASQUEZ.

—

[

to the

makers of the Collection

l

|

:

presumably

it

did not satisfy their preference for the decora-

don cvltasar caeu.os in

and fanciful type of painting, and thereit no recognition.
The result

fore they gave

]

123

is,

it

iirs

RiniN'c

school.

must be confessed,

a

rather one-sided

representation of Murillo as a master, and the
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creation ot a
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judged by his

alone, he seems lack-

ing in those decisive

which mark

the effort of true genius.

However, ifwe
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facts

qualities
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pression as to his
powers. As a painter
lie was certainly at
his best when he was
dealing with plain
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deserves much praise.

Three of the canvases
which are accepted
as

indisputably his,

are large and

impor-

productions

tant

—

Adoration of the
Shepherds, Joseph

\\\Q

and

^SB^^OH^^H^^^^HB^^B^M||^^H^Bi^f/

see

only one side of him,
this is presented with
a completeness that

his

Brethren,

and The Annunciaand there are
tion
a Holy Family, and
a Virgin and Child,
painted on a little less

—
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A.

CAXO.

—

Tin: VISION

of

st. joii.x tiik i!:va.ngi;list.

commanding scale.
The Adoration of the
Shepherds came from
Saltmarshe col-

the

lection and at an
earlier period belonged, with the An-

nunciation, to the
Capuchin convent at

The Joseph

Seville.

and

his

bought

Brethren was
1854

in

at the

sale of the pictures of

Mr. John
Bristol.

studied

Cave,

It is a

of

finely

composition

characteristically
suave and elegant in
line and sufficiently
dramatic

in

expres-

The Holy Family is more convension.
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arrangement, but it has executive
and the Virgin and
Child is a not unsatisfactory example of the
artist's more formal manner.
tional

in

qualities of high order,

Of

this last

subject

there are two other

versions which were formerly assumed to be
oriirinal

p/.olo II' .1,

works, but thev are

MameU ^

Oi.

B. E.

now

catalogued

MUP.ILLO.

TriK

CHARITY

cognised as an authentic sketch; and the other
sketch of The Virgin in Glory ivith Saints

Adoring is also considered to be genuinely
the work of Murillo.
It was at one time in
the Aguado collection.
The most remarkable picture in the wh(jle
series is, however, The Charity of St. Thomas

as

school pictures.

12:

They may have been

painted under the master's direction, but they

cannot be accepted as his direct handiwork.
Into the same category come The Virgin and
Child with a Female Saint, and the Assumption
There is a second
of the Virgin (No. 7.).
Assumption (No io5.), which is generally re-

01'

ST. TIIilMAS O

I'

VILLANUKVA.

of Villaniieva, a finished oil studv for a fresco
in the same Capuchin convent at Seville from
which came the Annunciation and The Adoration of the Shepherds.
It is held to be,
in most essentials, the best canvas by Murillo
which is to be seen in this countrv, and it
certainly shows his finest craftsmanship and
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Hertford bought it in 1848, when the collection
formed by Mr. Wells, of Redleaf, was disThe last picture, The Marriage of
persed.

most accomplished invention. It was lent
by Sir Richard Wallace to the Old Masters
Exhibition at Burlington House in 1872, and
was then hailed by experts as an achievement
of exceptional interest.
The Marquis of
his

,

B. E.

MURILLO.

the Virgin,

hut

—

it

is

is

not so obvious a masterpiece,

clearly

the holy iamily.

from

Murillo's

hand and

PImIo W.

,1.

Manirll

J' Co.

B. E.

MURILLO.

—

tiik

assumitiox ov the virgin.

(Skclch.)

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

i3o

therefore deserves a place in the gallery.

It is

and not
that atmosphere of tender and gra-

cious sentiment which,

a small canvas of considerable beauty

erate into

lacking in

to give to

As

a matter of history

that several other pictures

—

B. E.

MURILLO.

it

may

by

this

be recorded
master were

when

it

did not degen-

weakness or sentimentality, helped
Murillo's art its particular charm.

the marriage of the virgix.

bought bv the Marquis of Hertford, but they
Possibly
do not now appear in the gallery.
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thev were weeded out hv him or his successor
as unworthy of places in such a carefully considered

collection.

One

great

Immaculate Co?iception, which,

is

canvas,

the

chiefs

cultured

the

of

now among

other

of

men

and adhered

Louvre, he made a
acquire, and at the Soult sale

Spanish

originality.

to

he

;

it

i3i

art

upon

rests

his

He was no imitator
evolved his own style

with commendable consist-

the chief glories of the

ency.

special etfort to

The Vision of St. John the Evangelist is
one of his earlier achievements, but not so
earh' that it does not show a settled and
The hrmness
properly matured conviction.
and decision of the drawing and modelling
are such as might fairly have been expected
from an artist who could deal with sculpture
and the
as successfully as with painting

he bid some
24,000; but at this sum he
retired and allowed the French Government
Now that the Hertford
to secure the prize.
treasures are in the possession of the British
<-'

nation,

it is

we were

interesting to

remember how near

to seeing this, the picture accepted

common consent as the most impressive
Murillo ever painted, permanently established
in one of our national galleries.
There is onlv one other painting to notice
by

in this section,

Alonso Cano's

\^ision

of

;

nobility of the line composition, the judicious

disposition of the masses, and the largeness of
the pictorial effect,

John the Evangelist, but it is a work of merit
by a man who was equallv distinguished as a
painter, a sculptor, and an architect.
He
studied under Francisco Pacheco, and Juan
de Castillo, who were respectivelv the masters
Murillo,

and he developed powers
of no common order.
His art is especially sincere
and the

able by the fact
that

combination
of vigour and

the

the

which is available for re-

delicacy in his
to

is

it

only example
of Cano's art

;

method

less definitely his

dramatic without becoming theatrical. Such
a canvas is a
real acquisition on its
merits alone;
but it is made
doubly valu-

of Velasquez

and

mark not

understanding of the principles of design.
But it possesses, as well, a poetic quality
which is attainable only by a man who can
bring to bear upon his work an intellect both
strong and refined, bv an artist who can be

St.

gives

ference in our

whole

national col-

of his produc-

lection

tion a degree

is

;

there

nothing by

Tra-

of persuasive-

him

ness that must

falgar Square.

be frankly recognised.
In

The picture

his

the

at

was bought by

grandeur

he
has been comof design

Marquis

of Hertford at

pared with Michael Angelo;

same sale
of Marshal
So Lilt's pos-

in his tender-

sessions which

nessofmanner

was the scene

with

of the struggle

the

Carlo
but his

over

Muril-

pre-eminent

lo's

Imma-

claim

culate Concep-

Dolci

place

;

to

a

beside

tion.

SCHOOL OF MURILLO.

—

the virgin and child.

;

CHAPTER

V.

PICTURHS OF THE ITALIAN SCHOOL

To

represent the Italian School with

its

described as of the

Venetian School of the
But sufficient is provided to give at least an interesting glimpse of
the progress of art in Italy during several

niany subdivisions there are nearly
seventy pictures, of which rather less
than half seem to he genuinely the works
of the masters to whom they are assigned.

early sixteenth century.

dozen of the total number are catalogued as simply belonging to this or that

certain painters of repute.

About

a

local school; the rest are credited with

some twenty

or less authority to

Many famous names

more

painters.

and

centuries,

In
artist

methods of

most cases only a single example of each
has been included, but to this rule there

some

are

illustrate the

to

striking exceptions.

T^yenty can-

from the
nothing by

vases are credited to Canaletto or his imitators, nine to his pupil Guardi, and three each

Raphael, Paul Veronese, Tintoretto, or da
Vinci, and the one canvas which was formerly
supposed to be hv Giorgione is now simplv

and Luini. The Camake, of course, the most striking
group, for even when the school pictures and
imitations are eliminated there remains quite
enough of what is probably his to render the

list

—

there

is,

for

are

absent

instance,

to Titian, Sassoferrato,

nalettos

of his

assertion

notable

exceptionally

gifts

cannot be denied that many
of the works ^yhich, as the catalogue states,
"are here set down to him for the sake of

emphatic.

Still

convenience,

it

"show

the effects of his influence

upon others rather than his own unassisted
handiwork.
The Grand Canal with the
Church of S. Simeone is the one in ^yhich he
seen to

is

which do him
has been

advantage,

fullest

among

others, especially

little less

made

to

but there are

the Venetian scenes,

Some

credit.

differentiate

attempt

between the

works and those which are imitations
by marking, as school productions, the Panorama of the Harbour of Malta with Fortified Islands, A Fete on the Pia^'^etta, Old
Northumberland House, Charing Cross, and
the Water Fete from the Riva dei Schiavoni
but this does not necessarily imply that all
the others are believed in by either the Keeper
of the Wallace Collection or by experts geneoriginal

rally.

However, there would seem

to besufflcient

for the contention

advanced by
Mr. M. H. Spielmann in his excellent handbook to the Hertford House gallery, that " it
would hardly be an exaggeration to assert that
justiflcation

in this collection

Canalettos

alone there are as many good
is to say by Antonio him-

— that

his nephew Bernardo, or by
personated him in England
as
in the whole of France."
Several of the pictures are of undeniably fine quality, and none
self,

the

of

CIMA DA CON'EGLIANO.

—

si.

Catharine ok alisxandh

and not by

man who

them

—

are incompetent; so that whether they
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are productions of the master or of the followers whom he so efficiently dominated,
thev are on their merits worthv to be placed

among the manv desirable works of art which
have come to us under the Wallace Bequest.
Thev

are artisticallv not to be despised, and

and student
bv disputes about

their interest to the archaeologist

of historv

little

is

affected

their authorship.

The nine canvases by Guardi, the Venetian
who built upon the teaching of Cana-

artist

method of his own, are not open to the
same kind of questioning. Thev are undeniably his, and show convincinglv his superletto a

master in freedom of touch and

iority to his

He

in sensitiveness to pictorial refinements.

was more trulv
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which Titian is
acknowledged to be
copies.
The larger of the two. The Rape of
Eiiropa, is a reduction of the composition
which was formerlv in the collection of Lord
Darnley at Cobham hut is now in America.
The original work is regarded as one of the
most characteristic of Titian's performances
during his later years, and its beauties are
excellently reproduced in this Hertford House
copv. So good is the reproduction, indeed,

Of

the three pictures by

represented, two

are

some people believe it to be an authentic
study for the larger picture but the weight of
evidence is on the side of those who hold that
that

;

it

was executed by

Crowe and

a

contemporary copvist.

Cavalcaselle suggest Juan Bautista

a

painter than Canaletto, for he concealed better the
formalities of perspective and the rigidity of architectural

draughtsmanship.
He invested his subwith charming
subtletv of atmospheric etiect and his

jects

management

of light

shade was extremely judicious.
Indeed not manv men
have equalled his
sympathetic studies of
Venice and its surroundings
studies
which with all their
topographical accuracy are saved from
literalness bv their

and

,

—

fascinatingdelicacy of
aerial quality

and bv

their beautv of illu-

Though

mination.
in

a sense he

was

a

follower of Canaletto,

he is not to be ranked
with the men wh(j

merely copied

the

idiosyncrasies of that

master

;

he deserves

rather a place to himself,and he

fills it

distinction.

with
Pl.otr,

W.

A. M'i„irll

y C.

BIANCHI.

—

ALLICGUUICAL

SUIiJIiCT,

WITH

iNUlJE

FIGUUES

IN

A LAMlSCAl'Ii.
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del

Mazo,

painter.

the

pupil

of Velasquez,

as

The Danae and the Golden Rain,

its rediscovery
Hertford House must be reckoned as one of
the romantic episodes of art history.
There

is

artist.

The one original painting bv Titian is a
Perseus and Andromeda which had been in
the possession of the Hertford family for
nearly eighty years.
It was supposed to be by
Paul Veronese, and apparently was not highly
valued for it was discovered in a bathroom

when the collection Avas exam inedbv Mr. Claude
Phillips, the Keeper,

Wallace.

It is

after the

death of Lady

a picture \vith a record, for

was described by Vasari, and

it

was

of the eighteenth century.

ill

the

from Titian's lari;e canvas in the
Naples Gallery, and is thought to be possiblv
the worlv of Francesco Albani, a Boloi^nesc
other copy,

London atthe end

the

it

in the

Orleans Gallery until that collection was sold

After that

it

disappeared, and

at

a full-sized contemporary copy of it in the
Hermitage at St. Petersburg, and this copy
was long supposed to be a work by Tintoretto, a not unreasonable assumption in view
is

of

the

perceptible

influence

which can be traced

in

Tintoretto

of

The

the original.

restoration of so important a picture by such
a

master to

its

masterpieces
lation,

among

right position

is

the world's

a matter for sincere

and Mr. Phillips deserves

congratucredit

full

for his discrimination.

There

is

apparently some question about
two of the three examples

the authenticity of

of Sassoferrato. One,
and Child, is

a Virgin

accepted as his but the
second picture with
;

same

the

—

title

it

is

a repetition of the first,

though nearly double
the size

—

is

possibly

by a n o h e r h an d
third, The
t

The

.

My s tie

Marriage of
tharine, has

technical

his

ter

i

s

t

i

c s

Ca-

St.

most of
charac-

and

,

is

doubted only because
in certain details it
departs from his customary manner. The
delicate

but

yet firm

and precise art of Bernardino Luini is well
displayed in two paintings of The Virgin
onein his
andChild,
earlier style, and the
other belonging to the

—

period of his maturity.

The

first is

an exqui-

site illustration

way in which

of the

the

most

careful elaboration can

be applied without any
sacrifice

or

of largeness

dignity

of execu-

tion; the second

ANDRE.-V

DEL SARTO.

—

is

so

method,
and so complete in its

masterly in
the virgin

a.nd

child with st. joiin and

two angels.

PICTURES OF THE ITALIAN SCHOOL.

B.

LUIXI.

—

TIIC

was long held to be an original work by Leonardo da Vinci, to whom.
it was
customary not many years ago to
assign most of Luini's greater achievements.
statement, that

it

i35

VIROIN AXD criiLD.

That he was influenced by da Vinci's productions, though he was not actually taught

by him,

own

is

very probable;

but he

had his

graceful individuality and chose a

mode

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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B. LUINI.

of expression

The

that

—

THE VmO[N AND CHILD.

was peculiarly personal.

fragment of a fresco by him, A
Child-Genius Jiolding Grapes, which is also

I

little

I

to be seen at

Hertford House, has sometimes
been ascribed to Bramantino.
It is more probable,
however, that this

—

PICTURES OF THE ITALIAN SCHOOL.
fragment shows the effect produced upon Luini
hv Braniantino, who was one of the leaders ot
the Milanese School after da Vinci's influence
Reference can he made,
ceased to he active.
for the sake of comparison, lo the two frescoes
bv Bramantino himself Head of a Girl and
The Youthful Gian Galea^o Sfor^^a reading
Cicero
which are in the gallerv. Thcv are
important because thev represent an artist of

—

TITIAN (TIZIA.no VECELLI).

Venetian, and Veronese Schools.
single

pictures,

quality mixed

are

several of

with others of

speculative interest; but as a
is

Among

the

commanding
more or less

whole the

series

one which will appeal strongly to lovers of
and especially to those who take

i3:

much ability whose work has not been so far
admitted to the National Gallery,. Nearly all
his

most memorable frescoes and

oil

paintings

are at Milan.

The
lection

number

rest of the Italian section of the
is

made up

—

single

of artists and of

pictures

Colby a

unnamed works

or

North
Parma, Roman, Sienncse, Umbrian,

the Ferrarese,
Italian,

of

Florentine,

Milanese,

perseus and andro.meda.

examples of sincere and scholarly effort as
Francesco Albani's Venus with Cupids ; Reccafumi's Judith irith the Head of Holofernes ;
Bianchi's Allegorical Subject, with Nude

Figures

in a

Landscape,

— a tvpical work

bv a

Italian art,

rare painter; Bronzino's nobly treated Portrait

pleasure in comparing the ways in which dif-

of Fleonora di Toledo, Grand Duchess of
Florence; Cima's St. Catharine of Alexandria.
a large panel which once formed the centre of

ferent masters arrived at their results.

Certainly there

is

much

to

admire

in

such

I
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an altar-piece

Roch

;

Crivelli's decoratively

arranged

Domenichino's Sibyl; Salvator
Rosa's huge River Scene with Apollo and the

St.

;

Pholo IV. A. ilameUSj Co.

BROXZIXO.

— PORTRAIT OF

Sibyl,—

a splendid canvas and strongly dramatic in feeling
and The Assumption of the
:

Virgin by

Lo Spagna,

the pupil of Perugino

ELEONORA. DI TOLEDO, GRAND DUCHESS OF FLORENCE.

and

a fellow student of Raphael.
Then there
an interesting drawing, a Lamentation over

laiuolo, the Florentine

is

painter, but sculptor, engraver,

a

Dead Hero, or Martyred Saint bv Pol-

as

well

;

and

there

is

who was

not only a

and goldsmith
an illumination on

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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vellum of Galea:{':;o Maria 5/b;-a, Duke of
Milan, Prayini:: for Victor)', hv Cristoforo
de Predis.

But

iu

many

respects the greatest of

these single pictures

with

St.

Andrea

John the

is

and

Tiie Virf^iii

Bap-'tist.

and Two

all

Cliild,

Anff-el.<;by

This famous picture is the
original front which were made the manv
copies preserved in the Prado at Madrid, the
Munich Gallery, the Longford Castle Collection, and other public and private galleries;
and has long been known as J^a ]'ieri;e dc
Pade.
It came to England from
lial\- in
i8o5, passed first into the Aldobrandini Collection, and then into that of KiiiLj William II.
del Sarto.

IIAN.VLETTO.

and

has a surprisingly modern ease of manit shows much depth of inspiration in the treatment of the motive, may perhaps be questioned but it lacks few of the
ner.

it

Whether

;

other things essential

in great

and impressive

art.

That the three canvases formerly attributed
Guido Reni, his pupil Cagnacci, and Carlo
Dolci, are not of unimpeachable authenticitv.

to

-

was acquired in i85o by the
Marquis of Hertford when that King's art
treasures were dispersed. Among the works
of del Sarto it ranks as one of the most completely typical in its pictorial and technical qualities, and it is unquestionably the chief of the
of Holland, and

pictures which, in thiscountrv, bear testimony

remarkable powers.
As a composition
combines an exquisite balance of line and a

to his
it

perfect

adjustment of masses with

dignified unconventionaliiv that

seen

in

masters.

trom the
detect in

1111!

the

is

a sort of

onlv to be

achievements of the few great

\cx, with

all its

reticence,

it is

free

which must be accounted a
so much of the earlier Italian work.
stiffness

DOal! S I'ALAnii.

is signified by their qualification in the catalogue as school pictures. Cagnacci's Tarqui-

and Lueretia is, indeed, held to be onlv
on a small scale, of a well known work
by him at Rome. Guido's Virgin and Child
with St. John has some of the peculiarities of
manner which mark his paintings, and is bv
no means an unattractive example of the suave
and elegant class of design of which he was
niii.s

a copy,

;
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indisputably a master; but

not impossible

confident ascriptions, have been classified under

merely from the

those local schools with the recognised manner of which they have affinities. Two, a

it is

that these resemblances result

The

imitative skill of one of his followers.

Carlo Dolci, too, A Saint Reading, with all
its exact and skilful reproduction of his some-

what self-conscious and

artificial

manner,

St.

GUAIIDI.

—

r[ii;

ciiuucii

Head of a

oi'

the

St.

sum

;

;

of an Italian Gen-

Youthful Saint, in fresco, a Holj'-

sania maria dijlla saluth.

Family,

and a Vinsin and Child, with
Peter and St. John, to the Milanese, Parma,
and Sienncse Schools respectively, and another
Holy Family to the Roman School The
Virgin, a fragment of a fresco bv a Perugian
artist, to the Umbrian School; and The Annnneiationxo the Veronese School. Two other
pictures, a Portrait of a Gentleman, and A
Young Man holding a Viol, are simply catalogued as North Italian of the sixteenth century and the Venus disai'ining Cupid, which

a Portrait

two others. The Nativity and The Triumph
of Venus, which was once thought to be by
Piero di Cosimo, to the Florentine School; a

is

probably not one of his original works.
There remains to notice the small series of
paintings which, in the absence of aiiy more

V.

Jerome and

tleman, are assigned to the Ferrarese School

Marquis of Hertford bought for a large
in iSSg, at the sale of Lord Northwick's

collection,

set

is

down

as

of the Venetian

This last canvas is fairly important
it was at
in scale and of considerable merit
one time in the Orleans Gallery, and was there
accepted as a Giorgione on what seems now
Many ot
to have been insufiicient authority.
School.

:

these

earlier

tested

modern

^BS^

by

break down when
searching methods of

ascriptions

the

more

criticism.

1
*«

yi

"^

T^m'

/i^L

^y|:^i^^j^

^^^^^E

^m

1

^1,^^

t^^S^i^'

P. P<JUliBU^i.

—

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH
there are, among the Dutch and
Flemish pictures in the Collection,
examples of more than sixty famous
masters, and as canvases of the utmost importance by Rembrandt, Frans Hals, Rubens,
and Van Dyck, are included in the series,
admirers of the art of the Low Countries will
find at Hertford House plenty to engage their
attention.
In the formation of this group

As

some systematic manner of collecting would
seem to have been adopted it is Justifiable
to assume that there was an intention to
:

at

something like completeness
and to pass over none

representation

of
of

who

have definite claims to
Nearly all the greater Dutchmen can be seen at their best, and the
noble accomplishment of the chiefs of the
Flemish school is shown by a fine series of
examples.

the

painters

consideration.

The
would

eleven pictures by

suffice to

make

Rembrandt alone

this section of the gallery

supremely memorable.

The

chief of

them

'

"^'

AN ALLEaORIOAL LOVE FEAST.

CHAPTER

arrive

:^'i?^:..

is

VI.

AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
composition of four figures. The
Parable of the Unmerciful Servant, a splendidly impressive work painted about i65 5,
when the master's powers had reached their
full maturity
but the smaller pictures, The
Good Samaritan, An Ideal Landscape and
the Young Negro Archer, are little less acthe great

;

ceptable as illustrations of his inventive re-

source and his marvellous accuracy of observation, and they are quite as characteristic in
technical treatment.
traits,

All the others are por-

— three of them of himself painted about

1634, i635, and i655, respectively, one of his
son Titus, painted about 1657, one of a boy,
signed and dated i633; and the remaining
two are groups of The Burgomaster Jan
Pellicorne, with his Son, and Susanna van
Collen, wife of Jan Pellicorne, with her
Daughter.
These canvases, obviously de-

signed as companions and of about the same

632 or i633, came from the collection
They are
II., King of Holland.
dignity
and
scholarly
in
their
magnificent

date,

of

1

William
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p. p.

RUBENS.
(Sketch

reserve; and
streni^lh

if

which

—

for

TItE

TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF HENR(

the

Picture

in

thev Iiave not the triumphant
is

so apparent in the

work

IV INTO PARIS.

Florence.)

Frans Hals, that other giant among the

his later vears, thev can certainly he placed in

rank of his voulhful achievement.
only about six-and-twenty when he
painted them, but thev show him to have been
even then one of the greatest figures in the
world of art.

He was

r

at

Dutch masters, is not so amply represented as
Rembrandt, for there is by hin-i only a single
canvas.
But this is The Laughing Cavalier,
a masterpiece indeed, and as an exercise in
brushwork almost without a rival. That Hals
was intellectually the equal of Rembrandt, or
that he had the same deep understanding of

of

the front

p

the Vffizi

r

y

1

fe*^-:'

n

ai

,.

.

£I^IBh
'.'^JIA ..-,„

kx

-

'

lJiftlf»m'4i
'"

'

,^'?,XSr^

>r

w^kIKKkB^^E> Mm"'""'^^»-^^'

<^.

"^"^Sm^-•,
,,-'k,-~3r
"^ >*
p. p.

RUBENS.

—

THE

<c

r'"

RAINBOW

u

LANDSCAPE.

<i£*-r^'.-

1

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
aesthetic

principles, cannot

command

over

craft,

and

liis

liis

be said

;

but in

materials, in knowled<Te of

in tliat perfect

refinement of

p. p.

RUBENS.

metliod that

presentment of a good-humoured, healthy

the distinguishing
is

second only

Moreover, as can be seen

— Christ's charge

Cavalier, he had the shrewdest perception
of character and could analyse the sitter before
him with really marvellous insight.
This

is

great artist, he

in

145

mark of

to

the

the

Velasquez.

Laughing

to peter.

young man, thoroughly pleased with himselt
and with his experience of existence,
itself caught and transferred to canvas.
It

would be

difficult to praise

is

lite

too highly
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the executive quality of the picture,
ness,

its

vivacity,

and yet

p. p.

its

its

fresh-

marvellous

RUBENS.

—

re-

straint.
tice

No

could be

better

example of technical prac-

commended

PORTRAIT OF ISABELLE BRANT, FIRST WIFE OF RUBENS.

to the attention of

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
student who wishes to understand how
vigorous spontaneity can be combined with
retined and delicate expression, and how posthe

sible

is

it

without

There

is

to

ij^j

completeness of finish
and freedom.

attain

breadth

sacrificing
a particular

frankness in the

work

j^^H

^H^^^^l^l

^^Hi^^^^^H
*l^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^l
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Kf^

t^^Kl.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K

4^^^k

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hh>

^^^^H^

^^^^^^^r^

^^W^

^^^^^^^^^^H
^^^^^^
-^^Hte^r fl^^S^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I
^K. ^^Hilv^^^^^^^^^H

m ^^^K^
fl

v^^l^wj^^^l^^^H
*^

J

^^ ip^v

^^^Ip^^h

Ti A>
jj^y

1

t

^ki

^^^^1
'^^mk^

^^^^B-

^^

K»|^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hp^^^^MHB|^^^Kr^^^
^^^Hfl^^HH|flH|^^^^^^H^^^y^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^9Hf

—

sH^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

p. p.

HUBENS.

— THE

HOLY FAMILY WITH

f^^^^g

9f

'^^jj^Mfe

^k
^H^^^H

^

^^^^^

^Ke

JH^^!^^^I

^^hH

1|^

^

HHI^^iH

^

^^^^^^^^^1

^kSI
ST.

ELIZABETH A.M> ST. JOHN THE BAPTIS

A,

VAN DYCK.

—

PORTRAIT OF THE WII'E OF PHILIPPE LE ROY.

I
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DO

of Hals which makes

it

delightfully intelligible.
|

He

has not the mysterv of Rembrandt or the
j

he did what he
of Velasquez
intended with unfailing ccrtaintv, and the reelusiveness

:

M.

of a trivial type.

In the

.1.

MIEUEVELT.

—

:

nothing

could be more sincere or more legitimate.
pictures,

portrait of a dutch lauy.

Laughing Cavalier,

decidedly no triviality can be found

Few

1

indeed, in the Collection are

suit is always convincing.
Yet he made no
unnecessary display of cleverness, and never
descended into trickery to gain effects not
strictly artistic, even when he chose motives

worthier of respect from every admirer of
splendid craftsmanship.
Among the examples of the Dutch figure
painters, certainly none are as important as

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

CORNELIS DE VOS.

—

portrait of a

these works by Rembrandt and Frans Hals.
Yet there are many things which display the
best

qualities

of artists

who

,

!

are deservedly

flu.uisii

Gerard Ter-

borch, for instance,

and

.Ian

is

seen to special advan-

little

canvases,

A Lady

and A Lady Reading- a Letter ;
Steen's sound and honest art is ade-

at her Toilet,
|

DI

lady.

tage in his exquisite

j

held in very high estimation.

I
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quatcly illustrated in five pictures, oi which

are also

The Harpsichord Lesson is perhaps the
most memorable. Bv Gabriel Metsu there

least.

"

Vhola

W. A.

MaiisrII

y

Co.

Asleep, of exceptional value

J.

;

A.

BACKER.

—

Fesch

pictures, all good
and two at
Sleeping Sportsman, from the
Collection, and the Old Woman
five

;

The

PORTRAIT of ax old woma.x.

by Ferdinand

Bol, the pupil of Rembrandt, a strongly
painted Toper in the manner of his master;

by William Van Mieris, eight small works
finished with characteristic minuteness
by
Gerard Dou, another pupil of Rembrandt, two
;

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
A Hermit, and
Prayer; and by Nicolas Maes,
who derived his inspiration from the same

source, four

carefully elaborated pictures,

.4

Hermit

Pholo

W.

A. Mamell J' Co.

Then
master,
Interior

:

Woman

Cooking,

is

interesting not

the

because he must be counted
|

of the

PHILIPPE DE CHAMPAIGNE.

there must be noted an even rarer
Esaias Boursse, whose one work,

which are

j

at

—

i53

more acceptable

among

the rarer

Dutch masters.

portrait of fknelon.

only because there are so few of his productions accessible, but also because it has technical beauties of a notable order and a mo-

I
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ri,„i„

\y

.1.

.i/.n,s,»

y '"

P-

dernitv of appetirancc that

is

POTTER.

surprising in a

picture which hears the date 1(06.

Itxcellent

examples are included of Caspar Netscher,

THE MILKMAID.

who was born
of his

life in

at

Heidelberg, but spent most

Holland and adopted the

tradition of that country

who founded

a style

ariisiic

Hooch
own upon his

of Pieicr de

;

of his

earlier imitation of Rembrandt; of Adriaen
van Ostade, undeniably a master though his
limitations were well marked; of Jacob Backer,
Cornells Drost, Covert Flinck. B. Van der
Heist, M. .1. Mierevelt, Eglon van der Neer,
Hendrick Pot, and Pieter Slingelandt, each of
whom is represented by a single canvas of
Godfried Schalcken, a pupil of Gerard Dou
and of Adriaen Brouwer, a wonderful realist
who learned his art from Frans Hals and
he died when he
during his short career
was about 32
attained a high position
;

;

—

among

—

the painters of genre.

There are also

couple of works by Adriaen van der Werft,
a correct and conventional artist who was the
Court Painter of Johann Wilhelm, Elector of
a

the Palatinate.

Many

of the

better-

known

painters

ot

landscapes, niarines, and open-air motives can
also be studied at Hertford

House. Comprised

in the series of pictures of this type are two,
J.

V.

WEENIX.

— DEAD

I'EACOCK AND OAME

;

;

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
Sea Piece with Shippi7ig, and Ships in a Storm,
by BakhuYsen eight, most of them landscapes
with figures or cattle, bv Berchem; three Italian
;

F.

an Avenue

A

HALS.

—

Till-;

a Wood, by Jan Hackaert; three,
Street Scene, The Margin of a Canal, and
in

Exterior of a Church, by Jan van der Heyden

landscapes of fine quality by Jan Both

Camphuysen,whoseworks
to

I

;

dO

one by

are so often ascribed

Paul Potter; one bv Allan van Everdingen;

LAUGHING cavaliuu

by Karel du Jardin a verv characteristic
and canal scenes bv A. van der
Necr; three canvases by Isack van Ostade
three

set of six river

;
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—

Pynacker; one, A Riverside

three of small size by Paul Potter,
that
admirable artist who, although he died before
he was thirty, left many works of superlative
merit two landscapes with animals bv Adam

REMBRANDT VAN RYX.

Mrnnell If Co

de Velde, the younger
buildings bv

J.

B.

;

two coast scenes with

Weenix

;

^r/!/7e //or^f,

by Philips

Wouwerman and
;

—

portrait of a

isov.

three landscapes by Jan

Wynants.

By Ema

nuel de Witte, the painter of churches, is an
Interior of a Protestant Church which shows

seven representing

various subjects such as The Horse Fair, A
Camp Scene, and Afternoon Landscape, with
a

by Abraham

with figures by Adriaen van de Velde, and
eight sea pictures bv his brother Willem van

;

ir, A.

Sce/ze,

Storck; one by Jacob van Stry; two landscapes

well his skilful
|

effects.

management

of light and shade
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Three other famous artists remain to be
mentioned, Aelbert Cuyp,.Tacoh van Ruysdael,
and Meindert Hobhema. There are as many

KEMBRANDT VAN KYN.
and with a very correct understanding
better qualities of his art.

They are

PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST

ot the

nearly

all

and most of them came from
important collections. The Ruysdaels are six
fine examples,

by Cuyp, which have been
chosen with the evident intention of showing
efficiently what were the varieties of his manner,
as eleven pictures

S

SON TITUS.

number, but one ot them, the Sunset in a
Wood, is only ascribed to him. The Land-

in

scape nnth a Waterfall

and

illustrates

is

the chief of the set

convincingly his serious and

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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formal but yet poetic achievement. Hobbema,
his pupil, had not quite the same largeness of

KEMBI'iANDT VAX RYX.

precision in

his

technical statement, which

has brought him into high favour with pre-

manner, and was neither so true a poet nor so
an observer; but there is a dainty

sensitive

—

i'ortuvit or Tin; artist.

sent-day collectors, especially in this country.
The five pictures by him are all fully

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

i6o

entitled

to

the

places

they occupy in the

collection.

A

few paintings of

still-life

REMBRANDT VAN RYN.

subjects

com-

:

and

varied Dutch School of the seventeenth century.
There are two large still-life groups by

POKTRAIT OF SUSANNA VAN COLLEN, WIFE OF JAN PELLICORNE, WITH HER DAUGHTER.

Jan Davidsz de Hecm, and one by his son and
Heem two flower pieces by

pupil, Cornelis de

plete the representation of the vigorous

J.

van Huysum, "the Phoenix of Flower and
was called by his con-

Fruit Painters," as he

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
temporaries; and fifteen pietures, most of them

on

and dead game by
the largest group to be

a large scale, of birds

This is
found inanv ^allerv of the worlvs of this careful

Jan Weenix.

PHILIPS

WOUWERMAN.

A STRIiAM

IX HII.LY

COUNTRY.

Weenix, though he was inferior

of the

who have been

Hondecoeter had,
on the whole, a sounder view of art than
depicted.

63

and accurate painter, whose imitative skill is
deservedly admired. By his cousin, Melchior
do Hondecoeter, who excelled in studies of the
conimoner farmyard birds, there are three

important canvases. They are excellent in
design, very cleverly treated, and surprisingly
vigorous in their suggestion of the character
birds

1

to

him

as a

colourist.

At the head of the twelve Flemish masters
admitted into the Wallace
Collection, stand Rubens and Van Dyck.

1

64
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(1.

TERBORCH.

Eleven pictures and sketches hy Rubens, and
by Van Dvck make a show that

five portraits
is

particularly impressive.

Among

the large

canvases which display in a brilliant fashion

A LADV AT HER TOILET.

the

amazing

facility of

many

Rubens, the most in-

is The « Rainbow »
Landscape ^whlch w^as at one time in the Balbi
Palace at Genoa, where was also -the same

teresting, in

respects,

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
artist's

Chateau de Steen, now in the National
The Marquis of Hertford bouglit the

Gallerv.

picture at the sale of the Earl of Orford's collection,

and paid for it the sum of 4, 5 00 guineas.

I,.

MEi>i:.

1

m;

and there is a smaller replica in the Pinakothek at Munich. The Louvre picture is
generally supposed to be a copv.
Of conspicuous e.xcellence arc also the compositions. The Holy Family, with Si. Eli-

167

recognised as one of the noblest landscapes
from the hand of Rubens and is much to be
admired for its beauty of execution. Another
version of the same subject is in the Louvre,
It is

bi,i:i:iT.Nu

si'on

zabeth,

and

St.

John

the Baptist,

and Christ's

Charge

to

for the

Oratorv of the Archduke Albert, and
Chapel
Holv Sacrament, in the Church of

Peter, the

first

of which was painted

the latter figured as an altar-piece in the

of the

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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St.

Gudule

at Brussels.

They came

into the

William

possession of the Marquis of Hertford froni

Then

the Saltmarshe Collection, and from that of

Saviour

;'/,„/,-

ii:

.1,

.u„

0.

MET.SU.

—

AN OLD WOMAN'

the full-length portrait o{ Isabelle Brant, first
jvife

of Rubens.

slii^hter

The remaining

six

works are

sketches and are mostly of small size.

One

II.,

there
;

and the

last of the large

canvases

is

SliLLING FISH.

is

an Adoration of the

piece in the

same

King of Holland, respectively.
a great sketch, The Crucified

is

Antwerp

Magi

for the altar-

Gallery; another, of the

subject, for an altar-piece in the

Duke

of
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Westminster's collection

:

a third,

and Death of Maxc!2titts.,is
a cartoon

The Defeat

a design in oils for

and the others, The
of Henri IV. into Paris'^

for tapestrv;

Triumphal

Enti-j'

Cj.

METSU.

these pictures were ever completed

which were commenced and
are

now
The

;

TIMC

the

Van Dycks

are

two

partially finished

all

The Birth of Henri IV.-, and The Marriage of
Henri IV. and Marie de Mcdicis, aretherirst
sketches for a series of enormous canvases to
illustrate The Life
None of
(f Henri IV.

LETTKn-WIUTIiR SURPRISliD.

in the Uffizi Gallery at Florence.
five

iGrj

acquisitions of

unquestionable value. Two of them, the Portrait of an Italian Nobleman, andxhe Portrait
of the Artist as the Shepherd Paris, are in the

manner which he acquired during

the half

I

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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dozen years he spent in Italy, between 1621,
or 1622, and 1628; the others, the magnificent
full length of Philippe le Roy, Seigneur de
Ravels, and

riwlo

W. A

The Wife of Philippe

iUnsell /f Co.

A.

le

Roy, and

the smaller Portrait of a Flemish Lady, belong
to the interval between his return from Italy

Antwerp

to

England

VAN EVERDIXGEN.

in

1628,

in

i632

King Charles

There

are in the gallery

among

and

—

Van Dyck's manner
Queen Henrietta Maria,
The Virgin and Child— hut these are

three other pictures in

and they are altogether charming in their
quiet distinction of style and their firm decisiveness of handling.

his migration to

be counted

A WATERFALL.

the chief of his successes at that period of his
life;

and

They can

I.,

catalogued as copies.

The

original of the

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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Virgin and Child
Collection at

and

exists,

Buckingham

in the

is

Royal

One of the four pictures by
of a French Ecclesiastic, and
is an excellent instance of his capable management of portraiture. In this branch of art he

Prominent among the Flemings is PhiChampaigne, who settled in Paris in

lippe de

manhood.

early

him

Palace.

is

a Portrait

S^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

'

^^S^«

rAodi

IK

A. Muiiull Sf C:

J.

'

.'.^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hlwilt!'"''

VAN RUYSDAEL

(ascribep

excelled; his pictures of sacred or historical
subjects

What

were much

less able

and

spirited.

are his claims to consideration as an
imaginative painter can be judged from his

to).

—

*.

.

mlmK^lkii/ij^

sunset

in

A

wKm'.-.'..

a wood.

The Annunciation, and
The Adoration of the Shepherds, and from
the smaller Marriage of the Virgin.
Another

large compositions,

notable portrait painter

is

Gonzales Coques,

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.

D.

TENIERS,THE YOUNGER.

D.

I

KMEIiS.

THE

—

run nm.ivuR.VM.n

V(JIJM, K

I!

.

—

oi-

iin,,ns ,;mi.,

si.

phtjor.

using

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
"the Small Van Dyck," as he is often called,
by whom there are three canvases, all familv
groups, handled with exquisite skill.
Thcv

l>],iti/t

^y.

A.Munsei)

y

C'l.

p.

DE HOOCH.

—

in

his

best

style

by no means easy

interior with a

which, despite their smallness of scale, are
bv rare breadth and dignity.
The one example of Jacob Jordaens, Tlie

distinguished

are

well the power of this

i

I

\

wo.mw

and show particularly
artist,

feat

who

achieved the

of painting pictures

pisELrxa ai-plks.

Riches of Autumn, is of great value because
he is by no means well represented in British
collections.
His art owes much to the in-

PICTURES OF THE DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS.
fluence of Rubens, thnui^h

he was never an

not compare in

number with

the remarkable

group of fortv-three canvases in the

actual pupil of that master.

David Teniers, the vounger, is seen in as
as nine pictures, a series which, if it does

manv

.1.

HACK.VERT.

—

accomplishment.
The largest of
works is The Entry of Charles II.
into a Flemish City, a crowded composition
treated with astonishing facility; and among
liancy of

these nine

the smaller ones are a Biblical subject,

The

79

Hermitage

important because it gives
at St.
an idea of his manv-sidedness and his brilPetersburg,

is

AvENuii in a wood.

Delivei-ance of St. Peter, and
studies of the manners

vivid

times,

and

A

three

of

his

of his

own

Boors Carousing, Soldiers Gambling,
Riverside Inn.

are copies of pictures

The remaining four
bv Italian masters, a

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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kind of production for wliicli

Rv

lie

was famed.

sixteentli-centurv painter, Pieter Pour-

tlie

an Allegorical Love Feast, quaint and
severe by liis son, Frans Pourbus, a cliarac-

hus,

is

;

.1.

is

that

period
tistic

A

M,i,is,-ii

y

N.

he kept his

own

MAES.

—

individuality at a

when Rubens was dominating

the ar-

conviction of the whole Flemish School.

painting of

Dead Game bv Frans Snvders,

teristic

Portrait of a

Cornelis de Vos, two

Gentleman

;

and by

strong portraits of

A

Gentleman, and A Flemish Lady.
One point of interest about tlie work of de Vos

Flemish

BOV WITH

HAWK

and another of Still Life by his pupil, Jan
Fyt, have places in this section of the Collection, and their presence there is fullv justified
by their merits. The Interior of a Gothic

^^^^^^K
^^^^^^^^K

i
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W. VAN UK

l-'hol',

W. A. M„,„ell

y

Cu

Vi:i,UE.

W. VAX DE VELDE.

—

— SHIPS

in a

iiiiniiz

A coast scene with suippino.

""^jar

>m

:'^'^-^-

,

-S#*Sa^,
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hv Peter Neefs, the elder, is an archiand carefully carried
out, but, formal as it is, it shows genuine
observation and undeniable power of draughtsmanship. There are in the gallery four other
Flemish pictures, two of the fifteenth century
and two of the sixteenth, the authorship of
which cannot be satisfactorily determined.
As a group these Dutch and Flemish pictures can be held to provide practically all
that is necessary for a fairly comprehensive
study of the art ol the Low Countries at its

That the

.87

does not include

Chiii-ch,

best period.

tectural study precisely

some masters of well established repute and

.1.

VAN

DEIl

HEVDEN.

—

proves that
of very considerable excellence,
high ideals of craftsmanship and a rare understanding of the refinements of pictorial practice were not, as they have been in other
countries, confined to a few men of absolute
genius, but were characteristics of the rank
and file, quite as much as of the masters themselves.
No doubt partof the skill of the lesser

members
that they

school was due to the
were associated as pupils or

of the

series

complete hiscannot be denied
but these deficiencies do not seriously diminish its value
as a means of demonstrating the strength and
importance of a school which has hardly
been rivalled in its brilliancy of accomplishment and in the number of able painters who
belonged to it.
Decidedly such an array of
paintings,
which, even if the works of the
few consummate masters are excepted, is
that

it is,

for this reason, not quite

torically,

;

—

—

niu margin of a canal.

compelled bv the circumstances of their position to

make extraordinary

place for themselves; and
that

the

it is

efforts to gain a

equally possible

necessity of measuring themselves

against an
exceptionally high
standard led them into particular intelligence

constantly

of method.

But, whatever

may have been

the

cause, the result, as can be seen at Hertford

fact

House, was

fol-

everything, except perhaps in subject matter,

lowers with some of the greatest artists that
the world has ever seen, and therefore were

is

to

produce

a

class

of art that in

worthy of the sincerest respect of

of admirable achievement.

all

lovers

CHAPTER

VII.

MISCELLANEOUS PICTURES
this chapter reference

can be made to a

INnumber of paintings, comparatively unimportant, which belong to the German,
Viennese, Swiss, Belgian, and Modern Dutch
works which do not lend themSchools,

—

anv of the other secseems natural to divide the
But
pictorial part of the Wallace Collection.
there are among them a few distinguished by
evident merits, and there are others which
selves to classification in

which

tions into

it

have a measure or historical interest sufficient
to Justify some attention being given to them.
The most numerous group in this miscellaneous section

is

made up

of paintings by

German
works

of which there are only seven
five of
altogether,
artists,

them

!

1

their value

is

slight

enough

:

artistically,

no significance.

As

for the other five

German works,

Dusseldorf
by Winterhalter, who
died as recently as 1873, a tiny water-colour
drawing which gives but a trivial idea of the

a nineteenth-centurv painter of the

School

;

and there

capacities of a

is,

man who was in his way not
He was Painter in Ordinarv

undistinguished.
to

Louis Philippe and Napoleon

111.,

and

Andreas

Achenbach, Christian
Dietrich, August von
Pettenkofen, Johann
Georg Platzer, and

Francois Xavier
\Vi n t e r h a 1 e r and
two bv some imitator
ofHolbein. Whether
1

,

imitations

these

are

contemporary productions, seems to be
decidedly open to
question

;

the

cata-

logue does not even
assign them without

reservation
school

to the

Holbein,

of

but describes them as
'"
much later adaptations, on an enlarged
scale, of portraits

by

some Anglo-Flemish
of the school
of Holbein the
Younger." The subartist

jects, ^njo-

Edward

VI.

and Jane Seymour,

Queen Consort of
Henry VIII., may
possibly have misled
the

advisers

of the

Marquis of Hertford.
If the presentestimate

of

them

is

correct,

fl.olo

W. A. MiimspU

H.

y

I'.'i.

VON ANOKLI.

—

they

—

what they profess to be
genuine
examples of painters with some right to consiThere is a pleasant but not very imderation.
pressive canvas, The Ebb-Tide, by Achenbach,
arc at least

—

bv

they

are unimportant, and historically, they have

i-ohthait

oi-

meh

imi'Iimial maiicstv

hm; i.mi'hkss

iiii:ui:iiI(:k.

his
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services were much in request in the British
and Continental Courts. There are in existence many portraits by him of members of
our Royal Family.
Dietrich, by whom there is one picture,
The Circumcision, was an influential person at
Dresden in the middle of the eighteenth centurv.

He

held such posts as Inspector of the Gallerv,

Director of the Manufactory of Porcelain,
and Professor at the Academy, and was Court
Painter as well. Much of his work was essentially imitatiye

and based

strictly

upon

that of

Pcttenkofen's Robbers

the old masters.

Cornfield, and Platzer's Tiie

Rape of Helen,

and sought to bring their curious and simple
mannerisms into harmony with the demands
of modern art.
He realised his intention up
to a certain point, because he had the discretion
to avoid merely slavish imitation of those
whom he chose as his models. His pictures,
as may be seen by this Guests at a Feast, at
Hertford House, have much individuality, and
their deliberate formality does not conceal

much inclined towards a style
tiresome in its minuteness of elaboration and
extravagance of expression.
Platzer was too

In a sense

it is

reverted for his

inspiration to the sixteenth-century Flemings,

which need not be dwelt upon.
can be reckoned as a master, and

artist

He

very different tradition.

in a

are small things

Neither

Louis Gallait, Baron Leys, and Eugene
Verboeckhoven, show fairly the strength of
the Belgian School.
Gallait's The Duke of
Alva administering an Oath can be praised as
an adequate example of his rendering of subjects from history, a type of practice in which
he based himself upon Paul Delaroche. His
skill in this form of painting cannot be denied;
he was a sound craftsman, and understood well
how to give to his compositions a due measure
of dramatic effect.
Baron Leys followed a

surprising that, in the torma-

tion of the Collection, so little attention should

have been given to a school which has had its
share of greater masters.
But of these the most
notable were the earlier workers, whose craft

their really vigorous presentation

made up in sincerity what it lacked in grace
and towards primitive art, sincere rather than
accomplished, the Marquises of Hertford do

way he was a fine colourist, a lover of lowtoned harmonies which were judiciously
balanced and arranged. The third Belgian,

;

carefully studied from nature.

of things

In a sombre

French painters or the delicatelv imagined

Eugene Verboeckhoven, has been perhaps
more highly praised than he deserves. His
Sheep and Cows here does him the fullest
justice, and from it his best characteristics can
be properly estimated.
But it shows him
for what he was, a realist with wonderful

paintings of the Italian

imitative capacity, but without

not

appear

have

to

felt

much

inclination.

They bought to
German School

offered

severe realism,

which could hardlv

repel lovers

themselves, and the

please

little

except stein and

of the delightlul

fail

to

iancies of the

masters of the best

much mental

period.

elasticity.

Of the modern Dutch School, with its many
who have based, upon the earlier
tradition, a new naturalism which equals the

For the rest there are such indifferent performances as A Waterfall in Switzerland, a

able followers

old in strength of conviction, there is practically nothing.
Only two pictures can be
placed under this heading, the Winter /// //o//c7/uf by Andreas Schelfhout, who died in 1870,
at the age of eighty-three, and \.\\e River Scene,

known

as Le Coup de Canon, bv his pupil
Jan Joseph Nuycn, who predeceased
him by some eleven years. Schelfhout was a
successful artist and attained much popularity
by his landscapes and winter scenes; and

also

Wynand

Nuyen, who was equally

at

home with

land-

scapes, sea-pieces, and views of towns,

was not
less highly esteemed.
But though these two
pictures can certainly be welcomed, they do
not

suffice

school.

to

represent a large and active

hard and theatrical landscape by Alexandre
Calame, a Swiss painter the Portrait of Her
Imperial Majesty the Empress Frederick by
Professor von Angeli of Vienna and the Portrait of Her Majesty Queen Victoria in her
Robes of State, a commonplace picture by
Thomas Sully, who was born in England but
spent the greater part of his life in America,
where he was educated.
He returned to
England when he was eighteen
in 1820
and was helped in his profession by Sir
Thomas Lawrence.
His residence in this
country continued until i838, when he went
back to America. In the Academy of Fine
Arts at Philadelphia, the city in which he died
in 1872, is another closely similar portrait of
;

;

—

—

Queen

Victoria.

MISCELLANEOUS PICTURES.
Before leaving the pictorial section of the
must be made of the portrait
of Sir Richard Wallace painted by W. R.
gallery, a noie

W.

R.

SYMONDS.

PORTRMr

01'

ot modern portraiture and
appropriately placed in the midst of the

lyi

Symonds, which was presented to the Baronet
and his wife in i885, by " Tenants and
Friends of the Sudbourn Estate." It is an

SIM RICirVKI) \V A r.r.ACE,

agreeable piece

treasures

is

endowed.

liAEtr..

with

K.C.li. M.l".

which the nation

has

been

1

CHAPTER Vm.

MINIATURES
COLi,FXTORS
may

and admirers of miniatures

he actuated by one or

more

of

first and highest, by
three motives
displayed in the
for
the
art
enthusiasm
an
works themselves; second, by the historical
interest or importance of the persons represented; and third and lowest, by a mere
;

liking for a pretty portrait of a pretty

woman.

poor reason is among the most
poieni,is made clear by the fact that a painting

That

this last

woman

of a

will

fetch a higher price than

an equally good one of

a

these types of collectors

there

here that will appeal, but

it

is

each of

something

will be sufficient

out the most striking things in the
classes, and to leave the mere seeker

to point

two

To

man.

first

word Etatis

is

m

make

his

at

it

^Etatis

is

correctly inscribed and the figures

that,

a

in the

very similar portrait

is

the " lost original "

Quite

reproduced.

House

possibly the miniature at Hertford

is

from which Vorsterman's

engraving was made.

Another early portrait is that of Thomas,
Lord Coventry (No. 100), inscribed Dotninus

Thomas Coventria' Custos

Ditissimus

sigilli

Tlicsaiirus Cordis conscicntia sana, in
alst)

the lettering has been renewed.

which
the

It is

work

of Peter

Oliver

own

1648),

i

I

594-

and the

query added
bution on the

h e

t

the attri-

to

earliest

at

a n d

;

quite

selection.

The

A

initial

distinct.
noting
It is worth
hook on Holbein by Professor
H. Knackfuss, published by Grevel in iSgq,

are

45

to

s

without the

which closely resembles
Montagu House the ,£" which stands for

after feminine
c h a r

spelt

th!)Ugh in a painting

seems to
bean unnecessary precau-

same time the
most precious
example is the

label

portrait o
Hans Holbein

tion.

On

other

hand,

t

the

Younger

the

the portrait of

mwe

(No. r)3, paint-

C

ed by himsell.

(No.8i),which

7" he

face

gem

is

r

is

a

o

1

unhesitat-

ingly assigned

ot deli-

Samuel

cate handling;

to

but the back-

Cooper (1609-

ground,

in the

opinion
Dr.

1672],

is

cer-

tainly not by

ot

him, but

William-

a

copy of an

ori-

known expert,

ginal

the

has been

possession

son, the well-

re-

opinion
founded

is

probably,

chief-

ly u p o n

of

Mr. Quick,
and was made

This

painted.

in

at a

later date,

the

by

fact that in the

Mrs. Ross,

inscription,

who was

H.

1543,

imitator

Etatis

-/...

last

figure

of

Oliver's mi-

'the

Slice

a

very skilful

Anno

II.

niatures. Two
undoubted

is

obscure), the
p. A.

HALL.

—

PORTRAIT

01'

A YOUNG WOMAN.

MINIATURES.
examples of

his

r

work mav he seen
in

No.

-

the rihhon

^%£^^^%.
H^JjOBaife^liBfciiy

the

of

S^^^^^^%

garter and a broad

laced collar, and in

Charles,

^S^^

painted on an unusually large scale.

1688), a

(

i

62

Bm^IwIBHIm
I^KJ^^HnHI

of

wSm|^|^^r^

3-

man who

combined

^

JohnHoskins

f
existence
miniature painters
of this name has

p. A.

— I'oKTUArr

err

-

to

is

represented

of the Princesse de

^^^1

Tarente, ladv-into

Marie

Antoinette,

the re-

waiting

verse mistake has
been made

man

751,

I

W.

who was

are not without their individual

known

better

H.,

J.

Smyihe,

of the

1

17

mav, with much
probability,

be

attributed to
the vounger
Hoskins.

English works,

since they are
neither numerous nor of the

highest class,
apparently because either the

11

by

f

^^^^^^HPI
^^^^^^^Hf

df^^^^^^^H i^K

'Hw
\^^^^^
W%
\j\

*^.^,m^Tfi^^^^^^

V^^tv'^

^

...

»^'^

>«i^^m£i.

jM^^ ^^^^^Krr^^^Kv

SlMKm^^

^^t^

^^^^ij^li^"
p. A.

HALL.

—
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i-i 8

I

is

i)

represented only

,

\\%^^^^ y^^^HB
11

John Smart
(i

ima^^^rr^k
^^H^
w ^K
^^

1

complete the
review of the

'^^^A'^

,-

-/

E

other schools, to

of this artist.

„.
^yJB^^li^^E^^^l^^^''^^^i[i^^Hk>
^/^'.o^^l^^^^^Bp^^^^^
^H^Sn
#7 ml i^^^^KK^^"*^^^
i^l^^M-

convenient, before touching on

estachievements

.^^SKlaaai^^S^^M^^^giBBfc-:..

^SJT..^^

as

among the great-

.^^(^SSsiKMMMl^ct^

will be

It

charm; but
can be

regarded

rrrfV^^
j''(H\"t^__

\

same

period No.

afterwards

neither

The portrait of
a middle-aged

man

a por-

as Mrs. Fitzherbert (No. i53l,—

and the latter
also dated i653.

and

of a girl stated inaccurately to be Maria,

Commonwealth No.

both signed

—a

t.adv.

daughter of

,

Two

.

in a blue coat

bvtwoworks,a voung maninarmour No. 14),
and another young man in the costume of the
12?

in

a portrait

other Cosways,

A young

trait

is

52,

1

No.

clearlv established,

i

•

oi'

,

neouslv credited
the latter, while

No.

"^^^^^^"_

HALL.

I

former,

|B&g|^^^9^^

t \a-

now been

lady in white
(No.
5
by the

^^^^rt^^^^^r
ig^^^^;g_^^^awjulMF

Elder, for the

the

" "

one

in

a

i^^^^^HSf
fMHHHmJI^

^Bs®^

painting

with poetry and the
law.

'

,,

case a portrait of

raL^^ytJH
^^K^HIHilHH
^^

same monarch
;No. 82) is by Thoof the

Winchester

them, though

-^H^S|k\

-i-

1

I

other portrait

mas Flatman,

-^H^^KKb'

i

'

^^ii|^S8Hkv
jt^^^^^
m^m/
Z-^^m^t^jt. ^BKm\

ladv of the

court of

\

\

and Engleheart
75 2- 839
are, indeed, among
1821)

j^^^^f^jf^^^sSS^jj^^^'^
A^^^MH^^^^WriilSBM^i^fiy

125, an un-

No.
known

ac-

to

them was lacking to the makers of
the Collection.
Both Coswav 740quire

80, a portrait

armour

The

inclination or the

-

'

opporiunitv

Charles II. in
Avearing

of

-"

-
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^

a rather indif-

ferent portrait of
a

young

\\-

h

i t

J. S.,

c

,

in

girl

signed

and dated

1792 (No. 177

Bone, R A
.

;

.

(1755-1833), by

portrait in
enamel (No. 1091
after Lely of
Anne Hyde; and
William Lee bv

a

a portrait, also
in

a

enamel, of a

young man

in

THE WAL
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plum-coloured coat.
There are
few others, among them one
of the Marquis of Hertford bv
Van Dyck; hut there is nothing
else of any importance to fill out
the short list of English paintings.
This section of the Collection is
interesting as far as it goes, and

—

a

it

is

is

permissible to regret that

it

more comprehensive.
The oldest French work is a

not a

little

portrait

in

tempera of

a lady in

about
iSjo bv Clouet
5oo-i 572), but
there is a long gap in time before
black

(No.

(

the next

is

painted

107),

1

reached, a perfect

little

drawing of the Marquise de Pompadour (No. Sol, said to be bv or
after Boucher '1704- 1770;, which
certainly does him no discredit
and then a delightful bold and viva;

cious studv of a

girl

(No.

i83),

bv .lean Honort- Fragnnard 7328uG
The gouache drawinu; of
i

I

p. A. HATJj.

.

—

pouTRAir study of a

the
to

t.irl

as flora.

Fete du Colisee, given
Louis XV. in 1772 and

bearing that dale iNo. 32G1,
by Gabriel de Saini-Aubin
(1724- 780), though an admirable and effective piece of
work in its way, is scarcelv
what is gencrallv understood
1

to be a
in

miniature.

sequence

is

Henri van B
'I

a

The ne.xt
work by

a re n b e rghe
734-1812), a painter of pic1

little for the embellishment of snuff-boxes, bonbonnieres and such small
articles of elegant luxury, to
which use the exquisite little

tures in

rendering of the Fair

Germain (No.

162),

at St-

signed

and dated 1763, wasprobablv
destined

Then

originally.

Adolphe Hall
whose
broad and
739794),
(1
vigorous handling and rich
there

is

Pierre

1

harmony of colour are seen
advantage in numerous
examples,
among them a
young lady bearing a broadbrimmed hat (No. 77) another
to

—

;

.l.It.

ISAIiEV.

—

I'OliTRAIl

(II

A

I,\1IV.

—

MINIATURES.
unknown lady No. 142I; a delightful porof Hedwig Elizabeth Charlotte, Princess
of Sttdemanie, who subsequently married
Charles XIII. of Sweden iNo. 143); a group

trait

of two girls, three-quarter length

in

profile

towards the left iNo. 63), here called, without
anv apparent justitication, The Misses Giinninsr, which bears a striking resemblance in
arrangement to an adjacent group (No. 161),
by Gueriii a charmitig studv of a young girl
1

;

(No. i65

;

a girl in nearly full face (No.

p. A.

how and

of dictating

in

shall be represented; but

of the lady in

No.

167,

HALL.

—

i83!.

and

find

it

in the sash

in the tiger-skin

worn by Madame Cail (No.

1941,

who

is

represented most attractively as a Bacchante.

The

subject

ment

in

is

the

of

more

portrait

said to be the painter's family.

A noteworthy feature about the work of
Louis Siccardi (1746-1825;, is his marked partiality for introducing wherever possible a
certain tawnv yellow, which occurs so frequently that it might almost be accepted as
a proof of his handiwork.
It is not, however,
discoverable in the portrait of Louis XVI.
:No. ()4 perhaps because monarchs have away
,

PORTRAITS OK

what colours thev

we

interest than the treat-

by Francois Dumorit

(1751-about i83o) of the Dauphin (No. 197J,
the ill-starred son of Louis XVI.
The mysterious fate of this prince shares with the
identity of the Man in the Iron Mask the pri-

—

what is quite the best of his works here,
group of two young women and a child,

and,
a

KJO

Tiiii

artist's family.

vilege of being the

most fascinating of the

many unsolved problems

of history.

The

question as to whether he really succumbed

Temple

to the brutality and neglect of
Simon, or whether he escaped and
lived out the rest of his life in obscurity under
an assumed name, is one around which ingenious historians never seem weary of spinning
The other miniature by
speculative theories.
the same artist (No. 244) will be recognised as
that of Madame Le Brun, the artist whose
in the

his gaoler,

;

.

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.

iq6

portrait,

Louvre, of herself and her
known through repro-

in the

daughter

so well

is

ductions.

of

J.-B. Augustin ii75Q-i832

is

well repre-

sented by his portraits of Napoleon No. 233),
though there is a better one at Oxford, and by

William Prince of Orange No. 240 but the
best example of his work here is No. 2q3, a
;

unknown

painting of an

ladv in blue, dated

which has the further advantage of retaining its original and very suitable frame. The
group of twu
I

8

5,

1

and the inauguration of the second Empire,
which, in i852, followed the Coup d'Etat

girls bv

J

1

85

I

Through

all these stirring times he seems
have laboured indefatigably at his art, and
to have accepted with supreme impartiality

to

commissions from the leaders of events
spective

of side

or

irre-

find here,

for example, excellent portraits of Napoleon
and .Josephine No. 223), dated 1812, one of
the Empress Marie Louise, with the young

Rome

King of

can

(No. 21

Gue'rin '1760i836 has been

181 5,

1),

dated

and others

of various

alreadv referred
to, but deserves

mem-

bers of the
mily.

notice

especial

We

partv.

the

fa-

During

first exile

of

tor its elegance

Napoleon and

of composition

the brief return

it

has, however,

of the

a

certain hard-

in 1814,

ness

Bourbons
he was
painting Frederick \vil-

of outline

and coldness of

The

colouring.

liam of Prussia
and
(No. 2 53)

portraits of
Princess Pauline Borghese
(No.

2

3o

,

;

when Napoleon
was finally inter-

and

ned in St. Helena, he painted

Caroline Bona-

Queen

parte,

sisters of

leon

o n U' his

claim
as

cessor. King
Louis XVIII.

Napo-

the

First,

(No. 289), but
also the man

attention

work

the

1818, not
suc-

in

of

Naples(No.236!,

of

Louis-Francois

who was

Au bry

responsible

I

85

1

1

,

1767\\-

ho

s e

se

productions are
not often to be
met with in collections.

Duke,

K. IS.VHEY.

—

I'ouTRAiT or

tiM':

duke of whllixgton.

same year

Aubrv, Jean-Baptiste Isabev survived him
bv four vears, dving in i855, at the great
age of eightv-eight.
He saw, during the
course of his long life, the accession of
Louis XVL and his subsequent death on the
scaffold, the whole of the first Republic, the
first Empire to its downfall at Waterloo, the
reigns of Louis XVIIL, Charles X., and Louis
as

Philippe,

the

various

abortive

attempts

at

grasping power on the part of Louis Napoleon,

m

Iron

once in

black

coat
No. 260), and

a

Born

for

ding hi

there, the

.1.

in the

n

chiefly

again

in a red

one 'No. 267;. There is a singularcrispness and
drvness of touch about his work which, when he
is at his best, is very pleasant, and, though he
showed at times a tendencv to foxy redness
in his flesh tones, he often attained most
excellent results.
He greatly affected gauzy
materials, which he rendered with consummate skill of this the fluttering scarves partlv
veiling the features and draperies of the unknown ladies in Nos. 25 i, 254, and 255, are
:

MINI A TURES.
good and

tvpical examples.

The most interest-

works, however, are the portrait of
Marshal Lebrun, Duke of Piacenza (No. 202),
the studv for it in sepia No. 274', dated 1810,
and a drawing, also in sepia, of comparatively
large size, representing Napoleon robed and
crowned with laurels :No. 242), the companion to which, a painting of the Empress, is
in the gallery at Besancon.
A portrait, one of the many here, of the
Empress Josephine No. 201) is curious as
being among the few in existence by Ferdinando Quaglia (1780-1830:, who was born at
Piacenza, in Italy, of pure Spanish parentage,
but lived, worked, and died in France, where
he had been speciallv patronized bv the uning of

liis
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Second ot Russia,
one at St. Petersburg, believed
No. i3oj
be by Adelaide Vincent
to
Marie Leczinska, a long way after Nattier
(No. 98); Madame de Stael ^No. 292;; Rachel
(No. 287]; Sontag (No. 3i3); Jerome Bonaparte, King of Westphalia, by Isabey No.
218) Madame Elisabeth, sister of Louis XVI.
(No.
32); Marie Antoinette, by Commerie
(No.200i; Lady Blessington, by Bouchardy,
after Sir Thomas Lawrence ^No. 3oi); Frederick, Duke of York, by Essex, also afier
Lawrence (No. 281 1; Princess Charlotte of
Wales No. 2071; Madame Recamier iNo.
247); George, Prince of Wales, after Hoppner
(No. 3tJ5i; Charles X. of France (271), and
are those of Catherine the

a

replica ot

;

;

1

many more

happy Jose'

ph

n

i

e

of the

.

Napoleon,
his

Comment

and

in fact,

same

type.

on

family,

seem to have
provided the

this sec-

may

tion

be

inap-

not

miniature

propriately

painters

concluded

of

the times

by brief re-

with ample
e
p 1 o V -

ference to a

m

case of

Empe-

the

i

1-

luminations
on vellum in

Both

ment.
ror

himself
(No.225)and

the adjacent

Josephine

Th

e

243,,
werepainted

of

French,

by Daniel

m an, a n d
F e m sh
o rkman-

;'

No

Gallery X.

.

Saint

Italian,

1788;

and

is

also

1847,
there

1

a

r

e

Gcr-

i

\\-

ship, and

a portrait of

date

Louis Napo-

fro

leon,

v

King

chiefly

m

the

fourteenth,

of Holland

Hfieenthand

N0.227 ,bv
the same ar-

sixteenth

t

i

st

.

number
p o

r t

centuries.

The m

The
ra

i

ts,
J. li.

besides, of

ISABEY.

—

Bonaparte's brothers and sisters by unknown
or unimportant artists, is prodigious.
Among the pictures of other personages of
note,

which are included

o

s

t

remarkable

of

in

the

Collection,

them are
the t ^^• o

of
PORTRAIT OF A LAUV.

pages illustrative of the De Consolatione ot
Boethius Nos. ho and 63 and The Legend
of Trajan and the Widow, by Hans Sebald
,

Bcham.

—

,

CHAPTER

IX.

FURNITURE
is

bv no means impossible iliai ihe casual
wild possesses onlv a general capa-

11 \'isii(ir
cii\- lo

appreciate things that are artistic and

who

has no specialised expert

frame of carved walnut-wood,

a

second

in the

same material displaying

the

Medici, a third decorated

with plac[ues

arms of the
of

F^'om Italy and the early vears tjf the rifteenth
centurv comes a wooden Casket embellished
with embossed leather and bearing the arms

and a Casket of bronze placjues
set in gilt frames.
The French works of the
same centurv are an Ecclesiastical Seat carved
in walnut- wood showing the transition from
the Gothic to the Renaissance, and several
Chairs and Armoires of carved oak and walnut,
one of which. No. 12 in Gallery V., deserves
notice as foreshadowing in its inlaid plaques
of marble and ornaments of ivory and ebony
During
the developments of a later period.
the seventeenth centurv Gerrnany is represented bv a Cabinet of walnut-wood inlaid with
marbles, England by two Wall Candlesticks
one of gilt metal, one of silver dated 1679,
Spain by a Hanging Lamp made for some
church, Italy by two Tables of red porphyry
mounted on gilt ^yooden bases carved in late
and bad renaissance stvle, and France by a
few pieces of furniture of n(.) particular importance.
Four Mirrors and, more doubtfully, a
Console of Italian work are the only eighteenth
century specimens of other than French fur-

of the Visconti of Milan

niture.

beautilul, but

knowledge, ma\- rind the furniture at Herthjrd
House a little monotonous. Idle collection
is

esseniiallx-

an illustration of the work oi a

particular people at a well-marked period; for,
the first place, the objects in it are almost
without exception French, and, in the second,
an immensch' preponderating proportion of
them date trom the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries and belong to the intimately related
known as Louis XIV., Regencv
stxles
Louis XV. and Louis XVI.
In fact the productions ol other coLmti'icN than brance, or ol
in

other centuries than those two, are so few that

thev can

The

all

be discussed in a single paragraph.

earliest

objects

are

a

pair

of

Ro-

manesque Ecclesiastical Candle brackets ol
German make dating from the late twelfth or
more probabh' the earlv thirteenth centurw
-

and from the later
a second Casket
decorated with gilt and painted gesso, and a
carved marble Chimnev-piece; wdiile French
work of the time is represented bv two Caskets
both showing the Fleurs-de-lis, and a late
Gothic Dressoir in carved walnut-wood. To
the sixteenth century haw- contributes a
Cabinet with panels of repcjusse steel, two
pairs of Bellows carved and gilt, a Mirror in a

years of the

;

silver repousse,

—

same centurv,

Of

this

,

XIV.
monarchy in
L(juis

lution, there

however
until

,

from

the

days

of

the rinal extinction of the

the blood-stained days of the Revois

so abundant a store that

it

has

well been said that the entire history of the rise
culmination, and decline of French furniture
its best and most characteristic period,
might be learned from and illustrated by the
examples in this collection alone. In attempt-

at

FURNITURE.
ing to deal adequately with the subject, there

two

multitude
of objects to select from; and secondly, how
exactlv to define its limits.
In the production
are

initial difficulties

:

firstlv, the

WRITING-TABLE

;

manv and

pathetic

collaboration.

The

sym-

sculptor

painter, the carver and gilder, the caster

and
and

BV ANDKli CMARLhS BOULE.
Time of Louis XIV.

woods and marbles,

by turns or in combination find employment and articles for practical use can be seen
to merge so imperceptibly into purely decorall

of this elegant and fanciful furniture

varied arts and crafts Avere brought into

IN MAKijUETERIE,

chaser of metals, the goldsmith and lapidarv,
the potter and inlayer of

199

ative objects, that

hard and

The

fast

it is

line

impossible to draw anv

between the two

classes.

Wall -lights, for instance, so
fashionable throughout the whole period under
graceful

consideration

— there

arc here

many

excellent

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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examples of them

—

might

as justitiahlv

he

among the hronzes as the furniture,
and many of the candlesticks might as deserclassed

vedly be regarded as sculpture.
It will be
wiser, perhaps, to take the most remarkable
objects

as

thev

come with due

regard

to

chronological order, without investigating too

rigidly their right to inclusion in this particular chapter.

The name most widely andjustlv associated
with the period of Louis XIV. is that of Andre
Charles Boule or Boulle. Born at Paris in
1642, the year before the king came to the
throne, he was anxious when a boy to become
but his father, who
cabinet-maker, working
chiefly in ebony, the favourite
a

painter;

was

a

material at the time, insisted on
his

adopting his

own

trade,

greatly to the advantage of the

world

at

himself.

large

and of Boule

In 1672, on the death

of Jean Mace,

who had

for

many

years occupied the responsible

but comfortable position of
Royal Cabinet-maker, Boule was
appointed to the office and nominated Premier Ebeniste de la
Maison Royale, as well as architect and painter, sculptor in
mosaic, cabinet-maker, and designer and engraver of Royal
seals; yet, in spite of royal patro-

nage and handsome emoluments,
he was constantly in financial
difficulties up to the time of his
death in 1732 at the mature age
of ninety.
The most charac-

and best-known feature
work is the veneer of
tortoise-shell, brass, or white
metal, which is called by his
name, and which he carried to a
marvellous pitch of perfection,
though it is at least open to
doubt whether he can be credited with its invention.
It is,
however, most probable that he
introduced and popularised the
method known as countering, by
teristic

of Boule's

which the same design was manufactured alternately in metal
a tortoise-shell ground, and
in tortoise-shell on a metal one.
This not only resulted in that

on

WALL-CLOCK

BRONZE, BY CHARLES CRESSENT.
Time of the Regency.

IN GILT

variety combined with uniformity which is so desirable in
decorative work, but was far
more economical since the matrix
from which a portion of the ornament was cut for inlaying on

CLOCK AND I'KDKSTAL

IN

M AKoUIiTEKIK, UY ANDRK CHARLES BOULE.
Time vf Louis XIV.
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one piece of turniiurc, was uiilised as ihc base
on the other.
In work attributed to him, the Wallace
Collection is exceptionally rich; though some
at least of it should rather be assisned to the

revival in the reign ot Louis XVI.
There are
threeTablcsin Gallery II. which were undoubtedly made under his direction, a Clock in
his style and a Mirror by him in Gallery IX.;
an ebonv Bureau Table and a Clock-case

to receive the inlav

CLOCK,

BRiliNZli

ClIASUl) Ai\D UILT,

Dated

adorned with the Three Fates, and two fine
Armoires with classical subjects in relief in

'

I

li

" contre-partie

"

;

|

j

E^li.

or tortoise-shell

on metal,

and showing by the monogram of interlaced L's that they were once in
the possession of the Grand Monarque, in the
referred to above,

j

Gallery X. a pair of Pedestals, illustrating the
" partie " or metal on tortoise-shell, and

BV BUl/.UT ANU GOUTII

mi.

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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Vestibule

at

the top of the

Grand

Staircase,

a magnihcent Armoire adorned with hgures
of Summer and Autumn, a hue Monumental
Clock svmbolising Love and Time, and
a Pedestal in Gallerv Xil. two magnificent Caskets, two Commodes in the form
of marriage-chests, and a third, which, as
shown bv the design of the lock, once formed part of the crown furniture, in Gallery XVI., and a Mirror and a richlv decorated Console in Gallerv XXI., besides many
other objects which in all probabilitv came
from the atelier under his control.

The objects which are fashioned in the
same materials and clearlv under his influence,
but which cannot with any certainty be traced
to him or his workshop, are too nunierous to
be recorded in detail.

Among them,

however,

mav

be noted, in passing, a Clock in the Inner
Hall, a couple of Barometers, one displaying

and an exquisite Etagere with
Cabinet for medals in Gallerv I., two
Encoignures, a Clock and several Cabinets in
Gallery II., a Cabinet showing the beginning
of Boule work and a Clock in Gallerv IX., a
pair of Guc'ridons in Gallerv XIL, a Casket
the Fleur-de-lis,
a little

made

presumably

the marriage

lor

of sonie

roval personage, and
two tables ornamented
A\'

i

t

the ludicrous

h

scenes

enacted

monkeys, known

by
as

" singeries," in Gallery XVI.,

and

a

Chinese

in the

Casket

decorated

elaborately

style in

Gallery XVI IL Of
other work than that of
Boule, the Balustrade

grand staircase

of the

made

of iron and

gilt

bronze embodying the
initials of Louis XIV.
which was formerly in
the Bibliotheque Nationalc at Paris, and a

Commode
lerv

XVI.

in

Gal-

displaying

the sivlc of Jean Bc'rain,

mav
\n

be spccilied.

comparison with

wealth of fanciful
invention, s u p r e m e
soundness of workthis

manship, and consummate finish, England
little to show
same period
but it must be borne in
mind that the French
craftsmen were then
working under espe-

has but
for the

;

cially favourable, even
if artificial,

The
RURIiAU-TOILIiTTE IN

,M

AliQUETERIi;

End of

WITH BRONZE MOUNTS, BY OEBEX OR RIESENER.
XV.

the llcign of Louis

conditions.

resolution

France

to the

to

lift

foremost

;

FURNITURE.
rank as a home of the arts, which originated
with Fouquet, had been adopted andenUtrged,
after his fall in 66 1, bv his successor Colbert
while the King, in his superb ostentation adn
1

CLOCK WITH

iiru i-roLitr;

,

prodigious
that could

No

egotism, encouraged every step
to his own magnificence,

conduce

consideration of expense was allowed to

interfere,

—

207

and his royal splendour cost the

nn louis xv.
vvhiti: .mahhi.h am>
Eighleenth Century.

oii/l
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in all some seven hundred and
twenty millions of pounds sterling, so that
he had reduced the nation to the verge of
bankruptcy when an end came- to the twoand-seventv vears' domination of le Roi Soleil

tax-payers

in

I

7

1

Louis the supporter, and Colbert
extent

the organiser

naturalisation

of the fine

there can be no question that

But although Fouquet was the

WRrriiN'G-TABLli IN

initiator,

its

a great

great ultimate

success was due to Charles Le Brun.

He, in
though a painter by training and profession, was a man of extraordinary versatility.
fact,

5

to

scheme for the
and applied arts,

of the

LACQUERED WOOD, WITH GILT BKONZE MOUNTS, BY
End of the reign of Louis XV.

J.

DUBOIS.
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energy, and
a c

u

mcn

,

and became

the head
and centre
of the entire

movement.

Born at
Paris in
,

he

studied

for

I

G

a

9

I

time

r e't

u

r

in

and

Italy,

n ng
i

France in
1(145, soon

to

attracted
the attention of Fou-

who,

c]uet,

besides em-

ployinghim
fully in his

own branch
of art,

made

him director of
the tapestry factory
h c h he

^^•

i

started

at

Maine}'.

When

this

^vas subseq u e n t 1 \'
transferred

by Colbert
Gobe-

to the
lins,

he \yas

maintained
in his post,

and, as the

enlarged
scope of the
undertaking

comprised
all

the fur-

h ng
plenishing,

n

i

s

i

,

and decorating of the

royal

p a-

laces, he be-

came abso-

FURNITURE,
lute Dictator of the arts.

Though

despotic

2

elegance and

refinement,

and

is

recommendation
He asked only

tain

to his
that the

craftsman should do his best
and, \yhile taking relentless care
that each one in his service did
so, he remained nevertheless a
kindly and \yell-loved tyrant.
Ho\y far the Louis XIV. style

was actually his invention, it
would be impossible at this
date to confidently declare; but,

seeing that, up to his death in

1690, nothing artistic was accomplished without his approval
and consent, he may very reasonably be styled the introducer
of it, and to him, in all honesty,
some, at least, of the credit given
bythepublicestimation to Boule,
should be assigned.
On the death of Louis XIV.
71 5, his son being still a
in
minor, Philippe, Duke of Orleans, was appointed Regent,
and consequently the furniture
of the transition period between
Louis XIV. and Louis XV., that
1

is to

say from

known

171 5 to

1723,

is

Regency. Boule, as
has been shown, was still alive
and at work, and a fine ebony
Bureau in hischaracteristicstyle,
executed at this period, is No. 43
in Gallery XVI.; but the name
most intimately connected with
as

the period
Cressent,
the

Duke

is

that of

Charles

who was promoted by
to the position of

Of

mier Ebeniste.

Pre-

his personal

history not

much

was born

Picardy in i685, and

in

is

known.

He

belonged to a family of cabinetmakers and sculptors, and was in
all

probability a pupil of Boule.

His work, which covered the

greater

part

of the

reign

of

Louis XV., since he did not die
until 1768, is remarkable for its

CANDELABRUM

IN

DARK BRONZE PARTLY
liarlij

ill

GILT,

ASCRIBED TO GOUTHIERE.
XVI.

the reign of Louis

I

especiallv

and exacting he appears to liave
been entirely free from any petty
jealousy, and the fact that a man
was a good and earnest \yorker
in his craft \yas a quick and cerfayour.

I
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conspicuous for the beauty and excellence
of the metal-work which, however, it has been
I

objected,

is

apt occasionally to distract atten-

from his no less admirable wood-work.
be remembered that Cressent,
It must
throughout his career, maintained, though not
tion

many a legal battle, an absolute independence of the all-powerful guilds. Con-

without

sequently his productions are entirely his own
and possess, for that reason, an amount of unity
and homogeneity which is often lacking in the
of labour generally
twice at
only
represented
enforced.
the
specimens,
one
of
the
but
House,
Hertford
grand Commode in violet wood (Gallery XVI.
results

of the

He

known

as

division
is

the

from the nature

Dragon
(

Commode

mentation,

is

fortunately his finest master-

piece in cabinet-work; while the Wall-Clock
of

somewhat

later date, representing a

popular

conceit at that period. Love vanquishiiig Time,

an adequate example of his craftsmanship
metal alone. Of other work of the Regency
there is not a large display.
A Clock and
is

in

Cabinet surmounted by a statuette of Diana in
I., a Screen consisting of a frame of
wood carved and gilt, with a centre of embroidery, in Gallery II., and a Writing-table
of purple wood in the Vestibule, are the only
other examples.
Gallery

With

furniture and decorative objects of

Louis XV. the collection is richly
and the whole course of the development of the art of the time, through the exag-

the period of

supplied

;
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geration of complicated curve and elaborated

and foliage work hack to the severer
lines and simpler fancies of an earlier period,
may be advantageously studied here. The
most important example, from an artistic as
well as from an historical point of view, is
scroll

unquestionably the superb Bureau which was
undertaken for Stanislas, King of Poland, hut
not completed until three years after his death.
This is signed and dated at unusual length and
somewhat conspicuously, L'an mil septante
ce (ntj soixante neiij, le vingtieme Fevrier
furent pre perpetiiel a Paris
Riesener fecit ; but, in so inscribing it, there can be no doubt
that that eminent inlayer was
claiming a little more than was
strictly his due, since the result,

we now see it, was the outcome of the co-operation of

as

many
It

hands.

was certainly begun before

the death of Stanislas in 1766,
and consequently during the life-

Oehen,

time of Jean Francois
a

pupil

descent,
to the
it

was

of Boule

of

who was made

German
ebeniste

754, and by him
almost certainly designed.

King

in

1

The metal-work would seem

to

have been modelled by Duplessis
and carried out by Wynants and
Hervieux, so that, to Riesener,
only the inlaid ornament can
properly be ascribed. On the
death of Oeben, however, about
1765, Riesener married his
widow and continued the business; and having thus adopted
the responsibility,
felt justified in

honour

also.

apparently

assuming

No

all

the

pains was

and it
on record that many of the
bronze decorations were iBade
over and over again before the
head craftsman was satisfied. It
remains in consequence a masspared in the execution

;

is

terpiece in

and every

its

particular style,

detail of

it is

worthy

of careful consideration.

No
mode

Comwhich

less interesting is a

signed

Caffieri,

displays to perfection the bold

ENCOIGNURE

IN

MARQUETERIE WITH GILT METAL .MOUNTS^ BY RIESENER.
Ti/ne of Louis

XVI.

and sweeping curves in which
he delighted, and the astonishing
breadth and freedom of his
handling of metal, which give to
his embellishments in stubborn
bronze the ease and lightness

SErRKTATRK TX MAROUETERIK MOUNTED

End

IN GILT

of the reign of Louis

BRONZE, BY

XV.

,1.

F.

LELEU.
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of natural gro^vth.

manship

is

The same supreme work-

also seen in

two

fine

Chandeliers

which, though somewhat restless in their
extravagance of contorted foliage, are marvels
Yet another artist who
of manual command.
His
is seen at his best here is J. Dubois.
chef-d'ceuvre is the Table of green lacquer
with the usual eih-bronze ornaments, which is

XV.

believed to have been presented by Louis

Catherine the Second, Empress of Russia,
and on which, in 1807, the Emperors Napoleon
the First, and Alexander the First of Russia, and
the King Frederick William the Third of Prussia are said to have signed the Peace of Tilsit.
to

It is

as graceful in effect as

colour, and

the figures

of

it is charming in
mermaids which
crown the

and sup-

legs

port the cor-

ners of the

which

top,

were modelled by Falconet, are

exquisite
examples

of

dainty fancy.

The same
history and
proven ance
attach also
to the Inkstand of si-

mi
t

e r

1

i

m a-

a r

a

1

in

a

neighbouring
case,

and

to

the beauiiful

Car to nnier
with

its

ad-

mirably carved figures
of Flora and
Minerva, or

Peace and
War, seated
on each side
of a richly

decorated
pedestal sur-

mounted by a
charm-

quite

ing group of

Cupid and
Psyche, the
whole having

been designed by
Falconet and
carried out
possibly by
Gouthiere.
COMMODIi IN MARQUETERIE WITH GILT BRONZE MOUNTS, ASCRIBED TO
Time of Louis XVI.

J. F.

RIESENER.

UPRIGHT UUBEA.U,

01'

TULIP WOOD, WITH GILT BRONZE MOUNTS AND PANELS OF SEVRES PORCELAIN.

End of

the reign nf Lr.uis

XV.

)LOi:K in URONZli,

PAKl'LY GILT.

Time of Louis XVI
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The wonderful amount of ingenuity expended upon the mounting of clocks is a
notable feature of this and the succeeding

lacquer are eminently rich and satisfactory in
colour.
The same cannot always be said of
another fashion which began to prevail greatly

One is decorated with the characters
Comedy, another with the Muse

towards the end of the reign, that, namely,
of framing plaques of porcelain painted at
Sevres.
These plae^ues stand out sometimes
with aggressive violence against the darkness
of the surrounding wood, as in a Work-table
and Etagere in Gallery XIX., a Gueridon in
Gallery XX., and an upright Bureau in Gallery XXII., the metal-work of which has been

periods.

from

Italian

A third

of History.

At

its

is

something of a mystery.

base are two seated river-gods, male and

female, supposed to represent the rivers

Rhone

and Durance and to symbolise their meeting
near Avignon, the arms of which city are shown
on a shield held by a female ligure at the top,
who at the same time crowns with a laurel
wreath a second shield bearing the arms of the
Kochechouart family.
The work is fullv
signed and dated Boi:[Ot fils sculpsit et execute par Goiithiere ciseleiii- et doreiir du roi a
Pafis Qua]' Pelletier; a la Bniile d'or i~~i;
but what connection there can possibly have
been at that time between Avignon and the
Rochcchouart famih'has vet to be discovered.
Much inventiveness was at the same time
devoted to producing a novel arrangement of
the dial of the clock.
In one, presumably
designed bv Falconet and made in the Caftieri
Atelier, the figures are on a band surrounding
a vase lield bv a winged vouth
but the most
original and attractive device is seen in one,
also ascribed to Falconet, in which the figures
appear on the side of a round table supporting
a mirror at which a partially nude female is
completing her toilet, while a girl, standing
near, offers her flowers and a delightful infant
Cupid plays on the ground at her feet. The
Barometer became also the centre of much
Icliciious adornment, instances of which mav
be found in the Inner Hall and in Gallery XXL,
where the example bv Bourdon of Paris forms
a pendant to an astronomical Wall-(Tock, or
Cartel a applique, bv Stollenwerck.
;

The

increasing

tion Chinese

employment of real

or imita-

and Japanese lacquer-work dur-

ing this period, as a basis for decorative metal-

work should be noticed.

Instances occur in

an Inkstand in the Cafiieri style

Commode

in

Gallery

II.,

Gallery X., an Encoignure in
Gallery XIV., a superb Commode by Dubois
in Gallery XIV., in which much of the lacquer

a

in

is

overlaid by gilt-metal trellis work, while

is

further adorned by a panel in

two doves

low

it

relief of

on Cupid's
supposed, to the fact
that it was made as a CoftVe de Marriage for
the young Dauphine, the ill-fated Marie Antoibilling as they perch

quiver, in allusion,

nette.

it

is

These comminglings of gilding and

ascribed to Duplessis.

would be impracticable

It

name

all

to

mention by

the cabinet-makers and metal-workers

represented here; but Claude Charles Saunier,

who was

received as master ebeniste in 1752,

must not be altogether ignored, nor Gouthiere,
t)ne of the most skilful ciseleur-doreurs of the
day.
Front the work of the former an upright
Secretaire in Gallery XVIII., adorned with
a classical landscape in marqueterieby Foulet,
maybe singled out; but the finest performance
by Gouthiere belongs properly to the succeeding
period, and will be more fully treated under

Among

smaller objects, a pair

of

Flambeaux, by Juste Aurele Meissonnier,

in

it.

the

Gallery IX.
a pair of Fire-dogs, in Gallery XII. a couple of Caskets, in Gallery XVI.,
;

;

which carry on the tradition of the Boule
style; a curious Almanac, enamelled on copper, invente et fait par Martiniere, emailleur
du Roi, rue des Cinq-Diamants, a Paris, i ^44;
in the Vestibule, several Candlesticks by the
brothers Slodtz, in Gallery XVIII., and a
second pair of Fire-dogs, in Gallery XIX., one
bearing a delightful seated Amorino engaged
in drawing, and a celestial globe, the other
another infant carving a bust, together with
a terrestrial globe, which is attributed to Philippe,

another of the gifted Caflieri family,

deserve special attention.

Most of

the

men who

attained to celebrity

during, at any rate, the later years of Louis

Quinze, continued to enjoy the royal favour
during the earlier part of his successor's reign,
only yielding further to the taste for straight
lines in preference to swelling curves, which
had been started by Madame de Pompadour some years earlier.
Riesener rose to
the climax of his prosperity in this reign,
while Gouthiere, who so often supplied the
metal mountings for his cabinet-work, was
even more successful. He, in fact, demanded,
obtained, and deserved enormous sums for

FURNITURE.

SECRKTAIllE OF MARQUETERIE, WITH GILT URONZE MOUNTS, BY RIHSHN'ER.
lieign of Louis

XVI.
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He was

paid five thousand pounds

display of his inventiveness and dexterity of

Marie Antoinette alone
is believed to have spent with him four and a
half million livres, while his transactions with
other customers were on so extensive a scale
that, when the aristocratic house of cards

hand, and other examples of wonderful minuteness and charm may be sceii in the semi-

his

work.

for a single pedestal.

came crashinj; down at the Revolution, he
was left as an unsatisfied creditor for 75(), ooo
livres to the Comtesse Du Barry, and this was
probably not the only unrecoverable debt.

classic

arabesques below the grey marble slabs

of two Tables (Nos. 40 and 48), which with
their legs, moulded in the form of caryatids,
are an anticipation of the late Empire taste.

Reliance upon the beauty of the material and
upon easy natural constructive lines, on the
part of Riesener, is seen again in the maho-

did

gany

Commode (No.

no one who

man

has taken advantage

examines the happilv abundant store of their
productions at Hertford House will be disposed to deny. The richness of fancy, and
the infinite sharpness and finish of Gouthiere's
metal-chasing in particular, can be unrescrvedlv

fling

That

their

extraordinary

popularity

credit to their contemporaries,

The works

praised.

of these

men

are, for the

housed in Galleries XVHF. and
XIX., and no part of the Collection will
better repay the time devoted to it.
It mav
not perhaps be justly regarded as the highest
it lacks
largeness of purpose
form of art
and digniiv of style but there is rarely in it
the conspicuous lapse in a sense of the appropriate use oi material which is found not
infrequently on the part of other makers of
the time, and the craftsmanship is alwavs
consummately thorough and conscientious.
The upright Secretaire, No. 4, in Gallerv XVIII., is an interesting example of
Riesener's earlier manner, in which he employed an inlay of woods of various natural
colours, to produce a more or less monochro-

most

part,

;

matic pictorial etiect with a far less satisfactory
result than is attained bv the simple geometrical patterns he affected later, as may be seen
at once bv a comparison with the other Secrc'taire (No. 12, made for Marie Antoinette,
where the less assertive cabinet-work blends
to

perfection

with the

metal-work of Gou-

Even better is a third Secretaire
in which the contrast between the
prettily clouded ambovna-wood and the framing of darker purple-wood is given its proper
degree of lightness by the metal-work solely.
thiere.

(No. 24

A

,

characteristic

artistic

faithfulness,

instance

of Gouthiere's

which might be

easily

is the little table of red Egyptian
porphyry (No. 261.
It is
only by a close
examination that the careful labour bestowed
upon the frieze below the slab, which one
must stoop to see, can be appreciated. These
friezes were favourite places with him for the

overlooked,

44); but his fellow craftsof his reserve to

over the piece a perfect riot of festoons

of ribbons and wreaths of flowers,

all

wrought

with miraculous facility and minute precision.

An

example of what we

interesting

call

now-

adays Icntente cordiale is seen in the Etagere
No. iQ. in Gallery XIX., where Riesener's

form and bronze-work
Gouthiere style are used to set off the
porcelain-cameo work of Josiah Wedgwood
from across the Channel.

inlav in characteristic
in the

same Gallery we

In the

find

ample

evi-

dence of what Gouthiere could do when working by himself.
The two Candelabra (Nos. 5
and 71 which stand on the graceful threecornered Gueridons, by Martin Carlin, in the
windows of the room, might he regarded as
the consummation of his art, were it not for
the Perfume-Burner (No. i5) of mottled red
jasper with

its

tripod-stand enclosing a spirally

coiled serpent, for

which Marie Antoinette,

in

1782, paid twelve thousand francs at the sale
of the Due d'Aumont's collection, and for the

two Candelabra (Nos. 20 and 2ij, in which
every detail, even to the little group of Cupids
in low relief on the bands surrounding the
vases, has been the object of fastidious thought-

Much more might

tulness.

be written on the

inexhaustible subject of Gouthiere and
superlative achievements; but

it

is

his

necessary

to take a more orderly survey of the other
productions of his time.

In Galleries

I.

and

II.

are full suites of

that furniture upholstered in tapestries, which
was then coming into full fashion. The up-

holstery of the

first suite

forms a

series illus-

trating various objects of the chase, such as

and a Wild
Cock, Partridges and
Squirrels, which were designed by Jean-Baptiste Oudry and woven at Beauvaisin the days
That of the second suite,
of Louis Quinze.
with its bunches of flowers, medallions, troa

Dog and

Duck,

a

a Pheasant, a Spaniel

Fox and

a

CABINF.T IN TULIP

WOOD WITH

MOUNTS AND PLAQUE
Time of Louis XVI.

GILT liP.ONZE

OI'

SEVRES CHINA. BV .MARTIN CARLIN.
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phies and so on,
this

is

conventionality

more conventional; hut
is

compensated

for hy

greater richness and elahoration in the mounting.

The

tapestries,

framed

as Fire-screens

these

are

lery IX,

of the

in Galleries X.

we meet

and XI.

In Gal-

for the first time the

man Clodion

who

the sculptor,

work
grati-

craving of the Court for

fied to perfection the

(Nos. 27 and 28 in Gallerv II., are known as
" Teniercs" from the fact that thev represent

to the

scenes from paintings bv the Dutch painter

rible realities of the life

Teniers.
Other noteworthy articles in these
two rooms are the green marble Mirror Frame,
mounted in gilt bronze, which hangs on the
wall bv the door, and the two Candelabra,
on the mantelpiece of the second room, which
are admirable in their combination of dark
and gilt bronze. The companion pieces to

he worked with such inestimable grace,
that the fascination of it almost makes us
ignore the emptiness of his heartless prettiness.
Here, in the two plaques which recur
twice, once in gilt bronze, in Cabinets 9 and 10,

,

shallow, frolicsome frivolity, and

as

it

utmost
proved

its

in

respected

dread and hatred of the

which

it

ter-

strove vainly,

the end, to forget.

At

his

best,

and again

in plain

bronze on 34 and 35, we
have a complete summary of his artistic con-

These nymphs

victions.

playing with Cupids, or

them while

piping for

they dance, are shapely

enough, posed with a keen
eye to effect, and modelled correctly, but they

the

are as artificial as

imitation Boule cabinets

—

in which they are set,
as
devoid of all serious purpose as the man who

designed them and
courtiers
them.

It

who

the

bought

a relief to

is

turn to the comparative

dignity and self-respect
of the large commodeshaped Buffet by J. F. Leleu (No. 3 in which we
I

,

perceive boih earnestness

and well-

of intention

controlled energy of ex-

The

pression.

well-

considered adaptation of
the surface

ornament

to

use as handles
10 the drawers, is entirely
commendable; and there
ingenuity in
is decided
the corner mounts flying
off into unexpected canpractical

dlesticks on

its

near neigh-

bour, the Cylindrical Bureau (No.

The
to

which

17J.

atrocities of taste
at

times the thirst

of novelty at
SECRKTAIRi; IN M ARQUKTr.RIE, Wll H A PLAQUE OF SEVRES PORCELAIN.

Time uj Louis XVI.

any cost

,

FURNITURE.

SMALL OVAL WRlrlNO-CAUINET

IN

MAROU ETEHIf:^

Time of Louis XVI

IJV

RIESENEU.

-
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conduced, could not
exempli-

be better
fied

than by the

Clock and the Barometer in the Vestibule at the head
of the

Grand

case

the pedestal

:

Stair-

soars up

of each

wholly meaningless and purposeless obelisk.
into a

Sculpture, painting,

bronze, gilding,
enamel

and lapismingled
one hideous

lazuli, are

here in

conglomeration,
and, to crown all,
the coarse, preten-

cheapness

tious

is

revealed in the fact
that the

seemingly

mass of pre-

solid

cious stone
a thin

is

realiv

veneer on

An

baser material.

example almost
bad is exhibited

as

in

the Mantelpiece in

Gallery XI I., where-

on the pilasters upholding, or pretending to uphold, the

entablature, after
na

r r

owing

and

weakening d o w n
words, contract
suddenly into feeble
little bases of about
the size and strength
of an egg-cup.
It
was perhaps unconscious, as

it

was

certainly ruthlessly
effective irony, that

mounted, upon this
seemingly insecure
support, the massive

clock which perpetuates the equally

PEUl'U.Mli-UURNIiR IN

RtD

JASl'liU,

MOUiMED

I.N

Time of Louii XVI.

GILT

MLTAL n\ GOLIUILUL.

ill-

founded adulation
which surrounded
Louis Seize. Louis

,
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Seize, not Louis Quinze, as stated in

logue,

tlie

cata-

seen in classical armour patronising

is

Mineiva while the terrestrial globe, fleurs-delis, and symbols of royahv and justice add humour to this apotheosis of fulsome sycophancy.
Two Encoignures in Gallerv XIV. should
be remarked as good examples of the work of
Thomire, Gouthiere's greatest rival, and a
pairof Candelabra (32 and 33), in Gallery XVI.,
representing nude infants holding up bunches
;

lilies, are important as pieces of admirable
modelling hv some unidentified master. The
furniture of chief importance in the three succeeding Galleries has already been noticed
for the most part; but there remain to be mentioned a handsome clock 3, XVIIIj, possibly
by Boizot, which, in its subject, Time entrapped bv Cupids in wreaths of flowers,
presents an unusually agreeable example of the
somewhat obvious sentimental allegory of the
period, and a pair of Candelabra by Boizot
and Thomire on either side of it; an instance
of Sevres porcelain used with good efl'ect is the
upright Secretaire (3, XIX; bv Carlin, or more
probably Montigny; a small Bureau in maho-

of

gany, delightful in
ness

a n o

;

t

h e

its

studied unobtrusive-

frieze of the

An

room.

a

(54) in the

by

the presence

centre

of

her

the crossbars

of

monogram
;

traction in this

of

which

is

a

quaint expedient
seen in the

miracle of patient

much

A

skill.

in favour at the time

row of book-backs on

is

the sliding

door of the Bureau (14), in Gallery XXII.,
which gives it, when shut, the semblance of
a well-filled shelf, and very probably typifies
with considerable accuracy the extent of the

A work
owner's literary equipment.
though unsigned, may be attributed
with much confidence to Riesener and Gouthiere, is the Bureau (241, the oval upper part
of which is an unusual feature; and it may be
instructively compared with the coarse metal-

first

Avhich,

work and feeble inlay on its companion (16).
There is only one example of Empire work
in the whole Collection, an Inkstand on the
table in centre

r

Gallery
that is

its

those

for

and

I.,

more

historical as-

than

sociations

,

in-

from

teresting

p t i o n a 1 1 >'
straight-laced for
s

the

in

which connect the

above the floor but the chief atroom is the Console Table (10),
the intricate and delicate open-work carving

legs a little

e Xc e

\'

pleasant

of the

Nvmph,

d a

centre of the

same material may be seen in
a Secretaire (6, XX) made by Adam Weisweiller for Marie Antoinette, as is made clear
use

Clock, perhaps
bv Falconet, on

which

Table

equally restrained and

any great

avenges Time bv

trinsic

clipping the
wings of Love

worth

(17, and the ac-

order
leon

in-

artistic

was

It

.

made by the

companyingpair
of Flam beaux,
the lights sup-

of

Napoto

be

presented

to

I.,

when

Pius VII.

ported by Satvrs

that Pontiff

was

in appropriately

compelled

to

swarthy bronze;

visit Fontaine-

m

the N \ph s
yvhich form the

bleau in 1804, in
order to takepart

handles in the

in

mountings of a
pair of blue

tion of the

peror

Sevres Vases

ther

and 281, and
satisfactory

application

man

Em-

;

but whe-

it

was ever

for

whom

was intended,
tradition does

of

Sevres porcelain
plaques on the

Corona-

presented to the

(27
a

the

it

not record.
WALL-LIGHT

BRONZE.
Time of Louis XVI.
IN GILT

UPMOIIT SECRIJTAIRE OF IXLAin SATIN WOOD. WITTI PLAQUES OF SEVRES
Reign of Louis XVI.

CITIXA.

SECaiiTAlRE IM

1]

AKQIIETERIE WITH GILT BRONZE ilOU.NTS, BY CLAUDE CHARLES SAU.NIER.

End of

the reign of Louis

XV. or early

in thai

of Louis XVI.

LARGE CABINET

Ii\

Jl

AlloUETJiRl li

I.\

Tllli

STYLE

OI'

ANDRE CHARLES UOULE.

Time of Louis XVI.

/

CABINET

irf

ERONY.

Time of Louis XIV.

PILGRIM

S

BOTTLE

UANOIiNO LAMl'

In onamelled glass heightened with i^uld.
Venetian Art.
Earl)/ Sixteenth Century.

—

In

LARGE DRINJCING-VESSEL
In enamelled glass.

enamelled glass.

Araliiaii Art.

—

Faitrtccnth Century.

CHAPTER

German

Art.

—

1609.

X.

PORCELAIN AND POTTERY

WITH

a very

appro-

priately, considering the furniture
\yith

which

into

association,

it

for the

is

entirely

most part brought
of Seyres.

The

Dresden " may-flower"
and i5), four Oriental
yases in the Vestibule at the head of the Grand
Staircase (19, 20, 28 and 29', fiye yases of
Chinese Celadon in Case A., Gallery XIV.
(21, 22, 24, 25 and 261 and a sixth in Gallery XVIII. (i i)
all of which haye undoubtedly been secured not for their own merits,
but for the gilt bronze mounts with which
the eighteenth-century French artificers haye
adorned them. The only other objects which
haye evidently been chosen on their own
account, are a pair of figures, one representing Bacchus holding up a wine-cup, the other,
oddly enough, Dayid with the head of Goliath,
of the rare and precious Capo di Monte ware
(179 and 180 XII.).
exceptions are

yases in Gallery

two

II. (i3

—

As

few exceptions the Por-

consists very

celain

to the

general good taste displayed by

the designers for the porcelain

there

is

but that

is

not

discussed

be

works

at Sevres,

a considerable difference of opinion;

which need
Whatever may be the

a side of the question

views taken as

.

to the defensibility of

many

ot

and eccentric devices
favoured bv the makers, there can be no dispute
as to the perfection of the material, the soundness of the workmanship, and very often the
beauty and delicacy of the accessory decoration;
nor as to the incalculable importance of this
particular assemblage of examples.
In this
connection it may prove interesting, not to
say amusing, to quote a few passages from
the

capricious forms

the

handbook

to the .Tones Collection in the

Victoria and Albert

Museum.

Speaking of
superb collection of
furniture, pictures, and Sevres china " was lent
by Sir Richard Wallace to the Bethnal Green
Museum, the author says "But the Wallace
Collection is unequalled by any other in the
the

time

when "

the

:

PORCELAIN AND POTTERY.
world. Who that saw it can have fortrottcn the
almost numberless pieces of porcelain of the
highest quality and beautv?" and he goes on

287

Cabinets and tables which are worth thousands of pounds apiece, vases of Sevres and
Chelsea of equal value, were acknowledged as
beyond the scope of our national museums."

lament the lack of" any possibility or hope
we might ever be able to possess anything
even to be compared with it, of our own.

to

He

that

farther points out in another place that

though the sums paid

at

auction then for spe-

LARGE DISH OF ENAMELLED EARTHENWARE WITH METALLIC LUSTRE, BY GIORGIO ANDREOLI.
Gubbio.

cimens

of Sevres might

extravagant,

greater weight

enhanced

in

prices,

—

these days of
it

1525.

and

five-and-twenty thousand at the present value

carries even

of money, and the five to ten pounds apiece

absurd
still

must be borne

further

in

mind

was always a costly luxury, instancing
vase for which Napoleon is said to have

that
a

seem

— a statement which

—

it

paid twelve thousand pounds, a dinner-service
which cost Catherine II. of Russia some

obtained for single plates; and he concludes bv

very justifiably exulting

at

the accession to the

bequeathed bv
Mr. Jones.
Without any intention of depreciating the

nation

truly

of

eighty-nine pieces

princely nature

of this

great

gift,

it
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cannot be denied
lace Collection,

by the side of the Wal-

that,

sinks almost into insii^ni-

it

Here are some two hundred and
twenty specimens representing nearly everv
type of the output of the factory, vases with
covers and without, single, in pairs, and in sets
of three and four, cups and saucers, jarditicance.

nieres of diverse forms, clocks, candlesticks,

candelabra, ewers and basins,

tea-sets,

ink-

perfume- burners, dinner-services, a
complete toilet set, and a casket.
Furthermore, almost everv cohmr usually employed
is to be seen, except the rare canarv-vellow
stands,

;

indigo-blue, gros bleu, bleu de

turquoise

-

blue

white

,

mvrtle-green. and

Rose du

called

,

rose

the

,

roi,

she ever

grev-blue,

apple

pink

-

though

Barr\-,

twelve years before

red

green,

-

invariabh'

it
was in use
came to court,

and was in fact the favorite hue of Madame
de l^ompadour, previous to whose death in
ijfq, all the best pieces of that

mav

colour

be

Finallv, as evidence of the unique his-

dated.

importance of the collection, it should
1755 and 1780, onl\four veai's are unrepresented b\' dated specimens, and as there are over thirtv undated
examples in the stvle of the Louis XVI.

torical

be noted that, between

earlier pei'iod,

that the

work

is

it

not a verv rash conjecture

ol evei\'

\ear of the best time

is

found here.

to be

The

histor\'

earl\'

what obscure.
seventeenth

It

is

oi

the lactor\'

known

is

some-

that earh' in the

"soft paste"

ware
which is its chief glor\- was made at St. Cloud
and subsequenth' at Vincennes, and three
examples of the latter, of earlier date than
centiirx"

1753, are here, a
piere,

both

Case A.,
basin

ot

Cup and Saucer and

turquoise-blue

Galler\-

of

the

XV.

" gros bleu

(6

"

and
35,

a Souboth in

and
7) and a SugarCase A., Gal-

not until 1753, when tlie
custoni of marking the productions of each
year with a letter was introduced by roval
lery XVII.); but

it is

command,

that we get upon hrn-i ground. To
belong a Cup atid Saucer (i5().
Case C.) and a Basket in interlaced work (i63,
''Londonderry Cabinet") both in Gallery XII.
and a Cup and Saucer, a Sugar-basin and a Teapot of " gros bleu" (33, 34, and 35, Case A.,
XVII.).
The next year has a covered Cup
and Saucer in rose du Barrv and apple-green
by Hilken 114, Case B., XII.. A pair of
flower-shaped Vases 148 and 49, XII. a Jardiniere painted by Houry (128, Case B., XII.)
this

year

,

and a second (5, Case A., XV.) belong certainly, and some other objects probably, to
In i75(J the

1755.

works were transferred

Sevres, and in the course of

it

10

a pair of vase-

shaped Jardinieres (10 and 11, Case B., XV.)
and lour Candelabra holding four lights each,
in pale blue-green and white decorated by
Dodin (142 to 145, Case C, XVIII. were
marked.
Thencelorward, for some years, the examples are so numerous that only the most important can be brieflv mentioned a set consisting ot covered cup and saucer and small
ewer and basin (i3r to i33. Case B., XII.) a,
jardiniere of rose du Barry bearing the King's
c\pher (154, C, XII.) and a pair of pedestal
jardinieres bv Binet(i69 and 170, C, XVIII.)
lor 1757; a complete tea-service on a trav
to match by Vieillard
7, B., XII.) and a
Pcrfuinc-Burncr (i65, C, XVIII.) for 1758;
and, for 1769, a basket-shaped covered dish
on a stand bearing a unique mark, a lighted
candle (187, Londonderry Cabinet, XII.) and
the oldest portion of a complete toilette-service which fills Case A., in Gallery XXII.
and took several years to complete. Two
bowls bv Pdnet (36 and 37) are marked for
this vear, a covered bowl and trav (38 and 39)
b\- Tandart for the next, and
six boxes bv
")

:

(

i

1

Madame Binet (40 to 45) for 1762. To 1760
no fewer than eleven specimens belong, including a set of three jardinieres (8, 9 and 10,
a small trav supporting a sugar
A., XVllI.
bowl and cup and saucer in marbled pink
and gold 175, Londonderry Cabinet, Xll.)
52 and
and a pair of fan-shaped jardinieres
;

(

i

C,

XVIII.) are the chief objects dated
76
a second pair of the same shape, but
difierent in colour and decoration (6 and 7,
A., XVll.) is dated 1762; a mustard-pot and
two salt-cellars in plain turquoise-blue exquiI

1

53,

1

;

sitelv

mounted

in

vases

16 and 17,
two-handled

silver gilt (i5,

A., XV.) arc dated 1763; a pair of

by Dodin fi63 and 164,

C,

XVIII.)

764; a beautiful apple-green tea-service by Asselin 'i32, B., XII.) and a covered
bowl and plate by Theodore Buteux (28, B.,
XV. are dated 765 and a fine pair of covered

are dated

1

i

;

vases in

''

are dated

;

bleu de roi" (16 and 17, A., XVII.)
i

jGG.

There are only three examples from 1767,
of indigo-blue Jardinieres by Bertrand
pair
a
and
i58, C, XII.), and a "gros bleu"
157
vase (34, B., XV.).

A

set of

three vases (18,

PORCELAIN AND POTTERY.
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a and 20, Gallcrv \.\ a ewer and basin of

iewellcd

lurquoise-blue

,

exceptional at

this

earlv date
164, LondondeiTv Cabinet, XII.)
and a tea-pot and two cups and saucers 02,
33 and 34, B., XXII. are dated 1768, and a
single cup and saucer bv Ciiabry (29, A.,
XVII. 1769. 1770 is the tirst vear that can
show no dated pieces; but to it mav be coni

DISH,

attributed the charming green and
white inkstand presented bv Louis XV. to his
fidently

daughter-in-law Marie Antoinette (134,
A Jardiniere of " bleu de roi "

XII.!.

C,

XII.

!

B.,
\-[\-,

bears the letter for 1771, though it is
" butthereis no doubt
i yj'j ;

inscribed '"aiinee

about the covered bowl and stand. (3, A., XV.)
or the pair of vases (i3 and 14, XXI. or about
j

WITH SUNK CENTRE, OF MAJOLICA OF FAENZA, OR CAFFAOIOLO.
Early Sixteenth Century.

the pair ot lovely candlesticks

37 and

38, B.,

XV.) the vase 23, A., XVII. or the pair 4 and
3, XXI. which are dated [772. A covered cup
and stand 4, A., XV. alone bears date 1773
,

;

but that of the next vear, the

last

of the reiyn

Louis XV., is found on a cup and saucer
and a tea-pot and sugar-basin
3, A., XVII.
48 and 49 B., XXII. to which set the cup and
saucer 5o belongs, although it bears no letter.
Of objects undated, but by their stvle clearly
ot

,

;

traceable to this period, the most notable are
a pair of vases

simulating fountains ii3 and

four vases 140-43, XII.), a leaset and a trav, and a vase-clock in green oeil16, I.J, a set of

(i
3 and
23, B., XII.', several vases
Case C. and in the Londonderry Cabinet XII.,
others in Case A., XVII., in GallervXXI. and
in Gallery XXII.
The dated examples of the period of
Louis XVI. are much less numerous; but the

de-perdrix
in

i

i
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use of " hard paste

" had begun already in
and signs of deterioration were not
wanting. A cup and saucer (5, A., XVII.)
are the onlv examples for 1775; while the two

XII.)

succeeding vears are unrepresented. A tea-set
and tray, white-painted by Lecotin imitation of

vases

1770,

Dresden

i65 and 166,

Londonderry Cabinet,

is dated
1778, and to the same year
belong six objects in the Wall Case in the
Corridor between Galleries XX. and XXL,

four Perfume-Burners and a pair of covered
(6 to 9, i3 and 14) richly gilt and decorated by Vincent, Le Guay, Barre and Taillandier, which are of further interest as

LARllE DISH IN SGRAFFIATO ON SLIP.

Venetian Work,

—

having formed part of a service made for
Catherine II. of Russia. A cup and saucer
painted bv Dodin i3('), B., XII. and a set of
three vases jewelled on a "bleu de roi"
ground '24, 25 and 2(), A., XVII.) are dated
1780, to which vear the first production of
this jewelled ware is generally, though, as has
been mentioned above, erroneously, attributed.

Sixteenth Centuri/.

A

jewelled jug having the letter for 1782 (28,
XVIL), a cup and saucer (i3) in the same

A.,

Case with that for 1789, and another cup and
saucer of 1791 (167,
dated specimens.

Among

C,

XVIII.) are the latest

the undated examples of the period

are a set of three vases with delightful

handles

(21,

22 and 23,

1.)

mermaid

an inkstand of apple-
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green plaques framed in gilt bronze '102, C,
IV.), two jewelled cups and saucers
37 and 38,
C, XII. 1, a grand vase painted by Morin 143^
in the same Case, a milk-jug of curious greyi

i

a trav of turquoise-blue (170 and
Lt)ndonderrv Cabinet, XII., four
74
vases and a complete tea-set :3i to 33, 35 and
41 to 44, B., XV.), a cup and saucer decorated
with a portrait ot Benjamin P'ranklin and a
trophy of North American Indian arms (27,
A., XVII.), a clock '23, XVIll. a pair of vases
painted with gold monkeys on a "blende roi"
ground 7 and 8, XX. and a vase of the same
ground-colour decorated with gilt roses and
lilies in relief 8, XXI.).
The latest example
here, a cup and saucer bv Pierre jeunc;, with
gilded ornaments bv the elder Vincent, bears
the mark Sevres, R. E., which proves that it
was made somewhere between 17Q1 and 1800.
Leaving to the last the consideration of
the Italian ware, it will be as well to glance
first at the products of other nations.
The
earliest examples are those of the so-called
Hispano-Mauresque lustred ware, which was
made cither by Spanish and Majorcan workmen or possibly bv resident Moors, chiefly in
Malaga and Valencia, in imitation of Saracenic
pottery.
These pieces mav be discovered on
the bolti)m shelf of Case A. nearly on a level
with the ground, and include two fine circular
dishes (ji and bb decorated with the delicate

blue,
1

and

in the

,

greenish

brt)wn

tint

Avhich

sham Arabic

inscriptions in

i

frequent

a

is

teaiure ot this \\are, a third (63

adorned with

the

dark

dull

which is the other most characteristic
scheme oi colouration, all dating from the
fifteenth centurv, and a Tazza '66,1 and a one
handled cup (18 both with ruby lustre on a
white ground and attributed the first to the
blue,

seventeenth, the

last

to the sixteenth centur\-.

Four dishes ot Rhodian ware with the customary arabesque ornament in brilliant red,
green, and blue on a white ground are in
Case E. 188, igi, 97 and i<)() where also mav
1

number

be noted a

of stone-ware and earthenware jugs and bottles of which an English jug,
with designs incised through an outer coat of
white revealing the brown body beneath, of

eighteenth century
jug dated

I

same mark

588
as

181

make 169, a
1

,

a smaller

large

German

one bearing the

the last but dated

1587 ;2i6,

and a seventeenth century vase of red-glazed
ware with curious glass inlav, of uncertain
nationality 214 are the most important.
,

In Case F. the selection of Palissy ware

would well repay

ewer
form and decoration are accurate reproductions of pewter
close attention, for the

and dish ^227 and 237) which

in

originals bv Francois Briot,the oval dish (229)
enamelled in imitation of jasper, and the two
dishes (234 and 2go; with the typically realistic
representations of snakes, fish, and other natural forms, reveal themselves as objects of
distinction. Two not very memorable examples
of the earthenware enamelled in diverse colours
manufactured at Nuremberg in the second half
of the sixteenth century and known as Hirschvogl ware, a plaque 2891 and a small model

of the old-fashioned

found

to be

Only

in the

German

same

stove 1291J are

case.

three of the specimens of the Italian

Maiolica can be assigned to the fifteenth
century, a couple of the well-known apothecaries' drug-jars (lo and iij oti one of the
mantelpieces, and the admirable circular dish

which the
design of two voung men in a pine-wood is
incised on the surface while soft and subse92, Case B.) of Sgraffiato ware, in

quently covered with a coating of glaze. The
earliest dated piece is the lustred circular

Case A.' signed by Maestro Giorgio,
This famous master was a native of
Pavia, but settled at Gubbio, where all his
pottery was produced, about
5oo, though
whether he there invented the ruby lustre for
which he is celebrated, or whether he acquired
the art of its manufacture in his native town, is
i52i is found upon a flat
an open question.
disc of Faenza ware '127, Case C.', the Virgin
and Child on which have been evidently borrowed from some German original. A splendid
example is the large lustred dish decorated with
a group of women in a large marble bath
47, Case A. which is signed in full Maestro
Giorgio da Ugubio al di 6 dAprile i525.
There are two dated pieces of 526, a Maestro

dish
1

5 5,

520.

1

1

Giorgio lustred plate illustrating Diana and
Aeteon signed simply M. G. [5j, Case A.) and
a dish made at Castel Durante embellished
with grev-green grotesques on a blue ground

i2,CaseC.!. Another lustred plate showing
Cupid supporting a globe is signed 1 528 M. G.
I

1

38,

Case

Two

A.).

also bear the date

i

53i

,

a

Case A.) and a dish
of either Castel Durante or Urbino make
loi Casg B.
A plate made at Urbino though lustred at
Gubbio, a not uncommon practice, and painted

lustred

,

Gubbio
.

plate i5i,
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24:

with the Descent of

Orpheus
i52,A.

into

Hades

signed

is

i-5ji>

Era Xato A da Ro-

—

vigo

mark
Xante

work

Urbitio,

the

of Francesco
Avelli,

whose

to be

found

is

most collections,
and is seen again here
in

in the dish with the

Triumph of Venus
which is
82, B
.

signed at full length
and dated i5 33, at

Urbino.

i534again
two ex-

occurs on

amples, a plate of
Urbino, or perhaps
Castel Durante, bearing a portrait of a
ladv and inscribed
''

Diamante laBell..."

ii04,B. ,andaTazza
18, C.
No less
than four are dated
I

.

5

1

35,

two plates of

Xante's, both lustred
at

Gubbio,

— one

of

the Resurrection and
the other of

Scvlla

and G

s

aucu

1

,

—a

wonderfully richlv

coloured Gubbio
plate with the head

of a ladv

inscribed

Onesta Babassa (3g,
54 and 60, A.) and a
plate from Rimini
55, D. whileinthc
same Case is the only
specimendatedi538,
an Urbino plate 146
I

;

showing

a Vestal, as

proof of innocence,
carrying water to the
temple in a sieve.
Case C contains
the plate of Faenza
ware
painted
with x\\Q Betrayal of
a

I

1

Christ which bears

i53g AD.
and an cttherwise

the date

VASi; I'OK

['Of

I'OUKKI IN SlOViiliS CHINA, MOUiMKI) IN

freach

Ait.

—

Eiiil

of

llic

I;1LT HKO.NZIi.

reign of Louis AT.
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inscribed on the back LAlto Giiidi:{io del
Trojan Pastore, 1 54(S, adi 8 aprille di maes. T.
from which we might not unreasonably conclude that Messer Terenzio Terenzi, whose ini-

and Case A. the lustrcd
Judgment of Paris from
Marcantonio's engraving after Raphael (58\
which is dated 1540. One example (157 D.)
dated 542 is an Urbino plate showing Bacchus

is

presiding over the vintage, or, as the inscriptitjn

was the date of the event he was depicting.
Only three more

illegible inscription,

Gubbio dish with

ihe

tial it is

i

conjectured to be, believed that that

dated pieces remain
to

be recorded, a

very late specimen
of lustred Gubbio
signed

1

55y. A .D.

m agio

di

I (V

A.

di

Prestino

Maesti'o
ibq.

in

mano

Gubio. da

a dish of

,

Urbino or Pesaro
inscribed
di

LaPrcsa

Sasonia

i55t/,

which may not

at

once be recognised
as meaning the
capture of

Samson

B.),anda grand
oval cistern supported on the backs
(84,

of Satvrs signed F.

F. F. Urbini

and

1

5j4.

attributed

to

Flaminio Fontana
3oi.
Of undated
pottery there are in

Case A. a variety of
ustred specimens
from Gubbio, Pesaro and Diruta, all
dating from the

1

sixteenth

/y^'a?*:*?^:^^"--^^

a

century

mong wh

i

c

h

a

plate of the last (40)

decorated with
stat^,

a

dish

a

with

the profile of a
and
ruby lustre (5 3')
from Gubbio, and
a beautiful twohandled vase of the
lady, in yellow

CANDELABRUM OF
irench Art.

has

it,

""

Baco

iiivcnture della

another plate made

at

—

fliVRES CIIIXA.

Time of Louis

leti^ia."

Yet

Urbino and lustrcd

at

Gubbio 1,41, Case A.j is dated 1543, another
Urbino plate with the favourite subject of Diana
and Acteon fi36, D.j 1545, while a third of
Pesaro ware(Q9 B.) withthe Judgment of Paris

X C.

same ware

'72,1

deserve special notice.

Case B. is chiefly devoted to the Maiolicaot
Urbino among the finest examples of which are
the plate decorated with two coats of arms (751
a very finished piece of painting, another with a
charming dance of children after Marcantonio

PORCELAIN AND POTTERY.
(81),

243

and a handsome

inkstand (io3), while

noteworthy

other

pieces are

a

dish

decorated with the
o ak-1eaVe

s

of the

Delia Rovere family

probably from

88',

Casiel Durante, and

aTazza of

Sgraffiato

Faen/a is
chiefly represented
in Case C. of which

ware 04

.

two plates
5
120. are admirable examples; but
the

1

1

and

there are also speci-

mens

of CafFagiolo,

and Castel Durante,
the Tazza with a victorious warrior

(

1

1

3

being remarkable for
the excellence of the

drawing and modelling; and two or three
which are probably

The

Venetian.

lead-

ing objects in Cases

D. and E. have been
already mentioned
;

but a Tazza of Urb n o wavQ in the
former iSg should
be remarked for the
singularity of its
decoration, and another in the latter,
87 of uncertain
i

'

I

I

origin, for the dainti-

ness of
In

its

design.

conclusion,

though but remotely
cognate to this subject, attention

be

directed

to

may
the

yarious yases of stone

and marble,

mounted

often

gilt
bronze, dispersed
through the galleries:
in

T\VO-nANDLEl) VASE AND COVER OF SEVRES PORfiELAlN.
I'reiuh Art.
Time of LouU XVI.

—

as, for instance, three

pairs of red
in

Gallery

porphyry and
II.,

a pair of malachite

porphyry in
Gallery XV., and a pair of

three also of red

Gallery IX., one in

red jasper (39 and 471 in Gallery XVIII., which
purchased in Paris by means of the

\yere

balloon-post during the siege.

,

CHAPTER

XI.

SCULPTURE

OK

period, are here in considerable numbers.
Such, for example, are a Satvr's head in rosso
antico(i9, Gallerv 111.), bronze copies of the
" Marsvas " in the Lateran, a head of " Vitel-

sculpture, in the strict sense ot the

word, there is not a verv extensive or
verv important collection, and it will
be convenient to extend the meaning of the
term to cover a ]ara;e number of objects
carved, modelled, or embossed in high or low
relief, or in the round, which in the ordinarv
A\av would not perhaps be included under
such a heading. In this connection ma\' be

and the "Venus de'Mcdici " (Case A.,
Gallerv W.\, and the " Venus de'Medici " again
Gallerv XVIII. of sixteenth-centurv Italian
workmanship; the " Nile," and the "Tiber,"
in the Vatican
Gallery XVI. both French
lius,"

i

;

work;

considered not onlv the statues, statuettes,
and reliefs in bronze and marble, but also
the carvings in ivorv, wood, and crvstal, the

models

the

Amazon"
known

''

wax, cer-

in

Case A., Gallery XI.), the wellThe
Crouching Venus," and
Wrestlers" in the

would

i

o

buna

f

i

h e

lie in

the X\\ o
U
" Dioscuri " which

in a strict classiH-

caiion

'•'

Tr

which

tain objects

A Wounded

"

Italian bronzes,

til

z

i

,

and

stand opposite the

between sculpture
and goldsmith's
work, and the medals a n d m e d a
lions which properlv belong to a

Quirinal Palace,
Rt)me (Gallery
XVI. a curious
German carving

class apart.

gill,

t

h

b o

e

r

de

r

1

1

There

i

verv

is

Two

an.

but

r

e p ro d

turies

li

c

in

n

n g

in Gallery

mc

\N-

and

esque

a

hat later

XVI., of

;

ion in Itah- at the

o

the

rare
a gilt metal
statuette of the
Virgin and Child
Case F., Gallery
III.l, French work
showing Rornan-

and art
brought into fash-

s

in

make.
Early mediitval
work is almost as

Roman

at

"

eighteenth or early
nineteenth century

which the

France

A.,

— all

Inner Hall, and
two of Emperors

literature

in

1

in the Capi-

sophers

are

revived interest in

Renaissance,

a

two bronze

tol,

masterpieces of an-

Greek and

t

busts of " Philo-

t

tiquitv

s

silver

" Bac-

ble of the

some cen-

earlier,

fac

\'

Roman

of a

chus"

the sole
examples. On the
other hand, the copies in bronze or
marble, on a reduced scale, of the
i

in

;

C,
i

c r

seventeenth

bv Cirecian
craftsmen in the

a type of

-

dating from the
centurv
an Italian
copv in white mar-

mar-

B.

ock

GalleryXIV.i,

Rome

first ceniLir\-

r

Emperor (Case

ble lieads of Eros,

made probablv

n

mounted

genuine clas-

little

sic

I,

-

TRII'TVCII. —

THE CRUCII'IXION. PART 01' A
IVORY.
Ficnch Work.
Later part if the Fourteenth Century.

—

i

influence,

alone dates

from

rvnns

ijip

Fi

cm h

Ai

I.

—

—

ivoiiv.

luiiii iccnili

(ciiliiii/.
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Virgin on ihe right (3o8,
G. j, another extremely interesting

diptych in the
Gothic style of southern
France (431. G.), which,

besides retaining a considerable poriion of the original colouring and gilding,

remarkable for the
treatment of the

is

realistic

diverse incidents.

Descent into

In the

Hell, for

example, the ponal is reby a gateway
with folding doors instead
of by a gigantic dragon's
presented

head, as was
at the time,

more usual

— wiiness

the

same incident represented
in the lower right-hand
corner of a neighbouring

diptych
third
is

I

No.

439.,.

diptych (No.

noteworthy

A

435.)

for details

commonly found in
ivory-work, among which
not

MIICIluH CASE.

rcnch Work.

I

the
lo

1

well lb cenuirx-

;

—

—

mav

IVdIIV.

Early Fifteenth

be mentioned

Ccntiiri/.

while

the ihiriecnih ma\' be

ascribed a French gilt-me-

relief, in the

high

lal

same case,

representing

the burial of a Bishop, an
isolated portion of st)me

larger object; a

little

figure

of a dead warrior covered

bv his shield, also French
n d a ^^ n g e d lion n

;

a

i

i

bronze, w h c h m a y b e
German. These two are
i

in

Case

,1.

To

V|ie four-

teenth centur\' beK)ng the
first

of an

interesting

series of ivor\' carvings

which

will

Cases

F.

be found in
and G., in the
same Gallerv, comprising
a statuette

ot

the Virgin

and Child 27?. F. a
diptvch displaying the
,

Crucitixit)n on the left
and the death of the

side,

.Miliiioit cAsi;.

French Work.

—

— ivoiiY.

Early Fifteenth Century.

ihc

GEIiMAIX PILON (Ascribed tol. — kino
French Work.

ciiari.hs ix. OF lhance, ijejonzh dust.

—

1535-1500.

[
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M\i-. i.di ]s \i[.

Alt.

I'rciiih

quaini

liiilu

—

shriiK

Ill

iiiAM

!:.

—

iii:\ii[

r!ii(i\/i;.

Eaih/ siriccnlli

I'cnlnri/.

III.

Ill'-

I'rciirli

containmg two images,

the

in

whole

ot

—

—

I'.vinted TintHA-cnr a hist.
Laie Sixteenth Century.

I'liAM;]:.

Art.

boxwood

c overed

throughout

I

background,

the

)f

the

Fli ;ht

into

El;\- pt.

I

microscopically

with

The detached
leal

c)l

carvings

of
scenes from the

Passion.

dipivch

a

ela borate

The

iNo. 441

is

Lin-

rarest objects of

\NH)iuedI\-

naiur-

this nature in the

CO n cepiion, and vi-

collection,

g o

the hllcenthcen-

alisiic

I'

n

i

o u

in

s

its

dispkiv oi ana torn

i

ca

k n o

1

The onlv
ol
ry,

lurv, the Spanish

reliq

ex-

295, Case G.) in
which the head

work
this centuother than

lie
s

u

r

in

red

amber

is

almost unique,

archaic re-

and the French
mirror-case' Nos.

Re-

433 and 434,

e c

arc

the

(il

I

I-

uary (No.

of Christ carved

(){

French,
ver\-

to

w-

ledge.

amples

how-

ever, belong

1

i

on

a

e

For a
case

ala-

like this to

have

pre-

survived

,

o

English

make,

carved

in

baster and

senting traces

Case

I

c o

m

G.I.
}3 1

e

t

is

nearly

unprecedented

ol

;

colour and gild-

though separate

ing No. 25.), and
an Italian cross

ing exactly

m

same

halves represent-

on a
pedestal No.
272, Case F.i,
unted

the

subjects,

the storming of

the
ST.

JllllN

1

111.

1!.

Ftoreiitiiie School,

\ri isi.

—

1^1 l\

Set Olid Iialf

l'.\l

\

of the

I

1

1)

II

1:1; \-i

I'ifleeiilk

nil

\.

Century.

Castle of

SCULPTURE.
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Love, and a combat of
Knights, are to be
found in manv collections.
The verv beautiful German carving in
high relief of St. George

and the Dragon No.
436 is the latest ivorv-

work demanding parnotice

ticular

while

;

attention

mav be

ted at the

same time

directo

the exquisitelv finished

Tabernacle
wood,

man m a

box-

in

South Ger-

of
1<

e

wh

,

i

c h

stands on Case L.

Not much need be
said of the Italian terra-

and

cottas

ware

earthen-

reliefs of this

period.
Neither the
Dance of Childreni'i^o.
I,

Gallerv III.

in the

stvle of Donatello,

nor

the Delia Robbiareliefs

Nos. 34. and 36
are
of the highest class
though the head of a
bov No. 12:, which
,

;

mav with some
tion

be

hesita-

ascribed

to

Desiderio da Settignano, may be regarded
as thebestexamplehere
of its kind. Time can
be bestowed to better
advantage on the Medals, Reliefs, and Plaquettes

in

bronze, of

Italian fashioning,
which arc contained in
Case G., although, as
no definite svstem

would seem

to

have

been followed bv the
col lectors, the gathering
is

somewhat

one of

miscellaneous odds
and ends.

Especiallv
notabic are a gilt plaqueite of the Virgin and

Child No. 3o2 ,a portrait

model of Lorenzo

VEPiPiOCCIIlO (AUiiliulcd

to).

—

sr. juiin nil: hai'TIst.

Flnrentine Art.

—

—

siAii

Fifteenth Century.

i.iii:

i.\

Ti:i;iiA-i.iiri a.

I
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de'Medici by Nicolo di

Forzore
3 14), a fine

Spinclli

(No.

plaquelte re-

presenting Hercules and
the Neniaean Lion (No.

317), two of the Virgin
and Child (Nos. 3 18 and
32 r), a medal ofCosimo

dc'Medici attributed

to

Michelozzo Michelozzi
(No. 327), one ofCatarina
Sforza (No. 332), those
of Isotta da Rimini by

MattcodePasti(No. 336),
Charles the Bold (No.
338), GianfrancescoGonzago of Mantua by Vittore Pisano (No. 343),
and others of this and
the succeeding centuries.
Further bronzes of the
time are exhibited in Gallery VI., a horse (No. i),
and in Gallery XL, Case
A., an admirable statuette

of a

Sower (No.

65j,

a

mortar of very light-coloured bronze [No. 66),
charmingly decorated in
low relief, and a Vase
(No. 72).
The limited

amount

of French sixteenth-cen-

tury work includes

a

head of the Emperor
Galba, the only one here
of a set of

Roman Em-

perors in Palissy ware, a
very good terra-cottabust
of Henri IIL (No. 225,
Case F., Gallery HL),

which

has not, howimproved bv

ever, been

later repainting, a seated

Lady (No. 23o,
same easel, also of

figure of a
in the

painted terra-cotta, an
interesting medallion of

Henry IV. as Mars and
Marie de'Medici as Venus (No. 404, Case G.),
a very curious idol-like
figure in carved wood
(No. 408, Case G.i, supTABKH.XAfXf: OF

Flemish Art.

—

CARVED WOOH.

Early Sixteenth Ceniur

SCULPTURE.
to refer, in obscure svmbo]ism,to Diane
de Poitiers, and a bronze bust No. 24, Gallerv VII. of Cliarles IX. bv Germain Pilon.

posed

I

IINAI)

Venetian School.

Italian

model

2D.

art

represented bv an

an

Giovanni de'Medici No.

OIUL. —
— End of ike Fifteenth
111'

is

in terra-cotta for

DIIO.NZI,.

Century.

impressive

unknown
i5,

statue of

Gallery

III.i, a

-
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Head

of Christ in marble (No. 29), hy Pietro
made daring his residence in

Torrigiano,

England, and an exact reproduction of one
in terra-cotta on the monument to Dr. John

Yon^e now in the Public Record Office, a
high relief of the Virgin and Child iNo. 37,
Case A.;

in earlv lustred

majolica, a bust in

same material of later
" Laura" (No. 164, Case D.i,
the

date,

inscribed

a large

number

of plaquettes and medals in Case G., a powerful

plaque of the Rape of

Ganymede

in

Case

J., a

painted terra-cotta of the

Head

John

of St.

(No. 573, Case L.), which niay be bv Andrea
Sola rio, a variety of bronze ornaments, knockers

and

wall-affixes,

lerv VII., a

and

many

of great beauty, in Gal-

bronze inkstand (No.

12, Gal-

bronzes in
Case A., Gallery XL, including a superb inkstand (No. 73), and an odd figure of an acrobat standing on his hands (No. 751.
The German work of this same period
consists almost entirely of wood-carvings, the
chief exceptions
being a relief in

lery X.),

a further selection of

par-

alabaster,

tially gilt and

painted,

of a

mounted warrior(No. 24, Gallery III.), and a

bronze mortar

attributed

to

Flottner(No.74,
Case A., Gallery
XL). The chief
of the w o o d
carvings is a reof the Cir-

lief

cumcision, bearin g A 1 b r e c h t

D u r er's w ellkn o

wn

ture

;

^^'

a

signaon the
of Gal-

it is

1 1

lery III. The
remainder comprise a series oi

portrait medallions in boxwood (Nos. 416

to42i),apainted
relief of the Betrayal of Christ

(No.

two

409),

rosary- beads of

very
\\'

o

r k

delicate

man

s

h p
i

(Nos. 426 and

427),

and

a

pierced case, in

boxwood,

for a

e r -

b o o k

r a

p
(N0.428). These
^'

are all in Case G.

A German
ANTOINE r.OYSEVOX.

—

hiiarles i.e drtin (Bust in terra-cotta).
French Art, KikO-ll^O.

box-
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statuette ot an old man in a hood, and a
verv dignified Pilgrim Saint in the same mate-

wood
rial,

but o f Flemish workmanship, are numbered

respectively 44 and 40, in Case A., Gallery X.

ANTOiNi; COVSEVOX (Al tribiitf d

to).

—

Frcncli Art.

Of the French school of the seventeenth
century the finest example is the terra-cotta
bust of Charles Le

louis xiv., king of France.

—

Brun (No.

by Charles Antoine

Seventeenth Century.

5, in

Covsevox,

(Bust ia marble).

Gallery IV.),
the

genius

HOUIjON.

—

«">« DF si':bii.i,y.
French Schoal.

—

—

i!i:sT in

IIS'2.

mahisi.e
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A ROMAN KMPEROEI.
Bronze bust.
French Art. — Late

whose

Eighteenth

1. .1.

influence on the

—

fiUIMll VANOUISIIINd PAN.
C VKPIEIU.
Uron/o group.
French Art.
the
Kif^^hlecnt/i Centiiri/.
half of

Secdiiit

Ceiilnrii.

hand by

on the furniture.
This bust, which was probably the original
model for the larger one in marble, now in the
Salle Coysevoxat the Louvre, is unquestionably

ling the

pointed out

XIV.
in

has

period

been

the chapter

The bronze

in the galleries.

and

The
No.

6, in the

attributed to

5,

)rk of Girardon is seen again in
Gallery XVI., a bronze group of " Pluto

carrying off Proserpine," reproduced from his

;

same

3),

H re-dogs.

8

Inner Hall) are only doubtfully
his while the white marble bust of Louis XIV.
as a young man (No. 9, Gallerv IVj, which may
1

bronze group, "Juno control(No. i), and "Jupiter vic-

Winds"

Coysevox. The exaggerated pyramidal arrangement of these groups is accounted for by the
fact that they were intended for decorative

busts of

Le Grand Conde, and Marshal Turenne (Nos.

a large

torious over the Titans" (No.

the highest attainment of this sculptor's art

shown

Bron/.fi Inist.

stands between two windows, flanked on either

whole art-historv of
ah-eadv

Louis

the

A ROMAM IvMPEROR.

— Late Eighteenth Century.

original in marble at Versailles,

— one of those

sur-

representations of over-violent action and over-

passed in merit by the grand bronze bust of this

developed muscularity which were much in
favour in his time. There is evidence of the
same spirit in the neighbouring groups of
"Boreas carrying off Orithyia" (Nos. 4, 6

safely be assigned to the

artist, is

monarch

in later life

(No.

Gallery V.I which deserves a better-

2 in

lighted place than

A

it

bv Frani;ois Girardon
occupies

OR SKA DIvr.MTV HOLDING A SIIKLL.
Bronzo.
French Art.
Middle of the Eighteenth Century.

at

present.

A

LOVn:

—

Middle

tif

It

BA on

ft

ANTE

Frcncli Arl,
the Eigliteenth Century.

A I-OVR OR SEA DIVINITY nLOWINC INTO A SHE LL.

French Art.
Middle uf the Eighteenth Century.

—
;

SCULPTURE.
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and 20 also reproduced from a work
bv Girardon. This taste for extravagance and theatrical etfectprevailed
equally in Italv, and flagrant instances of it mav be seen in two
groups of '' Nessus carrying off
Dejanira" Nos. 3 and 12;, "A Sa-

Woman

bine

carried off" (No. 11],

and'" Hercules and Nessus" No. 261,

which contrast unfavourably with
the reticent and quietly studied
" Lioness" No. 16 in the same Gallery IX.

Yet such slighter and

pompous

fancies as the

riding dolphins Nos.
lery III.
7,

14,

3,

I

,

little

less

Cupids

6 and 17, Galand the Knockers (Nos. 6,
5 and 18, in Gallery VII.
i

I

1

were still produced.
In the '' Female Wrestlers" iNo. 34, Case A,
Gallery XI.) there
simplicity
tion

;

an aggressive

is

which amounts

to affecta-

but the pale-bronze Terminal

of a garden-god
lesser extent, the

No. 37, and, to a
group of "Venus and

Cupid"

No. 45
recall the belter
while there is a dainty prettiness about the Cupid asleep No. 59
in the same Case A, which atones for
its obviousness of motive.
Three groups in the Vestibule at
the head of the Grand Staircase,
re,

stvle,

>

,

—

presentations

adventures of
Hercules with the Arcadian Stag
No. 32 with the Erymanthian Boar
of the

,

No. 33 ,and with Antaeus No. 341,
are considered to be bv Giovanni
Bologna, or BouUogne, who is further represented bv a copy of his
clever,

but

Mercury"

too

familiar,

" Flving

Case
and by another of

in the Uffizi (No. 33,

A, Gallery

XL,

his equally well

known, not

to say

hackneyed, '" Rape of the Sabines"
No. 9, Gallery XIX. which stands
in the Loggia de' Lanzi at Florence.
Three more of the adventures of
Hercules are to be found in Gallery XVI.,
his slaying of the cattlerobber Cacus No. 19 his conquest
of a Centaur No. 3oi, and his overthrow of the Cretan Bull No. 38j
,

—

,

and in the same gallery

is a fine piece
of realistic modelling, a Bull (No 2 j.
1

German work

of this century

is

AUGUn:i!

lAsrrili.

1

French Work.

THE WINDS. FIRE-DOC,
Time of Louis XIV.

iiol.l.LNC,

IN

BRONZE.
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chicrty contined to

some indiflcrcnt

ivory-carv-

and an "Adam and Eve " in boxwood
(No. 429, Case G, Gallery Ill.i; but the chief
object is remarkable rather for its curiosity than
It is a statuette of
for any high artistic merit.
silver, No. 198 in the "Londonderry" cabiings,

net. Gallery XII., which has for its subject a
crowned youth, in sixteenth-century costume,
carrying on his hack a basket full of grapes.
The odd feature about it, the meaning of which
is more than mysterious, is that round the neck

are hung, by silver chains, a varietv of curious

objects

which obviously do not belong

to the

many of which, indeed, arc
They include medallions, minia-

original work, and

of later date.

models of pails, and other culinary and
household utensils, and unquestionably suggest the votive offerings at a miracle-working

ture

FALCONET. — venus with the
French School.

shrine,

—

though

infant cupid.
Fi^hteenth Century.

it

is

difficult to

ima-

gine that in this case they can have

anv religious significance.
The interest of the French sculpture of the eighteenth century

is

con-

tined almost entirely to the achieve-

—

Etienne F^ilcoments of three men,
nei whose superabundant sweetness of
sentiment, however, does much to
disguise his very genuine talent, Clodion who has already been referred
to in the F"urniture chapter, and .lean
Jacques Cafheri, a descendant of the
great metal-worker of the previous
century, the last and best of this
famous family of artist craftsmen.

FALCONET.

—

vknus chastisint.

French School.

—

curMi).

—

He is, perhaps, best known to the
general public by his celebrated series
MAniiLii

Eighteenth Ccnturij,

y

.

SCULPTURE.
of portrait-busts of actors and dramatists at the
Comedie-Francaise but the bronze group at
;

"

Hertford House of '' Cupid vanquishing Pan
No. iS, Gallery XVI.', inscribed ''Omnia
Vincit Amor," is a thoroughly adequate

26

(

candle-holders is taken from his statue, /Vlmr«/r
menacant. Of this statue, which was executed
in 1756

and

is

now

in the

Louvre, there are

example of his powers.

Falconet's

work can be recognised

for certain only in the

two more copies, in biscuit de Sevres, in Gallery XIX. (Nos. 2 and j8, together with one,
in the same material, of his " Psyche" (No 10).
The work of Claude Michel Clodion, in

on the Cabinet (No. 23),
chastising Cupid"

so far as it has not yet been noticed, consists
only of a verv beautiful Avhite- marble vase

two marble

statuettes

in Gallery

XXL, '"Venus

own

handi-

No. 201, and "Venus with the Infant
Cupid " No. 211,
I

which display

ef-

fectively his tech-

nical skill and the

way

in which he
devoted it solely
to the shallow prettiness demanded
bv his patrons.

The other

sta-

tuettes in the

same

gallery,

"Nymph

andCupid"(No.6i,
and " Bacchante
ottering Grapes to
"
the Infant Cupid

No.

7

though

,

ascribed unhesitatingly to

him

in the

catalogue, are, not

improbably, by
less talented

ator.

Hisimmense

popularity

day

a

imit-

in

his

however,
well illustrated by
several reproductions, in various
is,

and

materials,

adapted to various
purposes, oftigures
designed by him.

There are
bronze

the

statuettes

in the Inner Hall,

"

The Shepherd

Paris" No.

3i,

and

'•The Bather "
No. 5-, and the
candelabrum (No.
47, in Gallery XII.

where the figure
supporting the

HOUDON.

MADAME VICTOIRE DE

I'RAMrE,

DAUGHTER OF LOUIS XV. (Bust

French Art, 1111.

in tnarblc)
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(No. lo, Gallcrv IV.:; for ihe two bronzes of
Bacchantes iNos. and 2) in GalL-ry XIII. are
i

only copies.

Other sculptors of less note here

ATIi;USTIN CAYOT.

—

represented are Guillaume Coustou the elder,
by small versions in gilt bronze of the wellknown groups at the entrance to the Champs-

— cupid and Hsyciiii. — Group in
— Early Eighteenth Century.

marble

French Art.

Elysees, generally called les Chevaux de

(Nos26and

Marly

XVI. Augustin Cayot
by an attractive group of" Cupid and Psyche,"
dated 1706 iNo. I, Gallery XXI. j; Jean Antoine
28, Gallery

;

Houdon by two marble
an indifferent

Madame
^No.

1;,

busts in Gallerv

XL,

one of a Princess, probably
Adelaide of France, dated 1777
and a far better one, dated 1782

"

SCULPTURE.
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'No. 41, of Madame de Serilly whose chief
claim to a place in English memories rests on
the fact that an entire boudoir designed by
herself and her roval mistress, Marie Antoi-

now

Albert
in the Victoria and
and Nicolas Francois Gillet by a
replica in white marble of his statue "Triuniphant Love." in the Louvre, which stands in
the recess over the porch at the head of the
nette,

is

Museum

Grand

;

Staircase.

Works bv

unidentified sculptors are niore

varied than important; but mention may be
made of a bronze statuette of " Mezzetin

from the Italian comedv No. 43, Gallery IL),
two little groups of children at play symbolising "Summer" and ''Autumn" iNos.23and24,
Gallery IX.), two statuettes of Pedlars iNos. 16
and 17, Gallerv X.^ two small groups showing
the heads and shoulders onlv of a nvmph and
satyr, and a shepherd and shepherdess embracing Nos.
and 3, Gallery XVI.l, and a
number of those statuettes of Cupid and the
infant Bacchus which were so much appreciated by the public at that time.
The hnal
I

degradation of Italian taste in that century is
made clear by the four polychromatic busts
here exhibited Nos.
and 2, in the Inner
i

in which,
Gallerv IV.
by the blending of variously coloured marbles,

Hall, and 2 and

3, in

,

black for the flesh of the negro or negress,
white for the eyes, red, yellow, and so on, for
the garments and accessories, an undesirable
and unrealisable actuality is attempted with
perverted and debased ingenuity.
The case of reliefs in tinted wax heightened
by colour and gilding, and embellished in
some instances by the incorporation of actual
material (in Gallery III.), remains to be noticed.
These things are mostly of Italian, French,

and German workmanship, and date from the
seventeenth, and eighteenth cen-

sixteenth,

in many cases been seby injudicious attempts at
restoration.
The two French female figures,
" Youth " and •' Age " (Nos. 457 and 458
in which an obvious moral is pointed with
somewhat crude insistence,
a portrait of an
unknown young German man No. 45n, an
Italian lawyer or man of letters No. 470, a por-

turies.

They have

riously

injured

,

—

—

trait

of Spain, —
sixteenth cen— aportrait of Mazarin, of French

of Philip

tury work,

II.

all

or Italian seventeenth-century workmanship,

and

a

contemporary French portrait of Benjaare the most memorable.

min Franklin,

FALCONET

(Ascribed

French

to)

Sc/innl.

.

— fidelity, statuette in oilt bronze.
—
Cfiifiiry.
/uj^'/ileeiitli

CHAPTER

XII.

ARMS AND ARMOUR.
IMMENSFXY

as the

opening of ihe Wallace

there

facilities for the

amusement

or instruc-

of lovers and students of almost everv

tion

department of the arts pictorial or applied, in
no case has it afforded greater opportunities
than in the department of arms and armour.
This section might, in fact, without much
exaggeration, be said to have provided for the
first time materials for a fairly adequate comprehension of the subject and not speciallv
to have supplemented anv gathering already

London.

existing in

whose taste and
accumulation of the arms of
European manufacture is entirelv due, was
influenced in his selection bv an artistic rather
than a scientiSir Richard Wallace, lo

discretion

ti

)

the

bias,

c

u d g

no branch of applied

more difficult to define
which the emplovment

I

art in

which

it is

the exact limits within

of merely ornamental
There must always be
a border -land of uncertain extent between
armour-making as a craft and armour-making
as an art, between the right and proper adornment of an article of use and the perversion
of a serviceable object into a mere vehicle for
the display of menial ingenuity and manual
details

is

admissible.

dexterity.

Speaking broadly, the nearer we come to
our own davs the more we find the decorator
superseding the constructor, and the further
we go back in lime, the more we find the craftsman predominating over the artist and it
necessarilv follows that a collection based on
;

the beauty
which

a n d

d

e

is

j

Collection to the public has added to the

is

extra-

neous and even

h e

examples sub-

inappropriate,

him

rather than
that w h c h

mitted

ii>

more bv

their

i

than

lities

their

well-considered structural condi-

bv

m p o r-

i

from

arises

decorativequa-

tancc as illus-

tions, will be
found lacking
in the productions of the

trations of the

development
of armour offensive and
defensive. As

earliermakers.

a consequence,

This

is

the later stages

tainly

true

of the craft,

the

when

of

Wallace

Collection, for

practic-

ability in actual

out of

warfare had
given place
more and more

than

to

cer-

more

thirteen

nundred spe-

cimens included by Mr.

redundance

Guy Laking

of ornamenta-

in

and rich-

his admirable

ness of effect in

catalogue of

court or pageantry, are by

this division,
not all of which,

most

however, can

tion

the

far

be said

fullv represen-

strictly

ted.

to pertain to

It

must be

it,

there are only

admitted that

eleven to which
PFAR-siiAPKn

^roRIO.^",

of russet stkel.
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he feels

attributing a conjectural

in

justitied

date before 1400.

The

century and

is

to the ninth

than the

not later

certainly

sword (No. 12) of simple form,
the pommel of which is roughlv wrought in a
tenth,

is

a rare

crown-like shape, while a limited amount of
modest ornament is beaten into the blade;
and a second, even simpler, sword of German
manufacture is ascribed to about i2oo(No. 19).
'I

he third in point of date

of the

is

a representation

armour of about i25o, not

thing, consisting as

two

it

the actual

does of the lower parts

from a monumental brass
probably of F'lemish workmanship, which, considering how extremely rare
are genuine survivals of this remote period, are
especially interesting.
The other swords, the
hrst probably English (18), the second French
3oo and
(48), dating respectively from about
340, a third sword, also French (i 3; of about
3 5(j, notable as being the earliest example here
bearing an armourer's mark, and another,
English (5 3 of about the same date, complete
the list of the arms which can be ascribed to
of the

legs

(817 and 818

,

i

I

1

the

first

a cullender,

the courage of the

which may belong

oldest,

with holes like

half of the

fourteenth century,

the Italian serving-knife (755) of about
is cutler's rather than armourer's work.

for

can help admiring

man who

first dared to
appear in the lists under the eyes of fair
dames in such an irresistibly laughable dis-

The

guise.

pair of arm-guards or

brassards

(i33 and 134) are singular in possessing the
circular embossed rondel in the bend of the

arm, which, though

common

a

feature

in

remarkably rare in
existing specimens. They further demonstrate
the difficulties of assigning time and place
with any certainty to armour. In the catalogue they are said to be Italian of about
1420; but in one of a series of excellent
articles contributed by Mr. Laking to the
Art Journal, he suggests some doubt as to
their authenticity, and expresses a more matured conviction that they should perhaps be
paintings of the period,

relegated to the early

is

rather than

sixteenth

the fifteenth century.

The French

pole-axe of about 1420 (92)
crescent-shaped blade on one side,
sa\\-edged hammer on the other and spike at

with

its

is the earliest instance here of a formidable, though rather unhandy, weapon often
carried by foot soldiers from the eleventh to

the top,

1340

the

The

fighting

sixteenth

German

while the

centuries,

halberd

somewhat

a

(141),

similar

shape of a
pair of gauntlets ('21 5 and 2 16) made in France
some time between r36o and 1390, which
closely resemble, but are much superior to,
those which hang over the tomb of the Black
Prince in Canterbury Cathedral. Concerning
the straight-edged axe (35-]
stamped on one
side I.H.S. and on the other M. A.
Mr. Laki'ig
expresses himself with some hesitation, but
is
inclined on the whole to regard it as
French of about r38o; to which same date,
though to an English maker, he also ascribes

instrument, dates from 1440. Among other
objects also now represented here for the first

sword '54;.
The specimens of fifteenth-century workmanship are much more plentiful, and space

decorations in carved

second half has

rarity in the

its

—

—

the

will only allow of reference to the

portant.

The French

about 1400 (186)

is

gilt

more im-

bronze

spur of

1

8)

same time deserve

gainliness.

No

its

its

one

3)

for

easy curves, the

on the contrary, aptly

" pig-faced, " for

ten years later (782), in spite of

business like piece of

have needed a strong

Of

entitled

1480

As

;

it

must

it.

and consequently of

the

magnificent suit of

this is the first suit to be

ology, to briefly describe

The man wears

high conical

bend

men-

may be advisable, for the benefit of
who may be inexpert in armour termin-

who

its

to

it

meaning of

sees

workmanship

man

man and horse of late fifteenthGerman work, between 1460 and

absolutely ludicrous un-

crown and long peaked nose-piece pierced

elaborate

for

(,564,.

tioned

those

is

its

stag's horn, is a very

excessive rarity

extreme interest
century

the remarkable beauty of
(2

about the same date.
The oldest missileprojecting instrument, a German arbaleste of.

but the two head-

particular attention, the Italian one (21

French one

1440 and remarkable for its elegant simFrench dagger (681) with its circular guard and pommel of the same diameter,
and the rare and richly ornamented wooden
saddle, probably Italian (219), which are all of

armour

pieces of approximately the

(201) fashioned in

plicity, the

chiefly notable for being the

earliest in the collection;

known as a Salade
Germany about

time are the light helmet
or Salett

the

it

names of

and

to explain the

the various parts.

a Salade on his head, with a
hinged vizor leaving a narrow opening above,
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Occularium to enable the wearer to
Below this is the Mentoniere, the upper

number

called ihe

a

see.

(202 and

of Salades, of which two from Italy
are remarkable as reproductions

2 10)

part covering the chin being hinged for lower-

of the ancient Etruscan form, and one, which,

bottom portion protecting the throat
and extending downwards over the breastplate, to which it is fastened bv a screw.
Below this, guarding the stomach, are the
Taces extending across the whole bodv, and
beneath them the Tassets are on each side.
The back is covered by the Backplate above
The plates
and the Garde-de-rein below.
guarding the shoulder are collectivelv known
as the Pauldron, and those on the upper arm
the Rerebrace, while the oval plates which
cover the opening where these two join are
termed Palettes. The sheathings of the lower
arm are the Vambraces and the extra plates at
the bend of the elbow Coudes.
A combina-

however, may be

a little earlier, of German
being identical in shape with
that worn by the warrior in Durer's wellknown engraving "The Knight, Death, and the

ing, the

with

defensive

tion

of the

offensive

seen

in the

Gauntlets which are

the

is

furnished

with useful-looking spikes. The leg-armour
consists of the Cuisses covering the upper
part, the Genouilleres surrounding the knees,
the Jambes on the lower part, and the Sollerets ^^ith long pointed toes and cruel spurs,
though, considering the panoplv which encased the horse these must have demanded
some skill to drive home. The armour on
the horse's head is known as the Chanfron
or Chamfron; that on the neck as the Mainfaire or
Crinet; the chest is protected bv
the Poitrel; the hind quarters bv the Croupiere
a tail-guard and flat pieces under the
rider's legs, called Flanchards, were also added
sometimes, but are not found in this example.
Thesaddleisalso armour-plated for the further
protection of the warrior; but this does not
properlv belong to the equipment,
it dates
;

—

from the earlv vears of the sixteenth centurv,
while the stirrups belong to about i53o. It
should further be noted that the gauntlets,
and possiblv the Pauldrons also, are restorations; but an absolutelv

as earlv a date

is

homogeneous

especiallv in possessing the full
is

suit of

not known, and this one,

so rare as to be almost,

if

leg-armour,

not quite, unique.

of hammer was one of the
weapons employed by prehistoric
man and remained in use from the stone-age

Some form

earliest

onwards, but the earliest here is a German
one of 1460 (356i, the short-handled form customarily carried by mounted men at the saddlebow.
To the year 1470 or thereabouts, a
varietv of objects

is

attributed,

among them

make

as

(214),

Devil." The two Armets or little helmets (2o5
and 206) should also be noticed as being more
developed tvpes,
more completely closed,
and therefore affording fuller protection. The

—

German semicircular quiver (ii85j covered
with hide and containing ten arrows, bolts,
or quarrels of ditferent shapes and sizes, is in
unusually good preservation. The most interesting relics of this period, however, are
the short, broad swords known as Cinquedea
Veneziana from the Italian cinque dita (five
fingers), that having been the average width
of the blade at the hilt.
The earliest here is
No.

5o,

date, all

and there is a fine series of later
of them more or less handsomely

enriched with

:'

10) is

much

engraved figures, ornaments,

The complete

and mottos.

suit

of

armour

an effective object enough, but is too
of a restoration to deserve careful

examination.

From about 1480 dates the War Mace I79)
which, with its six sharp angles, must have
been a sutficientlv formidable instrument in
the hands of a mounted man when applied to
the heads of those on foot; and of the same
age is the no less dangerous two-handed
Sword (looi), a weapon which must have
required both strength and skill to manipulate
The

successfullv.

Half-suit (21!

made

at

Augsburg between 1486 and i5oo, is an
instructive example of the elaborate reinforcements applied to the ordinary armour for
use in the supposedly peaceful, though reasonablv perilous, encounters in the lists; and
how necessarv these additions were is well
enough indicated bv the dents and furrows
which can still be seen upon the surface.
The great Heaume which alone weighs
twenty pounds, is a particularly powerful
piece of fortification, and was even then only
supplcmentarv to a lighter head-piece worn
,

inside.

The

Palettes are exceptionally large

is strengthened and broadprotection, but also to
for
only
ened, not

and the breastplate

afford a base for the rest in

lance was laid,

construction

;

— in

which the heavy

an ingenious piece of
while the right side, on which,
itself
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naturally, the blows of the opponent's lance
were concentrated, is further secured by a
large extra plate screwed into the Vamhrace.

The

shield,

it

may

be noted,

of small size

is

and made of wood covered with leather and
gesso and painted.
probabK'
The full suit of armour (46)
should not be overGerman, about 1490
looked; while the Venetian Cinquedea (671)
and Italian dagger (672) of the same period
The
are noteworthy for their ornamentation.
German Pavois of about i5oo (73), which
judging by the coat of arms painted in the
upper left hand corner was once the propertv
of the city of Nuremberg, may be usefully compared with the small Tilting Shield (33j which
resembles that referred to above. TheSpetum
(107) is the earliest in this collection of a form
of partisan distinguished by having the side
blades large and much curved, as is the Moulinet (258) used for bending the powerful
bow of the arbaleste, while the Cinquedea
(673) is the most richly decorated of the series

—

—

here.

the sixteenth century

armour as merely a
convenient base for the display of ornament
of ever-increasing

elaboration became

more

and more established, and, though much of it
from the point of view of metal-working is
marvellously skilful and beautiful, the result
10

the purist

is

not

infrequently as

incon-

gruous as would be a football-suit trimmed
with costly lace.
Many objects, therefore,
which will attract the admiring eye of the
casual visitor can fairly be passed over as of
little

practical value.

The

earliest

work of this
Hand and

century here exhibited is a German
a Half Sword (24) of about
5o5
i

^40) dates

the

from about

five

;

a

second

years later, and to

same period belong the

breast-plate (85)

both Italian, which reveal
the beginnings of the decorative tendency.
A
new form of head-gear appears about this
time in the Italian Casquetel (272), a kind of
light helm with a projecting peak to shade or
shelter the eyes, and flexible plates to guard
the back of the neck and a novelty in weapons
is the German Estoc or Foining sword (i 121).
More peaceful arts are represented by the
Boar Hunting sword (1012) which has an
oblong opening through the blade at some
distance from the point, to prevent its being
driven in too far in the excitement of the

and the Salade

(86),

;

Hitherto

we have ignored

the

numerous

swords of various dates but two of about
period call

Hand and

for

brief

notice.

this

The German

sword (897) forms an inform between the ordinary weapon and the heavy two-handed
type (907) since, though light enough for onehanded use as a rule, the grip is so lengthened
a

half

teresting transitionary

more than usually
''swashing blow "there was hold-room for
the left hand as well.
The second is one of
that

During the course of
the custom of regarding

in

the

of a

case

those grislv instruments which struck but had

no need to parry, a German Executioner's
bwurd i8g2).
Before quitting finally the
fiticenth

century

tion

three

to

it

is

necessary

to

call atten-

objects which, though neither

weapons nor armour, are included in this section and can boast of historical associations.
All three are serving-knives, the

first

(765) of

1435 bears the arms in translucent enamel of
Philip le Bon Duke of Burgundy (1396-1467)
together with the collar of the Golden Fleece,

by him in 1430, on the occasion of
marriage with Isabella of Portugal, and
the motto of the order "Autre N'auray,"the u
however, being omitted. The second (749)
of about 1440 bears the arms of Rollin, Chaninstituted
his

Burgundy under the Duke, and the
same date those of Sire de
Dancourt his Grand Master of Artillery.

cellor of

third {750) of the

chase.

As an example of the sufficient, yet in no
excessive, adornment of a suit of armour,
the German one (56), with its delicate flutings

way

" Maximilian style", so called after the
first Emperor of that name, can scarcely be
surpassed. This fashion prevailed from about
i5o5 to about 1540, and this suit belongs to
about i5i5 or somewhat later. A second suit
of that date (529) made by Lorenz Colman of
Augsburg, who died in i5i6, is more elaborately decorated. The English tilting-heaunte
(217) is remarkable for its rarity, for only
seven other specimens like it are known,
and the Italian Cascjue (646) as one of a
series in Case 6, all of which are masterpieces
of design and execution.
A German Threequarter suit of about i52o (555) is noticeable
as an odd attempt to reproduce in metal the
appearance of the slashed costume worn at
An ingenious though scarcely
the time.
sportsmanlike device is seen on the Spanish
buckler (414) in the shape of two rows of
bars raised a little from the surface, for the
in the
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purpose of catching and perhaps breaking

Two

the adversary's sword-point.

of

the

few dated pieces in tlie collection belong to
i532: the suit of armour for man
and horse (1198) which was made for the
Elector Joseph of Bavaria and found its way
the year

London, after passing, like so many other
works of European art, through the marauding
hands of Napoleon; and the powder-flask iboSi
of Italian workmanship, though the genuineness of the dale on this is not altogether above
to

suspicion.

which ornamentation

to

had already been carried
shield

i

the

at that

r3o8) which, superb as

)

of about

to

The

of a hand-to-hand combat.
I

thing

last

the dangers

closed helmet

displays

1540

well

is

as a piece

it is

surely the

is

any sane man would submit
1

time

embossed Milanese

elaborately

of goldsmith's work,

(3

the

unusual

feature of retaining the original quilled lining.

To

ihe

same date mav be assigned

three of a considerable

number

Rondaches, or circular
and 1235), all being of
embossed, tooled, and
earliest rapier (55 3), and

armour

the

shields

1207,

i2i()

wood covered
painted

no

less

rirst

of ornamental

with

leather,

the

than six suits

424, 463 and 542) a
another of the dated
examples made in 1540- The vear i55o, or
thereabouts, brings to our notice several new
forms of weapon the Italian Prodd 777,1 a
light kind of cross-bow for shooting deer, in
the use ol which Queen Elizabeth is said to
have been proficient; the Glaives 07, 124, 126
the first and third of which are
and 9521
supposed to have been made for Ferdinand,
King of Hungarv and Bohemia and Emperor
of Germanv, the second for some Burgundian
potentate, the last for Francois de Bourbon,
due de Montmorency; the Partisan (10021, and
the Ranseur (937)
while lour years later we
reach the earliest fire-arm 404) a doublebarrelled wheel-lock pistol inscribed H.S.
The German stag's horn powder-flask
1554.
dated
555 (612), and a second 606 dated
of

fine

Toft for Sir Thomas Sackville, as is
proved by the original drawing by the maker,
which is preserved, together with many others,
in the ''Armourer's Album " in the Victoria
and Albert Museum while even more decorative, though less practical, is the Half- suit
!i 164) said to have been fashioned
by Lucio
Picinino for Alfonso II., Duke of Ferrara,
about 570.
To conclude this review of the sixteenth
century, reference may be made to one of the
incidental instruments of warfare, the Commander's Baton (i 261 of Milanese workmanship about the year iSgo.
It consists of a
hollow cylinder of steel, and, according to Sir
Samuel Meyrick, to whose well-known Goodrich Court Collection this, like so many
other objects here, once belonged, it was
used to carry the muster-roll of thearrny;
while the inlaid figures with which the outside
is
closely covered, formed a sort of ready
reckoner to show at a glance how many
troops could be disposed on a given space of
ground. The first of a considerable number
of merely ceremonial Partisans, belonging in
this case to the guard of the Duke of Parma
'9) and dating from about 090, may also be
.Jacob

;

The extravagance
seen in

in spite of the improved methods of attack
which were destined in due course to bring
about the practical extinction of body-armour,
this still continued to be made and worn.
One of the most interesting and beautiful
suits in the whole collection is No. 864 which
was made about the year 1575 by Jacobi or

(96, 352, 3f)5,

war-saddle 277)

;

is

:

(

—

I

1,

noticed, and, partly for
for

I

557, follow

it

closely in point of time.

Thenceforward fire-arms and their necessary accessories, powder-flasks, primers,

now somewhat

Henri IV.

of his marriage with Maria de' Medici, together

with

rapier

a

which

is

now

the

in

Musee

d'Artillerie at Paris.

Even
everv
the

a

more

lavish use of decoration of

conceivable

work

centurv

;

cening,

description

characterises

of the armourers in the seventeenth

carving, inlaying, engraving, damas-

and embossing,

in

every variety of

material, often carried out with the

most con-

summate craftsmanship,

plentifully

are

so

displayed in the collection that a description
of

Dag (712) from 1570 and the Dragon
whence our word 'dragoon,' from i58o.

different

Yet,

historical, partly

of France by the city of Paris on the occasion

charge -boxes, etc. continue to appear in
increasing numbers. The arquebus and the
rifle date from about
i56o (173 and 1981, the
(389),

its

faded beauty, the dagger

(i3o6) dated i5g8 and presented to

;

1

its

one

for their

tithe

of the

beauty alone

reasonable limits.

objects

—

—

remarkable

would exceed

The ornamentation

all

of the

forms of fire-arms and of the hilts
which came more and more

of the rapiers
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would itself provide
volume so it will
comment only on objects which

into use at this period,

material for a respectable
sufifice

to

show novel

ideas in offence or defence, and

weapons with some
to

leave

;

the lover

historical association,

of

ornament

for

its

and

own

sake to forai^e for himself in this abundantly

supplied treasure-house.

The two rapiers (i68and ibgl, one of 1600
and the other of ibio, the first inscribed
"Andrea me fecit", and the second " Andria
Ferara", are noticeable as the earliest here
bearing that well-known name; and the short
cutting weapon (1267), provided on the hack
with gaps to catch and break the adversary's
sword, as a novel but probably not very
effectual device.

The

left-hand dagger (920),

sword-and-dagger play, is noticeable among the numbers of its kind as having
a sharply serrated edge, which, it has been
plausibly conjectured, was intended to prevent
the adversary from clutching it
and the
arquebus (i i38i, fashioned at Augsburg about
used

in the

;

i6o5, for

its

early anticipation of the

modern

breech -loading principle.
A sword [.i3o2) has the pathetic interest of
having belonged to Henr\-, Prince of Wales,
the eldest son of James I., \\hose earlv death
probablv disturbed the entire current of

English historv.

Ii

bears on the blade

his

H.P., and the familiar feathers; and it
formed without question part of the suit of
armour presented to him in 1607 bv Louis,
the son of Henri IV. of France.
To the
same luckless Prince also belonged a righthand gauntlet (i3o'3) which has somehow in
the course of vears become separated from
the complete suit,
most of which is still at
Windsor, made for him about 1610 bv William Pickeringe at a cost of three hundred
and fortv pounds. The Spanish rapier (32 3
of about i6o5, though in its simplicitv calinitials

—

—

culated to appeal chieflv to the connoisseur,

should be remarked on account of its excepTo 1610 mav be
ascribed several mcrelv ceremonial weapons
such as the Partisan of the Papal guard (3,
and a series used bv the guards of the Electors of Saxonv 93, 526, 552, etc.), later and
finer examples of which, to abandon for once
strict chronological progress, are one bearing
the arms of Bavaria (959) dated 161 5, and a
magnificent processional Glaive (885), one of
twentv-five originallv carried bv the guard of
tional state of preservation.

Camillo Borghcse when he held the Papal
Paul V. from 6o5 to 62 a Partisan
of the guard of Louis XIIL of France (523)
about i635, a small one of about 1660 with
the arms of France and Navarre (106), a halberd
of the guard of Louis XIV. of France (372)
about 1670, a Partisan of the same (517) and
last and best a later Partisan of about 1680
(931) probably designed bv Le Paultre for
the same monarch, which in its complicated
piercing combines an exquisite lightness and
delicacy with a quite adequate effect of strength.
An interesting memento of an odd method
of fighting which became the vogue about the
middle of the sixteenth century is the Italian
sword (480) of about 16 10, the sole survivor
of a " Case of Swords," which signified two
in one scabbard, both being used in action at
the same time, one in each hand.
Of about
the same date is a German Sword-breaker
1088) which is even more ingenious than the
one previously mentioned, the notches being
supplied with small catches to retain hold of
office as

the

1

when

blade

scribed sword

is

1

A

caught.

very

No. 160 which

i ,

much
is

in-

believed

have been presented in 1G14 by King
III. of Spain to Wolfgang Wilhelm
Count Palatine of the Rhine, on his succession
to the Electorate of Neuberg
and almost as
platitudinous in its copy-book morality is
the blade of a rapier (5oo) forged by Johannes
Happe of Solingen and mounted in France
about 16 5.
to

Phillip

;

I

It

seems

to

common custom at
weapons and engrave upon

have been a

that time to sign

them sentiments of

truly mysterious import,
example, the lettering on the German
rapier (528)
mioenevendo. lidevle-neelo.
On the other hand, it is pleasingly doubtful
whether the wise suggestion " Respice Finem"
on an Italian rapier of about 1620 (556) was
intended to apply to the bearer or his adverThe engraving on a German stilletto
sary.
of the same period (824), on the other hand,
was devoted to a more practical purpose. It
is divided into a numbered scale and is supposed to have been carried by a master
gunner with the object of gauging the calibre
of cannons. A German rapier of about 1625
1071) is noteworthy for its extraordinarily
intricate guards and for its remarkable condition.
Ho\y long more primitive forms of
as, for

—

attack

•

persisted

fire-arms

is

the

after

shown by

a

introduction

war- hammer

of

(36o)
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and two-handed sword

(423) together with a
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armour
mere useless encumbrance, the introduction of uniforms did away with the possi-

fire-arms gradually rendered protective

curious combined Linstock and Gun Rest
(1271) all of the year i63o; but the decline

a

of defensive armour

is indicated by the French
and the three-quarter suit bearing
the cognizances of the Houses of Monaco and
Manfred! of Faenza (1146), both of about
635 and both treated more from the point
of view of ornament than use. The succeed-

bility of

Gorget

of arming large

(565)

1

ing fashion

is

seen in the sleeveless English

Bulf Coat of about 1640 (No. 120).

The

latest bodv armour in the collection
French Half-suit of about the same
date 1977), and contemporaneously we find
the earliest flint-locks on a pair of Italian
pistols
though the oldest
6q8 and 702)
Snaphaunces a corruption of the German
Schnaphahn, so called because the action of the
cock suggested the pecking of a fowl), which
formed practically a transitional stage between
the wheel and flint locks, are an Italian pair
692 and 708) dating from about 1660. An
extraordinary freak in the way of weapons is
a German pole-axe of about 1640 1822) which
is

the

;

(

has, as an integral portion of

a wheel-lock

The French Prodd

pistol.

i65o,

it,

is

vet anoiher

(2 38! of about
example of the slowness

with which fire-arms made their
universal use, for

it

is

way

into

strange to have this

antiquated implement within

ten

years of

bayonet which our soldiers still find a
very serviceable weapon. The bayonet here
1106) is by no means an early one, dating
only from 16G0, though it is believed to have
been invented at Bavonne, whence its name,
early in the seventeenth century, and came
into common use about 1640; but it is of a
fairly primitive form, fitting with a plug into
the muzzle of the gun, instead of round it by
means of a ring, and opening out into three
blades on releasing a spring,
a device which
is found also in one or two daggers here.
The mania for ill-considered combinations is
finally carried to extremes, at the end of this
century, in a mixture of sword and wheel-lock
pistol, of about 1690 (823j, which must have
detracted considerably from the utility of both.
The poverty of the collection in works of
the

—

—

—

the eighteenth century,
the

last

quarter

culated to

seventeenth,

is

cal-

wrong impression of the
change in methods of warfare

give a

rapidity of the

which had
years.

of the

compared even with

The

really been in progress

f<jr

many

increase in pcnver and range of

personal display, while the necessity
bodies of men made it im-

practicable to devote

much

time to the decora-

This was
consequence, for the Small
Swords which about this time replaced the
earlier rapier and became as essential a portion of a gentleman's equipment as a stick or
umbrella is to-day.
The earliest here is of
1680, or thereabouts (1169), and thenceforward nearly every decade is represented by
one or more examples, none of which, howTwo huntingever, demand extended notice.
swords, one French of about 1810 (767), and
one German from 1820 to i83o (770), are
the sole specimens of nineteenth-century work.
tion of each individual

weapon.

chiefly reserved, in

The

Oriental armour on the walls and in

the Cases of Gallery VIII.

cussed

weapons
ance,

need not be dis-

Though not a few of the
sufficiently venomous in appear-

length.

at

are

it is

chiefly as curiosities

and specimens

of the lavish use of costly materials that they

Until they have
any rate labelled with
at least their nationality and provenance, even
the serious student cannot examine them
with much profit. The Marquis of Hertford,
to whose taste and judgment this portion of
will attract general attention.

been catalogued, or

the collection

is

at

entirely due,

would seem

to

have been influenced in his choice, even more
than his successor Sir Richard Wallace, by
the merely decorative qualities of the article
and as it has been the custom in the East,
from very early days, to lavish ornament upon
weapons of war, encrusting hilt and scabbard
with precious stones, emblazoning them with
enamel, exhausting upon them every device
of the goldsmith's and jeweller's crafts, there
;

no lack here of rich material. The various
forms which Oriental
ingenuity and ferocity have stamped upon the
is

quaint and fantastic

instruments
sented.

of death,

are

also

well repre-

The Hindoo khouttar with

rup-like handle, the Malay kriswith

its
its

stir-

flame-

shaped blade, yataghans, kandgiars, hatchets
and maces, helmets and coats of mail, may
all be found here; but, in the absence of any
convenient method of referring the reader

no useful
purpose would be served by describing them

to the position of particular objects,

in detail.

CHAPTER

XIII

THE MINOR ARTS
proposed

con-

general surface ot the picture instead of being

the above wide heading

under
are so numerous, so varied, and so
dispersed throughout the different rooms without anv definite intention of grouping them

onlv painted. A second Virgin and Child
No. 246), simple in feeling and delightful
in colour, and figures of St. Catherine of
Alexandria No. 2'3o and St. Francis of Assisi

according to their nature, nationalitv, or date,
that anv attempt to treat them categorically
]i
in fixed classes would probablv be futile.

about the same period.'
century
belong a fine plaque iNo. 2401 said to recall
the work of .lean Penicaud I.,
a beautiful
series of twenty -four plaques, illustrating
Scripture subjects, mostlv from the life of
Christ No. 25o
and a pair of salt-cellars
Nos. 260 and 261 of admirable workman-

THE

objects ^vhich

sider

is

ii

to

has consequentlv been deemed iriore advisable
to take them in succession as the\' appear in

and

the catalogue,

purview
course from

ol

the

a

as thev

would come under

visitor

passing

Galler\-

to Gallery

I.

in

orderl\-

XXII., but
have been

omitting, naturally, those that
alread\- recorded in the preceding chapters
to special artistic

devoted

The onlv
ler\-

1.

articles

developments.

demanding

Henrv Bone, R.A., whose work has been

b\-

pre-

the chapter on minia-

viousiv mentioned
tures, ol three pictures
in

Joshua RevHamilton,
by Madame
Lady
nolds, and one of
case
E.,
Le Brun. In
Gallerv

111.,

there

is

b\-

Sir

To

,

are

of

the earlv vears of the sixteenth

—

,

1

ship,

also

attributed

the

to

delightful

number

larger

notice in Gal-

are lour reproductions in enamel,

,

No. 241

Coulv
casket

of the

i

1

Martial Courtois, Courtevs, Cortevs, or Court,
Leoname appears in manv forms,

— the

—

nard Limousin, Pierre Ra\niond, and Martin

a

,

contains some e r
notable examples of
Limoges enamel, which
\'

are fullv

are

\'

worthv of care-

The

earliest

two panels

repire-

ful studv.

senting respectivelv the

and Child iNo.
and the Adoration

Virgin
247),

of the

Magi (No. 248

,

former bv Nardon
Penicaud, the latter bv
one of his school; and
each is distinguished bv
the

the fact that the jewels

represented are embossed and raised above the

when

was at its best, and many are signed
bv such acknowledged masters as Jean and

the art

i

i

is

The

256i.

specimens, however,

nc ud ng
a n glass,
nothing <il verv excepm p o r I a tT c e
tional
though a ribbed vase
with blue and white
bands may be noted for
Case
its graceful form.
F., on the other hand,
i

Novlier, as

(No.

date from the middle of that century

small collection ot Venet

I.

FLAEELLUM OF GILT
Frenck Art.

—

BliOXZi;.

ilnd of the Tliii'teenth ('entury.

THE MINOR ARTS.
vwm

\

i_-^

JEAN

DI-;

COUJii.

—

I'OKTP.AIl

Ol'

MARdUKKITIi DE l.UANCE,
I'rench

Work.

—

1555.

IJUIillliS.S

111-

SAVOI,

I'AlNllill IN KNA.MliL.
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To

Didier Pape.

we owe two
from the story

the rirst-named

plates representing incidents

marked respectively G. XXXIX.

of Joseph,

(No. 262) and G. XLI. (No. 259J, though only
the second has the signature I. C. two Tazzas
;

in grisaille, with natural flesh-tints,

Moses at

one (No. 263)

Rephidim, the
other (No. 267), the departure from the Ark after
depicting

the battle of

the Deluge, besides

a

(No. 233) of

portrait

and the third by the large dish (No. 270)
adorned with yet another adaptation of RaVilla
Farnesina decorations, The
Triumph of Galatea. The Madonna di Foligno,
by the same artist, is remotely suggested by

phael's

the Virgin and Child on the plaque (No. 245)
by an unidentified maker. A second Limou-

was Jean, whose signed portrait of
Louis XIII., Roy de France et de Navarre

sin

dating from the

Marguerite of France, daughter of Francis

iNo. 25

the First, in the character of Minerva, inscribed

seventeenth century,

Jehan de Court

ma

faict,

i555, which

is

the

only known portrait by this artist, if it be his.
The form of the inscription, however, sugit is
probably by the other Jean
Court, Courtois or De Court, who used, as a

gests that

rule, to sign in this explicit fashion.

It

may

be noted, however, that, in the few recognised

work, he always adds dit
on the large
M.
with
oval dish painted in colours No. 263
Apollo and the Muses, the whole surrounded
with an exquisite ornamental border, denotes
Martial Courtois, an artist whose productions
are seldom met with, though there are two
dishes bv him in the Waddesdon Collection

examples of

The

Vigier.

his

C

signature

,

at the British

The most

Museum.
successful enameller, however,

was Leonard Limousin, who is known by his
dated works to have flourished from i532 to
1374.

He

is

represented here bv two pieces,

both of exceeding merit,

known gentleman
period of Henri

a portrait of

an un-

costume of the
No. 240 and a marvel-

in a black

II.

,

one of Henry d'Albret (No. 255) (so
spelled in the inscription below it, the grandfather of Henri IV. of Navarre and France,
which is signed with the two initials of his
name, surmounted, as usual, bv a fleur-de-lis.
But little inferior, as a craftsman, was Pierre
Raymond, whose initials appear on a grisaille
and a ewer
of the Last Judgment (N(j. 244
No. 265) painted in grisaille, with an adaptation of the famous Parnassus bv Raphael, in
the Villa Farnesina.
There is only one work
here signed bv Martin Didier Pape, a Tazza,
also in grisaille, showing the death of Cleo-

1),

when

half of the

first

the decadence

already beginning to be manifest,
of the

survival

best

traditions.

is

A

a

was

noble
richly-

pewter ewer of sixteenth-century
German work, by Caspar Enderlein(No. 238),
divorced for some mysterious reason from its
companion dish, which will be found in Case J.
(No. 543); some early French champleve enamels (Nos. 273, 274 and 277); a grand Venetian dish and ewer, boldly embossed and
coloured in blue and white enamel (Nos. 279
and 280 and a curious thirteenth -century
candlestick in bronze (No. 285), remain to be
mentioned.
Much of the contents of Case G., in the
middle of the room, has, somewhat arbitrarily
perhaps, been introduced in the chapter on
decorated

,

the sculptures; but there

number

is still

a

considerable

of small articles deserving attention.

Such are the elaborateVotive Offering (No. 297),
two little plaques in niello, the Virgin and
Child (No. 3oo), and a Pieta (No. 3041, in both
of which the background is sunk below the
general level of the plate; the plaque of glass

and painted on the back so as to simulate
enamel, a process known as verre dglomisc

lous

gilt

patra (No. 243).
The art of enamelling, permitting as

workmanship, and two medallions treated in
the same wav bv German sixteenth-century
craftsmen iNos. 445 and 4461.
Case I. is devoted to metal-work of very
heterogeneous natures, dates, and origins, from
which may be especially singled out the socalled Bell of St. Mura (No. 498), which is
actually the case in which the bell was preserved, a splendid example of early Celtic
work, dating, it is believed, from the seventh
century, though the decoration has been added
at later periods extending from the ninth to

,

many

was very apt

it

did

run
in families and there are at least three Jeans
belonging to that of Pe'nicaud, the second of
whom is probablv represented bv the charming covered salt-cellar of silver-gilt (No. 254

of

secret processes,

to

;

,

(No. 3oi),

all

of late fifteenth-century Italian

perhaps, as the thirteenth century
(No. 499), the decora-

as

late,

the

Horn of St. Hubert

tion of which,

;

still

ginal colouring,

the

fourteenth

is

to

retaining traces of

its ori-

German, and ranges from
the sixteenth

century

;

a
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\vrought-iron clasp No. 5o3

,

bellum, in

Italian sixtecmh-

metal, of fourieenth-centurv

gilt

French work (No. 53g.;

grand example of

century work; a richlv decorated silver collar
of office, believed to have been worn bv the
successive heads of some Netherlandish con-

German

fraternitv of archers iNo. SoSi; an interesting

cately pierced handles (Nos.

set of

instruments,

(No. 544,, and a

I

;

bv
1

1

,

K AS Kin.

—

LiniOf^es.

I'Af.N 11;

—

11

i:.\

First

number of keys with

ami:;, liY I'.OUI.V

half of

tlie

I.

.N'OV[,[I

work

Elizabeth.

pierced silver book-covers of

the

salver

18),

Galler\- IV.,

110

and

and
iii

,

Case A, Gallerv XII., belonged, if we may
judge b\' the coat of arms on them, to Pope
Pius IV., a less interesting owner, it must
be admitted, than Marie Antoinette, to whom
once belonged the silver Holv Water holder
(No. i3 and the delicately pierced and chased
silver mirror (No. 2 3), together with their tooled
leather cases (Nos. 100 and ()8 in Case C).
Other noteworthv specimens of gold and
,

etc.).

H.

silversmith

and ewer (Nos.

intri-

Century.

Sixtcentli

what vague tradition connects with Queen

The siher cup No.

547, 552,

Cases K. and L. are chieflv occupied bv a series
of French and Italian caskets, decorated in
different stvles, but the former includes a pair
of embroidered white shoes, which a somc-

and chased, dated 1617
gilt dial and case made

gilt

a
5 3 to 53o
Christopher Schissler at Augsburg in
5-5 I'No. 53
a verv rare Sacfrdotal Fla-

(Nos.

a

sixtcenth-centurv low relief on pewter

in

Case A. are

the

two

German sixteenth-

century make (Nos. 12 and 14); a silver-gilt
lamp shaped like a classical ship, German,
sixteenth century (No. 2 ); a Dutch seventeenthcentury tea-bottle iNo. 24); a pair of French
eighteenth-centurv sugar-spoons, wiihvigourouslv executed scroll-work handles (Nos. 3o
r

and 3oa);
and

a set of three silver-gilt

covered vases,

made bv Samuel Tavlor (Nos. 33,
and 3 3/;), noticeable as among the few

dated
33t7

crown from a shrine of the
Hans Schmaltz, i565 (No. 43),

a votive

Virgin, signed

I

75

I,

THE MINOR ARTS.
The most

objects here of native manufacture.

however, in this case, are
the Toilet Case and accompanyini; Dish of
the late Louis XV. period ^Nos. 28 and 28 a),
made ofpale tortoise-shell and decorated with
imitation Chinese subjects produced by the
attractive objects,

insertion of small gold pins, a
as pique, less finished

and

method known
examples

effective

of which are the inkstand and casket (Nos. 35

and

'}'G\,

oi Italian sixteenth-centurv make.

281

Case B. contains some good, though in no
extraordinary, Venetian glass; but the two
objects of paramount importance here are the
enamelled glass chalice (No. 06), made in
France, though probably by Venetian natives,

way

in the sixteenth century,

which

is

of the very

and the exceptionally tine Arabian hanging lamp, also of enamelled glass
(No. 94).
Case C. contains, besides the leather
jewel-case already mentioned, an odd assorigreatest raritv,

CAIilNTiT IN STiiEf, Rl ;i'OUssi: ANii i'ARrL\ cii.t.

Italian Aft.

—

nicnt of articles, ot which an embroidered
velvetwriting-case,formerlyused by Louis XIV.
No. io3
and a silver - mounted morocco
,

leather despatch-box (No. 1041, once the property (jf Charles II. of England, are not with-

out interest.

The extraneous

objects in the

European and Oriental
few but there are three good brass

('eiiliiri/,

Si.jltciitli

and chased in a style strongly suggestive of
Persian or Arabian methods, in Gallery V.; a

handsome

made apparently as a sort
"en Massevaux,par.Iean Conrad

casket,

of show-piece

Tornier, monteur d'Harquebisses, Ten i63t),"
in

Galler\-

VI.; a sixleenth-centur\' Venetian

galleries ccmtaining the

brass

armcjur are

large pagoda-shaped Chinese incense-burners,

;

dishes, decorated with repousse work, of

teenth-century
tian

fif-

German make, and two Vene-

perfume-burners

(jf

gilt

metal,

pierced

dish, in Gallery

VI

1.;

and a pair oi

covered with cloisonne enamel and gilding, in
Gallery VIII.
Upstairs we find

in

Case A., Gallery Xll.,
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upwards of one hundred objects of plate and
jewellery, all of which will wellrepav observation, though it would be impracticable to
mention each in detail here. A leading feature
is

the large and varied series of pendants of

precious materials, embellished

sorts of

all

enamel.
The
Romanesque pendant of

with carving, inlaving, and
oldest of these

is

the

centenary of the

the

council

held

that

in

grand standing cup and cover in the
.lacobean style (No. 195), which, in former
days, graced the festivals of the now extinct
city; a

Serjeants' Inn; a silver ostrich, dated 1599
(No. 197), a favourite model for German tableornaments about that time, with a horseshoe in its beak a silver tankard (No. 200)
;

with garnets (No. gq), which dates
from the eleventh or twelfth centurv, but the
greater portion is ot sixteenth-ceniurv make.

of late

A

Richard Wallace, and a finely designed
silver sugar-basin of French early seven-

gold

set

few, such as the pendant in verrc egiomise,

with the Crucifixion and Annunciation (No. 60),
and one of gold and chalcedonv, with translucent enamels and precious stones 'No. 65),

seventeenth- century English make,
which was presented bv the Prince of Wales,

who

now King Edward

is

teenth-centurv workmanship (No. 2o3!, supported on three niermaids, with coats of arms

some, like the beautifullv enamelled
belonging probabh- to some ecclesiastical orders jNos. 74 and gi,,, and the
Royal Order of St. Michael (No. 79), are
French but most are German, and many of
these show the quaint devices which the arti-

between.

ficers of that nation, in the sixteenth centur\',

phants'

delighted to build up round the oddlv deformed

(Nos. 17 and

are Italian

;

badges,

;

known as haroquL% of which there are
such numberless examples in the Green Vaults
at Dresden.
Such are the Dove (No. 61);
the Rabbit :'No. 78), an exquisite piece of work
pearls

;

the Heraldic Eagle iNo. 81); and the

Lapdog

(No. 82).

Among

the

larger

objects a fine

somewhat over-decorated

though

salt-cellar, ot

Eng-

make, dated 1578 (No. 104, and a marvelloush- elaborate silver salver, wrought in
low relief at Augsburg during the later half of
the sixteenth ceniur\' No. i()() but the gem of
lish

,

the case

is

the

little

lucent enamel, on

a

dipixch :No.

(')8j

in trans-

gold ground, representing

VII., to the late

Sir

Few museums

are free of

some reminder

lootingof the Summer
i860, nor is the Wallace

ot the not too laudable

Palace

Pekin, in

at

Collection an exception, for the two goblets
of gold and blue enamel, supported on ele-

In

heads,

in

18;,

same Case

the

Case

A.,

Gallery

XIV.

forrned part of the spoils.
are

several

vessels in rock-crystal; a

exaniples

charming

little

of

cup
two

and cover mounted in silver gilt (No. 7);
bowls of uncertain date and origin (Nos. 14
and 161; a German vase and an Italian Tazza,
both of sixteenth-century make (Nos. 29 and
One of those shuttles used
33:, and others.
bv the great ladies of the French court, in
the eighteenth centurv, for winding silks on,
is

same material, mounted

of the

in gold
another
in
pierced
while
191,
(No. to) shows, by the monothat it belonged to Madame

and jewels (No.
steel partly gilt

gram upon
Louise,

a

it,

daughter of Louis XV., and that

Pierre de Bourbon and St. Peter, and Anne
de Beaujeu, his wife, with St. Anne, a repro-

even royal dames did not despise the pretty
affectation of employment.
Two little ewers

duction of parts of a triptych in the cathedral
Moulins, for which it was painted about

of

at

i5oo.

the

In

central

division

ot

the large

Londoiidcrr]- Cabinet, which stands against
the wall in the

examples of

same room, are some further

silver plate, including a sugar-

the period of Louis Quatorze
an admirable covered silver saltcellar of late sixteenth - century Augsburg
work [No. iq3); a tankard of generous proportions (No. 1041, inset with sixteenth and
seventeenth-century medals, made probably at
Upsala, in Sweden, at the end of the latter
centurv, to commemorate, according to an
inscription on the central medal on the lid.

castor

(No.

of

11)0

;

ornamental silver-gilt
Louis XVI. Nos. 8
favourable examples of their

lapis-lazuli,

mounts
and

<)

in

the
are

,

with

stvle of

kind.'

The most important specimens

of the

minor

however, are contained in two Cases
A and B on tables in the centre of the long
Gallery XVIII. and make up a collection of
snuff-boxes and bonbonnieres, the value ot
which it would be impossible to over-estimate.
But little has been said in the preceding chapters as to the worth in money of the numerous
exhibits.
To the expert such references might
savour of impertinence, while they form confessedly the lowest ground from which one

arts,

,

,

r:\vi;p,

Fre/ich Art.

—

or

.\r

\i.Ai.iir ii:,

End of

t

lie

Mor.\ri;j>

IN gilt mi:tA!,.

liciifn »/' Liiiils

XV

or earlij Louis AT/.
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Nevertheless,
can appeal to ihe ignorant.
since the first step towards awakening understanding and appreciation is to arouse attention, it mav be excusably pointed out that the
contents of these two Cases, if submitted at
auction to public competition, would, judging

by prices recently paid, fetch

IMSII

a

sum which one

FOR KWER.

—

With

a far

amount of

mere wealth spread out before him, the casual

may be safely left to consider and discover the reasons for this proof of expert
approbation.
visitor

An

very

many thousands

of

it would
pounds is

To give a solitary instance, there are
here four boxes painted by Van Blarenberghe,
while the one in the .Tones Collection was

certain.

considered,
least fifteen

— Sirtcenth

higher price nowadays.

this brief intimation of the

to

many years ago, to be worth at
hundred pounds, and ^vould un-

ENAMBLLEn EARTHENWARE,

French Wcrk.

questionably reach

That

hesitates even to conjecture.

amount

essay miirhi be written on the snufl'-box

liV RERXARIl PALISSV.
Century.

and the bonbonniere as historical documents
throwing light on the whole social life of
France in the eighteenth century, its passion
for the purely fanciful and fictitious, its dread
and hatred of the serious and real, its pathetically desperate

truth

from the

determination to shut out the

fool's paradise

it

so feverishly

THE WALLACE COLLECTION.
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strove to create around it, while a severe critic
might plausibly maintain that in these dainty
trifles,

and

with their inexhaustible inventiveness

their

miraculous delicacy of finished work-

manship we have the highest culmination of
French eighteenth-century art, and that all its
more ambitious efforts were but evidence of
its

it

and lowness of
But this is not the place for either attempt:

essential smallncss of scope

aim.

will suflice to glance rapidly at

arts

and

crafts

some

of the

which have been impressed to
all its charm and beauty,

then called
in

No.

in the Jeweller to help

121,

where the

him

sculptor's

out, as

relief

is

finished off with inserted diamonds.

Oftener
he turned to the maker of translucent enamels,
who laid, over his engraved or engine-turned
surfaces, coatings of various colours, through
which his decoration showed as in the circular
bonbonnieres (Nos. 56 and Sj), or painted on

them designs

in

monochrome, such

as

the

imitation Chinese subjects in blue on No. 69,
and the pastoral scenes on the square bonbon-

chasing and engraving, and by means of alloys

In other cases, opaque enamel
was used, with which all or most of the gold
foundation was ct)ncealed, as in the fascinating
honbonniere with the lid shaped like a shell
(No. 98), which is covered throughout by
peacock's feathers painted on a pure white

altering the tints of his material to diversify

ground.

ministerto what, with
is

hut an elegant prettiness at best.

The goldsmith

naturally

comes

first,

since

he built up the foundation, sometimes superposing on it an intricacy of carving, embossing,

his ertect, as in the oval snuff-boxes iNos.

i

i

12

1

As

i,

and 14), and the square ones (Nos. 124,
i3i and 137', the last being a remarkable
example of accurate working. Sometimes he
1

niere (No. 88).

these

general rule, however, one or inore of

a

methods were employed merely

to

form

frame in \vhich miniature paintings in
Chief
gouache or enamel were inserted.

the

among

those of this description here are the

four boxes by

The

first

Van Blarenberghe, noted above.

of these (No. 68)

bonniere, on which

is

a circular

translucent

hon-

purple and

opaque white enamels are used to form a
border to an animated little landscape in
gouache.
The second iNo. 78] is an oval
snuft'-box in gold of two colours, surrounding
landscape with figures believed to represent
Louis Seize, Marie Antoinette and the court
at the Chateau of Meudon, which is signed
and bears the date 1782. The third (No. 82),
an octagonal honbonniere, displays scenes of
rustic life framed in chased gold, and the
fourth No. 85), in a similar hut more elaborate frame, shows a number of domestic
scenes
the chief of which is signed and
a

,

dated 1767.

seems to have always provided
works for his embellishments, but it
was more usual to borrow the composition
from some well-known picture by a famous
painter.
Thus, in the oval honbonniere
(No. 60), there are subjects adapted from Fragonard framed in wrought gold of three
colours
on a similar box (No. 64), from
Watteau and Lancret, and on the oval snuffboxes (Nos. 66 and 72), from Dutch painters.
L'Accordee dii Village, by Greuze, appears
twice, the whole of it on an octagonal snuffbox (No. loi), and part only on a similar box
(No. 106).
Some were made to frame porThis

artist

original

,

;

.<

Celtic

SI

.MUiiA

ni'i.T.

ni-

Work

o/ di//ereiit perioils.

.

..
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such as those of a Cardinal, conjectured
Marquise de Montespan and
Louis XIV., the last bv the celebrated painter
of miniature portraits in enamel, Petitot, on
the bonbonniere (No. 108'; that of the Duchesse de Bourgogne on the octagonal snuffbox 'No. ii5'>; the two of Louis XIV., both
bv Petitot, on the circular box (No. 122), and
that of an unidentified Princess inside the
square snuff-box iNo.
This last also
39

made

traits

is

to be Fleurv, the

artificial

1

.

illustrates the fact that other materials than

gold and enamel were frequently brought into

employment, the bodv being composed of
panels of Japanese lacquer set in gold, which
also the case with an oval snuff-box (No. 107),
and an octagonal one (No. 109 :,while Chinese
lacquer, on a smoked mother-of-pearl ground,
is used in a similar box (No. 117).
In the
oval bonbonniere (No. 61), an artificial stone
of a pale-green colour is introduced
in the
circular one (No. 62^ rock-crystal adorned
with pierced gold work, enamel and diamonds;
in the square one No. 63), artificial bloodstone enclosed in a network of gold. Motherof-pearl appears on the square snuff-box
No. 76'; porcelain cameos on the octagonal
one (No. 77
Another, of the same shape.
No. 81 is partlv composed of lapis-lazuli,
while the square one fNo. 84) is built up of
plaques of Sevres, exquisitely painted with
Cupids. Tortoise-shell, decorated v<i\.\\ pique
work, is found on Nos. 90 and i33; the same
material, inlaid with narrow bands of gold,
on the circular bonbonniere :No. 921; No. 96
is

;

.

1

28:

of onyx, and No. 100 has panels of

Nos. io5,

lapis-lazuli.

i

10

and 116

are wholly tortoise-shell, painted in various

ways and coated

entirely with the wonderful

gold

varnish or lacquer
Martin.
A bonbonniere

known

as Vernis
(No. 119) is constructed entirely of carved rock-crystal, set
in gold and diamonds
a snulT-box iNo. 120)
of artificial green stone and lapis-lazuli
an
octagonal bonbonniere (No. i25i of agate; the
square snuff-box (No. 126) of Sevres porcelain
the oval one (No. 128) of cornelian another
of the same shape (No. 3o) of artificial bloodstone; the bonbonniere (No. 134,1 of horn,
;

;

;

;

1

stained pale green, and lapis-lazuli, the latter

mounted in gold and diamonds
forming the whole of No. i38.
The Case in the centre of Gallery XX is
material alone

the last to call for

comment.

highly miscellaneous
the

It contains a
assortment of articles,

most important of which are

berlain's key bearing the

:

—a

monograms

Cham-

King
William and Mary (No. 27) an ivory pique
necklace, given by Marie Antoinette to the
Princesse de Lamballe (No. 28); a gold
of

;

stick-handle, with the

monogram

of Charles

II.

medals struck in honour of a
royal visit to the Paris mint in 181 3, and
representing Marie Louise, Caroline, Queen
of Naples, Hortense, and Princess Pauline
Borghese (Nos. 33 to 36); and a box of cardcounters of tortoise-shell and mother-of-pearl,
inlaid with Imperial bees (No. 56), which may
perhaps have belonged to Napoleon.
(^No.

29); four

POSTSCRIPT.

sum up

attempting to

INcollection

as

gathered together

is

volume the

in a single
at

Hertford House,

it

has been necessary

middle course between the obvious formality of

to steer a

and the elaboration of a

Mere statement

critical treatise.

such a

salient features of

a

guide-book

of plain facts

would

have been uninteresting, and assertive criticism out of place in a book which
is

primarily intended to help art lovers of

works included among the Wallace

sions about various
the

chief purpose

Collection

which

it

is

may

of

what

is

written in

these

be studied and what are the

held by experts.

of the student

types to form their

all

who

is

The

bot)k,

Therefore,

treasures.
is

conclu-

show how

to

the

reasons for the estimation in

is

it

pages

own

hoped, will simplify the task

need of some guidance in his examination of the

in

bewildering number of masterpieces before him, and will also be of use to
the

man

of matured convictions

which he can turn

On

all

to refresh his

disputable points, in

who

is

memory

in

search of a convenient record to

or verify an impression.

cases of doubtful ascription,

all

questions which admit of discussion, the

official

and

in all

catalogues have been mainly

taken as the bases for the statements which appear in the text; but, for the sake
of completeness, the author has, in various matters, sought and obtained the

who

opinion of specialists

acknowledgments are
excellent
freely

the

due

to

Mr. M. H. Spielmann,

handbook, The Wallace Collection

little

drawn upon;

art

are qualified to speak with authoritv.

objects

has

to

Mr. Malcolm

been invaluable

Bell,
;

and

whose
to

in

who

His sincerest

has allowed his

Hertford House,

to be

assistance in the chapters on

Dr. G. C. Williamson,

whose

kind help was given in the preparation of the section which deals with the
miniatures.

A. L. B.
October

_/,

i

qo4.
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